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INTRODUCTION 

1. No apology is needed for publishing a translation of a 
work of an author of the calibre of Ma:t:H;lana Misra in Indian 
philosophy. A draft of this translation had been lying with 
me for many years. I made it chiefly as an aid to my study of 
the work. On the basis of my study, I published an article 
entitled " The Doctrine of Sphota" in the Journal of the 
Ganganatha Jha Research Institute, Vol. V pp. 120-147. But 
I always had an idea of publishing the translation some day. 
When Dr. S. M. Katre suggested that he would hke to include 
it in the Deccan College Building Centenary and Silver Jubilee 
Monographs, I agreed to re·.rise it and get it ready for publi
cation. In the meantime. Dr. M. Biardeau's French translation 
of it with a revision of the text by Sarvashri N. R. Bhatt and 
T. Ramanujam had appeared in 1958 as N <"'. 13 of the '' Publi
cations de 1' Institut Fran~ais d' Indologie, Pondicherry" After 
reading it, I did not think that any change was called for in 
my earlier translation of the work. Though, in the revised 
text of the work published with the French translation, some 
variant readings, mainly from the commentary Gopalika, 
are given in the footnotes, the translation itself is based on 
the text of the Madras University Sanskrit Series, No 6 (1931). 
My translation is also based on taat text which is, therefore, 
given here for the convenience of the reader. The author of 
the Gopalika knew many variant readings of the text at many 
places, but he shows his pt'eference for one of them and the 
editor has usually adopted it. Paramesvara, the author of the 
Gopalika, may have had manuscipit authority for the variant 
readings which he mentions but does not seem to favour. I 
suppose he had manuscript authority also for the readings 
which he seems to have adopted. 
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A few notes have been added to my translation of all but 
three of the karikii-s and Mal).«;lana's Vrtti on them. They are 
partly explanatory and partly in the nature of references to 
the works on which Mal).«;lana's observations are based. The 
Gopiilikii is a word for word explanation of the kiirika-s and 
the Vrtti on them. Paramesvara has spared no pains to make 
the m~aning of Mal).«;lana Misra clear He has not aimed at 
brevity in his explanations. In fact, some may find his 
oommentary too elaborate. In some places, he gives alternative 
explanations which also appear to be acceptable. Many of my 
notes are based on the Gopalika. In some places, I have 
actually quoted it. 

2. Tradition as~ociates Mal).«;lana Misra with Sailkaraca
rya, of whom he may have been an elder contemporary. The 
following works of his are known: 

1. Brahmasiddhi 
2. Vidhiviveka 
3. Bhavanaviveka 

4. Vibhramaviveka 

5. Mimamsanukrama1;1i 
6. Sphotasiddhi. 

In the Sphotasiddhi, with which we are concerned 
Mal).«;lana Misra establishes the existence of Sphota. The 
Sphota doctrine is that of the Grammarians and the ch · f 
exponent of it is Bhartrhari ( 5 th cent. A. D. ? ). T~e 
chief opponents of the Sphota doctrine were the Mimihhsak 
and their chief representative in this matter was Kumari~= 
Bhatta (VI th cent. A D. ? ) who, in his Slokaviirttika 
(sphotavada) has put forward his arguments against the accept
ance of sphota. Mal).l;l.'lna Misra came after both and quat 
the Viikyapadiya and the $lokaviirttika in his Sphotasiddh' ~s 
would be correct to say that Ma1;1!;1.ana Misra states, ·in his ~~: 
words, the main arguments of Kumarila against the h 
d · d . sp ota octrme, supporte by quotations from the Sloka - t'k. 

h S . .1 1 . vart 1 a 
w erever necessary. 1m1 ar y, m order to establish the exist-
ence of sphota, he presents the arguments of Bhartrh · · 
. h" d . h . ar1, aga1n 
m IS own wor s, Wit , of course, quotations from the 
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Vakyapadiya wherever necessaay. The essence of the 
sphota doctrine is the idea that the word, mainly 
in the form of the sentence and secondarily in the form of 
the individual word and the phoneme, is an entity over 
and above the sounds and not a mere collection of them 
and that it is this entity which is the bearer of the meaning. 
It is an indivisible entity which already exists in everybody. 
The speaker manifests it when he utters the sounds by the 
movements of the vocal organs. When the hearer hears these 
sounds, this indivisible entity which is in him also is awakened 
and he understands the meaning which the speaker wants to 
convey and which is eternally associated with the word which 
has been awakened. This entity over and above the sounds is 
the sphota. primarily the sentence sphota. but secondarily 
also the word sphota and the phoneme sphota. As against 
this, the Mimarhsaka holds that there is no entity over and 
above the phonemes ( C!UTT: ). The word, whether it be the 
sentence or the individual word, is nothing more than a collec
tion or group of phonemes and it is with this collection that 
meaning is associated. When the group is brought to the 
the mind of the hearer by the sounds uttered by the speaker, 
he understands the mPaning. 

For the grammarian, this entity over and above the sounds, 
eternally associated with meaning, has its roots deep in the 
Self, not only of this life, but of the previous lives also. It is 
the very essence of the Self. It is part of the personality which 
we have inherited from our previous lives. Ma:r;t~ana Misra 
does not go into this aspect of sphota in his Sphotasiddhi. I 
shall, therefore, not deal with that aspect of sphota in this 
introduction, especially as I am dealing with that topic in my 
study of tne Vakyapadiya which will be published in due 
course. In the Sphotasiddhi, Ma:r;tc;l.ana deals mainly with 
the question whether the word which conveys the meaning 
is an entity over and above the sounds or the phonemes. 
His answer is that it is ani it is because he has tried to 
establish its existence apart from the sounds that the work is 
called the establishment of sphota, the Sphotasiddhi. For 
Bhartrhari. the sphota has mainly the form of a sentence, 
but he aceepted the word-sphota and the phoneme-sphota 
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also. What Mal).Q.ana's attitude was on this point will be 
discussed later. Suffice it to say for the present ~.that in the 
Sphotasiddhi, Mal).Q.ana tries to establish the padasphota as 
against the Mimamsaka for whom the word was nothing 
more than the phonemes themselves 

3. The Mimamsaka view is already stated in the Sabara
bha:;;ya as follows : 

:a:r~ ~~c:~ Cfi: zy.r.:: ? ~~mr r;Rf 
+merAqerq: 11 

"What constitutes the word .U : ? His Holiness Upavarsa 
has declared that the phonemes iT,_, an and fcRm constitute it:, 
To the objection that the meaning cannot be understood from 
the cognitions of these phonemes, which, being momentary, 
cannot coexist, the answer given is-

" ~~d~'t'tliHlffi:ffis~ ct-u'T: ~ ~~q: "z 

" There is no defect in the view because the last phoneme 
with the help of the impressions left by the previous ones' 

' conveys the meaning " 

This way of explaining the understanding of the 
meaning was put forward to dispense with the necessity of 
postulating an entity over and above the phonemes. That 
there were persons who postulated the existence of such a 
entity in Sahara's time or before him is quite clear becaus: 
that view is referred to as follows : 

'' a:rcfr ~rota: e<f fcl f<:q~ s;<:f) rr~sf~ ~s~!:Rfrfcf: ~ 1 a 

"Therefore, there does exist the word~:, apart from the 
phonemes rr etc, and from that, the understanding of the 
meaning w~uld take place. " 

But Sahara does not accept this and prefers to explain 
the understanding of meaning from the phonemes themselves 
assisted by the impressions of their cognitions. ' 

1. Mimamsa-darsana. I. p. 45 (Anandasrama edition) 
2. Ibid. p. 46. 
3. Ibid. p. 45. 
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This all too brief a statement of Sahara has been elaborated 
by subsequent writers, notably by Kumarila Bhatta in the 
Slokavarttika and his arguments have been summarised in the 
Sphotasiddhi. The Mimamsaka position may be briefly stated as 
follows. Both the Mimamsakas and the Grammarians agree that 
the sounds which the speaker utters and the hearer hears are 
momentary and that their function is to manifest the real word 
which conveys the meaning. Their disagreement is as to what 
the real word is which the sounds manifest. The Mimamsakas 
look upon the phonemes as eternal and all-pervasive. They are 
manifested, that is, brought within the range of our cognition 

by the sounds which the sp?aker utters. For Bhart:rhari, 
the, momentary sounds manifest the sphota, primarily the 
sentence sph""~ta and secondarily, the word-sphota and the 
phoneme-sphota also. The very· fact that Bhart:rhari looks 
upon the phoneme as a sphota shows that he accords it 
some kind of permanence, though it is not clear whether he 
looked upon it as eternal and all-pervasive as the Mimamsaka 
did. Forth~ latter, the phonemes themelves, manifested by 
the sounds, constitute the word. Th~ name word is applied by 
everybody to something which can be heard and it is the phone
mes which are heard. It is undeniable that when somebody 
utters the word iTt:, he manifests the phonemes~' m and fJroir 
in succession and the hearer hears them and in his cognition, 
these phonemes do figure. These cognitions have the form of 
phonemes. The upholder of the sphota also accepts that the 
cognitions in which the phonemes figure do take place in 
succession, but he interprets them differently. The Mimamsaka 
stresses the fact that we understand the meaning when we 
hear the last phoneme, namely, the visarga and have the 
impressions or the residua' traces of the previous phonemes 
in our mind. There is nothing to be surprised at in the fact 
that transitory events which take place in 8 sequence produce 
one common effect. This is taking place all the time in other 
spheres. The different moments of an action like 'going' take 
place in a sequenc~ and yet produce the common effect of the 
agent reaching the destination.4 The different parts of a 
~--··--·--·---------------------·-· 

4. rr~~R:"llur~em~a~~~~~ ~~cr 1 
s. s. ka 5. p 14. 
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Vedic ceremony are performed in a sequence and cease to 
be as soon as they are performed. But they jointly bring to the 
performer the reward mentioned in the Vedas. Similarly, 
phonemes uttered and heard in a sequence can have the 
common effect of conveying a meaning. 

The Mimamsakas were a ware that the cognitions of the 
phonemes were momentary, though the phonemes were eternal 
according to them and that, unless these coexist somehow in 
cognition, they cannot cooperate to produce the common effect 
of conveying the meaning. They, therefore, tried to interpret 

Sahara's 

"rr-fmlrw:i<:::t.IH1ft!B1s~r qoT: !Olcllrll:ti ~:" 
in such a manner as to bring about this coexistence in 
cognition. It is through the impressions or resid~al traces 
left by the previous phonemes that a kind of coexistence of 

't' f all the phonemes is thought of. Sabara 
the cogn1 tons o h h 't'on of the last phoneme causes t e 
hasdsaidt thd~t t e£ tchoegmnle~ning in the case of one who had heard 
un ers an 1ng o . b f d h · honemes also immediately e ore an w o 
the two previous p . . . 0 
h th f thei·r residual traces w1thm h1m. ne who 

as, ere ore, · 0 
has heard the visarga only understands no mean~ng. rdi-
narily, residual traces, when awakened, can only brmg back to 
the mind the previous experiences which caused them. The 
traces left by the cognitions of :!!._and an should, therefore, 
only cause a remembrance of those two cognitions But 
Sahara credits them with the power of conve}·ing the meaning 
of the whole word m:, in collaboration with the cognition of 
the visarga. The idea is that it is bettt:r to credit a well
known entity with a new power than postulate an unknown 
entity called sphota.5 

It needs to be explained further that the impressions or 
residual traces do not directly convey the meaning. When 
awakened, they cause a single cognition of all the phonemes. 

~ "' ,..... ' ~ 5, ~ "fiT~I"CRli~d'6"d(Cf,flj ~t(<fll(("ljq '~]'d'llr(:t{qf(Cfj(ill;:r(·I=!'F-f-

+1'@, 1£~ ~ Wa'(G,{t;:rr({; ;:r g; fik.4R'tlii4;:rr ~r 1 

S. S. Ka. 6. p. 17 , 
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This single cognition is, according to some, a complex one 
partly perception and partly remembrance, perception as far 
as the last phoneme is concerned and remembrance as far as 
the previous phonemes are concerned.6 It is this complex 
cognition or all the three phonemes which figure in it at the 
same time which convey the meaning. Others look upon this 
cognition, not as a complex one, but as a simple"remEmbrance 
in which all the three phonemes figure and which conveys the 
meaning.7 This simple cognition takes place immediately 
after the cognition of the last phoneme, so that its own 
residual trace can combine with those of the two previous 
ones to produce it. Though all the phonemes figure in the 
final cognition, complex or simple, they do not do so in any 
particular sequence. According to the Mimamsakas, the phone
mes themselves are eternal and so can have no sequence. The 
speaker utters rnd the hearer hears the manifesting sounds 
in a sequence which is, therefore, an attribute of the act of 
uttering or of hearing. It cannot figure in the final cognition 
as an attribute of the phonemes. 

This, of course, creates a difficulty, because it does not 
explain why different meanings are understood from the words 
;¢t and .fr=r considering that in the final cognition, the same . ..... .. ,, 
phonemes would figure in both cases and their difference of 
sequence whould not figure in it. It is in order to meet this 
difficulty that the Mimamsakas gave a final shape to their 
view as follows: 

The impression or residual trace which the cognition of 
each phoneme leaves is different from the impression which, 
when awakened, causes remembrance. It is more like the 
'' apurvas" which are generated by the various subsidiary acts 
of a Vedic ceremony and ultimately bring about the reward 
of heaven to the performer. The impres~ion which causes 
remembrance cau~es something similar to what produced 
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it. But the impression left by the cognition of a phoneme 
causes something different from its own cause, namely, the 
understanding of meaning. Therefore, it is like the' apurvas' 
which are produced by the various subsidiary acts of a 
religious ceremony, performed in a particular order by a 
particular agent, but cause, in their turn, the attainment of 
heaven which is very different from their cause. Similarly, it 
is only when the phonemes are uttered and heard in special 
circumstances, that. is, by a particular speaker in a particular 
sequence that they can convey the mening. The unity of the 
word consists in the fact that the phonemes which figure 
together in the final simple or complex cognition are looked 
upon as one word because they jointly convey one meaning. 
This explanation also agrees with the worldly view that the 
meaning is understood from the word because the phonemes 
constitute the word. The residual traces act as a kind of 
function ( vyapara) or mode of performance ( itikartavyata) 
of the phonemes. All agents depend upon a mode of perfor
mance for bringing about the result but that does not take 
away their agency.8 In ibis way, argues the Mimamsaka 
one can explain the understanding of meaning without bringing 
in an entity called ' sphota ' in the middle. 

4. This explanation of the understanding of meaning does 
not satisfy Mai,lc;lana Misra. He puts forward CPrtain arguments 
in criticism of it but it cannot b~ said that these arguments are 
a statement in his own words of those which are found in the 
Vakyapadiya. This work, with the Vrtti, is aware of the 
Mimamsaka view that the phonemes themselves constitute the 
word. 0 But it criticizes it in a quite different manner. When 

8. 01 ~ffi'flctc4dl~~ Cf.I(CfiiUJj 'flRCf.Oi fc®~, ~~ ccmfcr~rr I 
~s"Rt :q crurf: ~f"fiRTM'cn;;ro4141<l414T ~~~~~~~rrrr omr~~r: 
., ~ ~04"14'~e:r~: <fii(CfiJUI i CfiR<f.Cff fcr~P=cr ~~ m I s. s. Ka. 9,p.?9 

9. ~sft" ~?.,'41Kofl ntftfcf il'fliQ'flRiC!'8~~~ ~..on: .. , 
~~mr.r ~~l414l'll~r f.nWr: ~~.r:rr fcRRr 'itRr ~ 
f.:r~c<i :q ~r.!f~.-~~~ mr ~ilu11o44~~m~~ {."q~.41C1 
e:r~~~cif :qr;:~ o<rtt.~l'llf~ar: qf(~ ~~ I 

Vrtti on Vak, 1. 92· 
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Ma:t:J.<.iana Misra expounds the sphota doctrine, he uses more 
or less the same arguments as those which are found in the 
v akya padiya. 

Against the Mimamsaka view, it is first pointed out that 
there is no justification to credit the residual traces which, when 
awakened, ordinarily cause ramembrance, with an unusual 
power, that of conveying the meaning. When awakened, they 
can only recall the experience which caused them and not 
cause a different kind of expl'rience. Nor is it clear why the 
Mimamsaka maintains that the sounds must be uttered by the 
same speakerin a particular sequence if they are to convey the 
meaning. Even when uttered by a plurality of speakers and in 
a different order, their residual traces would be the same, but 
he maintains that it cannot be understood at alJ. The meaning 
is supposed to be understood, not djrectly from the residual 
traces, but from the phonemes which figure simultaneously in 
the final cognition, simple or complex. These phonemes 
would be the same, no matter in what order the manifesting 
sounds were uttered. As the sequence does not figure in 
the final cognition, there:! is nothing to distinguish ;r{r and 
t;r. And yet, the meaning understood is not the~same. More~ 
over, what is there to prevent the understanding of the 
meaning even when the speakers are many'! Nobody ascer
tains the sameness of the speaker before understanding the 
meaning. Provided there is similarity of voice and uninter
rupted utterance, meaning should be understood even if the 
speakers are many.10 

The other point of the Mimamsaka that the residual 
traces left by the cognitions of the phonemes are not like 
those which cause remembrance when awakened but are 
rather like the 'apurvas ' produced by the subEidiary acts of 
a religious ceremony is also open tJ criticism. There is no 
justification for a::suming that if the phonemes are uttered in 
a certain order, they leave traces resembling apiirvas, but if 
they are uttered in a different order, they leave traces which 

·16 ~ ~ ~rn frWcRr~RU'r ~sfq" ~~;a:wn 
:;;rril"~;rq_, 'fi~:t" Cfii!~~;rr.:rr~ ~~ a:r11: 1 ;r :q "-erf.t-!ir-{w.rai" ~, 
eraN~f'f<ill~~r.:rrmq ~~ ~~R)~ 1 s. s. Ka. 1s. P 33. 
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cause remembrance. The phonemes are the same, no matter in 
what order they are uttered. They cannot leave two different 
kinds of residual traces. Lastly, the point that the unity of the 
word consists in the fact of all the phonemes figuring together 
in the final cognition and conveying one meaning is exposed 
to the defect called affi<:rrw:r:. Unless the phonemes are 
cognised as a unity, a unit of meaning cannot be understood 
and unless a unit of meaning is understood, the phonemes 
cannot be grasped as a unit, a very unsatisfactory position.U 

The doctrine of sphota seeks to remove the above diffi.
cultiE's and provide a better explanation of the understanding 
of meaning. Practically all the arguments advanced by 
Mal).c;l.ana Misra, including the analogies, have been taken from 
Vak. J. with the Vrtti. 

As an upholder of sphota, Mal).c;l.ana Misra maintains that 
it is something over and a :>ove the phonemes. It is not a 
mere grouping of phonemes on the basis of their figuring in 
the same cognition and conveying a single unit of meaning. 
The sounds uttered by the speaker do no more than manifest 
this sphota which is within him and within 1he hearer. Once 
manifested, it conveys the meaniog. Between the sphota, 
that is, the word unit and the meaning, the relation is that of 
expression and thing expressed (6!1"'"-46!1'i'.l'fi~). Between the 
manifesting sounds and the sphota, the relation is c<l'Wiloit'lf<f;
~. That it is an entity which is within us is emphasised by 
Bhartrhari. All of us instinctively feel the existence of this 
entity .within us. It is manifested by the sounds and its unity 
exists primarily in the sentence.12 It is one of the important 
points of the d~:!trine that it is directly perceived and not a 
matter of inference only. 

11 a:r~~rRFT+lt ;ffi ~~~I:TRUTKr_ I 
<:r?.:~~\:li-:'!R ~iF<f)r<ffiw:r: II 

~ P.: r;:.,..,:o "' ,..__ ~ ..._ .,:;:,. """""' ;r 'dl~IC!~aq;o:,(".qfcrr"i'-~ !:K~ I a-1ej"~:<r-'CR'-tt\l-1& CRCT.St"~ 9Uit;:m=r!l"~rr_ 1 

~~iftCl!T ~MfCl~q~Cf.~ ~~ffr~w:r~rfcl"Wrfu I 
s s. Ka. 26, p. 66. 

12. 

Vak. a n. 30. 
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Each sound of a word uttered by the speaker reveals the 
sphota, the whole of it, the first one vaguely, the second one 
more clearly and so on, until the last one, helped by the impres
sions left by the previous cognitions, reveals it in all its 
clarity and distinctness. To explain this, Mal).c;lana gives the 
analogy of the expert jew<!ller who examines the genuineness 
oF a precious stone. He continuously looks at it for some 
time. A continuous cognition is taken to be a series of uninter
rupted cognitions. In each one of them, the genuineness of 
the stone is perceived. In other words, the object of all of them 
is the same, but it is perceived progressively more clearly. 
Each cognition leaves its residual trace and the last one, with 
the help of the residual traces left by the previous ones. 
grasps the genuineness of the stone quite clearly. The 
difference between the first cognition and the last cognition is 
that the latter has the help of the residual traces whereas the 
first one has not. This shows that the residual traces play an 
important p'irt in the grasping of the genuineness of the 
precious stone 13• 

This illustration is taken from the Vakyapad!ya though it 
comes there in another context. There the context is the value 
and importance of tradition as a means of acquiring know
ledge about certain matters. The unreliability of reasoning 
is particularly stressed. There is a limit to what one can 
understand throul!h reasoning. It is a matter of common 
experience th:1t the reasoning of even clever people is upset 
by that of clev~ rrr ones. Ordinary mortals, however gifted, 
are so liable to error. Ancient sages are in a different posi
tion. Traditional knowledge is what has come down to us 
through them. It is in this context that the special knowledge 
of experts, the result of their long experience and practice 
and not easily communicable to others is mentioned. Expert 
jewellers ( ~.4C\Cflli:,'l!:) can tell the genuineness of precious 
stones by continuously gazing at them. A continuous gaze 
is a series of cognitions of the precious stone and in each 
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successive cognition, its genuineness shines more clearly than 
in the previous one. The jeweller is not able to explain to 
others why he considers it to be genuine, but he perceives its 
genuineness. This knowledge of his is based on long practice 
( ~~ ). In that sense, it is nearer to tradition than to percep
tion or inference. 14 

Ma:Q.Q.ana Misra brings in another illustration of the pro
cess by a direct quotation from the Vakyapadiya. 15 In it 
the understanding of the meaning is compared to the process 
of learning a Vedic passage or a verse by heart, by reading or 
reciting it repeatedly. !tach later recitation leaves a clearer 
impression of the passage or the verse than the one left by the 
previous recitation. The last recitation helped by these 
impressions fixes the verse fully and clearly in the memory, 

The sphota is a unity which already exists in the mind of 
the speaker and he utters the sound:;; in order to manifest it. 
His efforts to utter sounds differ according to the sphota 
which he wants to manifest and the sounds differ according 
to the ffforts even though the movements of the vocal organs 
may be the same. The effort to manifest rrfr is different from 

the efl'lrt to manifest <Uw:r and so the ;:r in~ is different from 
the ;:r in '?.J;r. Therefore, the sphotas manifested by them 
could be different and hence the meanings conveyed by them 
would be different too. 

In this process of manifesting the sphota, no new kind of 
residual trace is postulated. It is the usual kind which, when 
awakened, causes the remembrance of the cognition which 

14. ..... ...... " ~ 
!iOO.J:R'f"lf~lfl1Rt Fa I a, "l ~IT<:!Cf I 
~'=<:f"rRiCt~lri affi.aj rrr~m~ 11 
01 ~ ~~~: ~711101IJRr~.~ iCt~I•N~, Efil"Q~o:r[ ~Rfcq-rfit 
ij'+rf'<ll'f·~ !iD.<:r a:J~ ~cr 1 

Vii.k. I. 35 with the Vrtti. 
15. ~~: ~)cp) err B""re'cqf!Y~I-vJRt I 

n=r=f.":::r ,.... '"' ~ 01 g; ij' '1.;:~: !!~ 1~1-cr lrf~~ II 

Vii.k. I. 82 quoted in s. s. Ka 18, p. 43. 
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originally caused it. The weak point of the Mimamsaka 
explanation was that it either postulated a new power for the 
ordinarY. kind of residual trace, or postulated a new kind of 
residual trace in order to explain the fact that, though caused 
by the cognition of the sound, it does not stop at causing a 
remembrance of it but causes the understanding of the meaning 
also. In the Sphota doctrine, each sound manifests the whole 
sphota though vaguely, and the residual trace has the whole 
sphota as its object. When awakened, it causes the remem
brance of the whole sphota, the cognition of which becomes 
very clear at the time of the last sound because of the 
co-operation of the previous residual traces, all of which have 
the same indivisible sphota as the object. The early vague 
cognitions of the sphota, their residual traces and the cogni
tion of the [final sound have the same object, namely, the 
sphota. This is certainly a more satisfactory position. 

Another point in the doct.rine is that even though each 
sound cames the cognition of the whole sphota which is thus 
its object, it has the form of the sound with ali its properties 
such as accent, duration, timbre and so on. Wherever a cogni
tion has one thing as its object and the form of another, it is 
an error. When we mistake a rope for a snake in the dark, 
the rope is the object of our error, but the error has the form 
of a snake. The rope is the object, because, after all, it is 
the rope which is in contact with the senses and not the 
snake. Similarly, the sphota is the object of the cognition of 
each sound, but it appears as the sound. In other words, 
when we finally get a clear cognition of the sphota, it is 
through a series of errors that we come to it. Ma:t:lQ.ana 
Misra gives here an analogy taken from the Vakyapadiya. 
From a distance one mistakes a tree for an elephant. Later 
careful observation reveals the truth. We have come to the 
truth through an error. The sense is in contact with the tree 
and not with the elephant. The error has the tree as the 
object and the form of the elephant. When, in the final 
correct cognition, the object and the form are the same, the 
previous error has played a ~part in it. It is error with has 
led to the truth. Similarly, it is through a series of errors, 
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consisting in cognising the sphota in the form of the sounds 
that we finally grasp it in the form of the sphota itself.l0 

This error has some features which have to be kept in mind. 
Not only does the sphota appear as the sounds or phonemes, 
but the latter appear as parts of the indivisible sphota. How it 
happens may be stated briefly as follows-The effort to utter the 
phoneme ~by itself is different from the effort to utter~ in the 
word i\l: and both are different from the effort to utter~ in 
the sentence ~. As the efforts are different, the resulting 
sounds are also different. But they are looked upon, wrongly 
of course, as the same. They are wrongly identified because 
of the resemblance in the contacts and separations of the 
vocal organs, necessary for producing these sounds;, Being 
wrongly identified, their powers are confused. The sounds 
meant to manifest the sphotas of the phonemes, words or 
sentences, differ from one another in their causes and effects. 
Their causes are different because they are the result of 
different intentions and efforts. Their effects are different 
because they manifest different sphotas. As their effects are 
different, they are themselves different from one another, 
but they are wrongly identified. Their difference is not 
perceived. This failure to perceive the difference has two 
analogies, according to the Vrtti on Vak. I. 88. The shape of 
a cow is fit to manifest the universal called ~ and that of 
gayal is fit to reveal the universal called ~. but this 
difference is not perceived and so one sees resemblance bet
ween the two. Similarly, the moments of the action of 

16. (a ) ~~ ~: rf:ii~rr_ ~sfct err I 
~~ 'f-rr::r:roii;:~~crr~<r~fcl 11 

~PIT f~q~f";~'c:T+l u:ei!"if ~~qt '{UGJ~fcloiiril~~ ~a~;:r 
~~ J:lfctq.,J .. ct I ~Cf~Tc!T u:q J:lii1ri:Tf;:n..<m3'Tij_ ~ ~~-' 

'"' ~ I Vale. I. 89 with the Vrtti. 

(b) -311\0.qi0JG:ictt<J~ ~~~celWfll~l'iiO( I . 
ctffi'l?'tlR:ti'4f~ C<rtr. mil"~ II 

::r10"19r.:rr:Tn;:"TTr.::r"\.P-:r.:n- I'T.n•·~ ,.... ..... 
<:.<::1'1~,..,1'''.,""11'-1\11! '1~,1~(! EO~~ :lflil~ <f~ <t_Gq;_ q~ 

~l£fd_,_,(O,.,.,q..,.,J:{~~.,.,'ll..-l'iTTI! I S. S. Ka. 19. p. 48. 
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turning are different from those of the action of pouring out. 
The former are the substrata of the universal called turning 
and the latter of the universal called pouring out; but this 
difference is not perceived and so one sees resemblance bet
ween the two series of moments. In the same way, one sees 
resemblance between the sounds which are really different 
from one another, both in their causes and effects. So one 
confuses them and mixes them up. The confusion takes the 
following form : because one sees resemblance between the 
sound ~meant to manifest the word iTt: and the one meant to 
manifest the phoneme rr one thinks that the phoneme rr 
is also m:mifested when _,_the word m: is manifested. On; 
looks upon the phoneme rr as a part of the word n\-:. Similarly, 
because one sees resemblance between the sounds meant 
to manifest the word iTt: and those meant to manifest the 
sentence rrn:rrc:r~, one thinks that the word <rt is a part of, a 

division within the sentence rrn:rr.;zr. One looks upon the 
sounds meant to manifest the sentence as m:1nifesting the word 
and phoneme also as its parts and that the sentence is nothing 
more than a collection of these parts. Because of this 
confusion, one thinks that sentences, words and phonemes 
have parts, whereas they have noneP 

Not only do the many appear to be parts of the partless 
sphota, but the latter appears to have the properties of the 
former. It is the manifesting sounds which can be short or 

17. (a) ~ cil~if.T ~ 6lol6ll'f4LT~ ;q I 

~i+w:~ralt~sfq ~r ~ ~: II 
Cfll1q~6llif'!liCiq<n 'fu" fctl~!TI: s::r'Gc"'' lfCicqfurr&r err~: f~TB~cr I 
P:rl;rf~Cfs::(Hi~'ft,J(I&l '<-~T ~ q(f'Ol(c:ll I'['Q~'IOO: Cf'4TTLT liTif~T
~~ ~-l={UT~~6T81 .. ;qiCI~~:q ~~1<:!4cit~"''l'ii ~~:I 
ml1F'!l"~ Cfi<JT~~3.<Tcr: J:T~fcrrrl=!N ~f.:ITJ:Wm ~~41CI~
Effi\ munerJefTf~""Cf: I crcra:Wf f.i~~ ~ ~;,.~:, LT~ :q 

~'<-~:, err<Ft~ :;::r qafin:tmT'<-~ S:Rr 1 Vak r. ss with vrtti. 
(b)~ "JOJ4a,6llif4fCtq<n ~cJ:TM: !FfC'iT ~~ ~ftcn: 

p.lfcf~: f~~~~~ I:Cf'i<l! ~fu;tw: Cf~ 
f'Tf'"fif,(OII R'81~ Cfi~~~: ~ s:cr, mri::"RTS"if ~J;;;r;_l.-d~~ 
~~qr;:r: ... S. s. Kii.. 20 p. 51 
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long, but the sphota appears to be so. The sphota is One, 
without any inner distinction, but it appears to be many in 
the form of the manifesting sounds. The face is one, but its 
reflection appears to be different in such different reflectors 
as a precious stone, the blade of a sword, or a mirror. In all 
reflections, we recognise the face to be the same.18 The 
Vakyapadiya also gives the analogy of the reflection but in a 
different manner, Several views were current about the 
nature of a reflection : ( 1 ) In the presence of the original, a 
luminous object like water i.; affected and seems to reflect the 
oriO"inal but it is only a chanote in the water. There is no re-

b ' ~ 

flection apart from the water. (2) The reflection exists in the 
water apart from it and has the original as its material cause. 
( 3) The rays of the eye, turned back by luminous surfaces 
like those of water, mirror etc. see the original and that 
seeing is the reflection, According to the first view ( ~ ), 
the reflection appears to be in the water and to have its 
movements, but it is only the water which one sees in that 
condition. In the second and the third views ( a:rr~ ), 
the reflection is something different from the water. There is 
no contact between the wind and the reflection and so there 
cannot be any movement in the reflection itself. Because 
the reflection is in contact with water and the latter with 
the wind, the movement in the water appears to exist in the 
reflection. According to all the three views, the reflection 
by itself is without any movement, but appears to have it 
bec3.use of the water. Similarly, the sphota appears to be 
short, long or prolated because the primary sounds whicl 
manifest it (the prakrtadhvanis, which will be explaine~ 
later ) are short, long or prolated or it appears to be of 

S. S. Ka. 22. p. 58 
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quick, medium or slow speed, because the secondary sounds 
are such ( vaikrtadhvanis ) . 19 

In other spheres also sometimes the cognition of the 
one appears to be mixed up with that of the many and 
to have their properties, but with all that, the cognition 
remains that of the one. When we perceive the universal of 
an object, we perceive the particular and its properties also, 
but the cognition is that of the one universal. Similarly, 
when the cognition of the whole takes place, we are also 
conscious of the parts which m.ake up the whole, but with 
all that, it is the cognition of the whole. Our cognition 
of a picture, though mixed up with that of the colours 
belonging to the different parts of it, is still a cognition of the 
picture as a whole. The picture is something over and above 
the different parts having colour. Otherwise it would have no 
colour itself and would be invisible. A substance ( dravya ) 
would be visible only if it had colour. Even those who be
lieve that substances like Dik ( space ) and Kala ( Time ) are 
visible even though they have no colour, insist that a 
substance which is a product and is a whole can become 
visible only if it has colour. Lastly, when we see a piece of 
cloth, we may see the threads also but the cognition is that of 
the cloth which is quite distinct from the threads.20 

Vak I. 49 with the Vrtti 

20. rr (!;"lo::etr'l!€'q<i4fd~ ¢~~'Cf: J.1Cfil~rrrrJF'l!lcmlrr 
s:fc1 '<@{WI, I am~~~ o<!Rt.le!~GW.w~, ~~~ m~-
11l3,~1dl"l4"l'6'4"ll~, ~en:rrw.fr :q !.1~ ~"l'l!Elm>,<ft~ftl:tl~sfCr ~T~T
"ct\~~~1 

S. S. Ka. 24· P· 63 
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Bhartrhari also brings in the analogy of a picture in a 
slightly different but related context. The context is that of 
unity and differentiation. The painter goes through three 
stages when he paints a picture : (l} he sees the object in a 
differentiated state, that is, he sees its parts separately, ( 2 ) 
he has a vision of the whole picture as he wants to paint it, 
( 3 ) he paints it part by part. Similarly, the individual, as 
the hearer, perceives the word differentiated into phonemes 
and in him these merge into a unity. As a speaker he utters 
it in a differentiated state. Thus the word goes through 
three stagesP 

The perception of the many invariably before the r-ercep
tion of the one indivisible word is an error, but it differs from 
other errors. This error ultimately leads to the perception of 
the truth and so it becomes the path leading to it. Its occur
rence is universal, its sequence is fixed and its form is also 
fixed. This is not the case with other errors. One man may 
mistake a rope for a snake while another may mistake it for 
a little stream. Thus the form of the error may differ from 
person to person. Nor is there any fixity in the order of the 
errors. Sometimes one mistakes a rope for a snake at first 
and later for a little stream of water. At other times, it may 
take place in the opposite order. In the case of the sphota 
appearing as the sounds, th~ er~o_r takes place~ inevitably, it 
is a universal error. The md1v1dual sphota ill: appears 
il an and Fcrtrir for everybody and it appears in the as ,, same 
order for everybody. 

Why there is this peculiarity in the error is explained i 
ka. 21 of the Sphotasiddhi. MaJ).c;lana quotes no less tha~ 
-----2i·-------------~~R;.Fct~41 ~Rti4d CJ7; I 

(\ ,....... ....... . ~ ,.... ~ 

~;::~ 171d4iiq '3]"'5(\STCf ~II 

4"~ ~ ~~ffl(l Rlf.l~dl Sfi+r~'C!Ie!':4~~Pt~ .. ~r.:;-=. tl"n-r 
;:r";!:;;n;~~ -.... ,.....,., ....... ,..... 4. ...... -.·:c:"1 ...,10 T 

!fo?;~Sillld..~ Sfi~T~, Cf~ ~Kcfi1STCf Sfi~: ~: !Tfci~~q 
~~Pio/~:Rt ~ frt{q4q~ ~Ri.~4 aBm~Bm~ 0<4m.r.:J tzyfi-
,... .P,. ~ ,..._ ,..._ i!'•··I,:Q...'-IT4T-
t+{Cf lrc4"f4" 04"Cf~.qercr<"• 1 cr~ ""''~I "Rre:l~~firo?j.,.,.!>..~~ ~ 

• A ..!;"' I C:!IC\•11"'1~l+rTrtl 
tll&lt!I60Cfi~ "''IRiqCid 

Viik. I. 52. With the Vrtt• 
• lo 
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five Karikas of the Vakyapadiya, bringing in some interesting 
analogies in order to explain the peculiar features of the 
manifestation of the sphota by the sounds, as pointed out 
above. It was shown before that the cognition of the unreal 
sounds or phonemes as parts of the sphota is a means to the 
comprehension of the latter which alone is real. The analogy 
of mistaking a tree fron a distance for an elephant as a step 
towards its correct cognition has already been mentioned. 
Mal).<;l.ana, following Bhartrhari, gives another analogy based 
on Vaise~ika ideas. The cognition of the lower and irrelevant 
numbers is a means to the cognition of the higher and relevant 
number, even though they are different in many respects. The 
Vaise~ikas believe that from duality onwards to the highest 
number all numbErs are produced by a:{~~:, that is, the 
notion that relates to many unities before the next number is 
cognised. 'When two things are brought before us, we cognise 
each one separately as 'this is one and that is one'. This is 
am~: Then arises the notion of two. This is true of all 
subsequent numbers. Thus the previous numbers become 
the means for the production and cognition of the higher 
numbers, though only one of them is relevant on a particular 
occasion.22 Nor is there anything surprising in the fact that 
there is a fixity in the sequence in which the cognition of 
the sphota takes place, namely, first the cognition of the 
sounds or phonemes as parts of the sphota takes place and 
then the comprehension of the sphota itself. This fixity in 
the order of cognition is comparable to the fixity in the order 
of production of the effect in the phenomenal world. as when 

22. (a) ~~~~~: ~~ I 
oazc:qj"Q(:IOij ~sfct C[Zfl ~"Q~~: II 

~FTT ~~~ m::~ err~~ II~
~ n:r~r<f.T~l<l:, ~~errm !:!~ crm ~~a:~rfc::ilJ6GJr~-" v ~" ..,.P,..,"~ ~ • ~ld4 \"'r<::rcn<rr ~~l<:l'1Rll\l<:l <ii"Q~I'IlCfl CfRl'T~rtl!, I 

Viik. I. 87 with the Vrtti. 

( b) <iZIT :qrfCl.,~+"JIC"flc+l~$1'€i<.c:q I"Q~it\1~ ~kc:q I"Q~II~ f.1fir:ij ·a~-
~ Cf~ i$J6GJrq~~! I So So Kii• 2lo P• 53, 
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milk turns into curds or the seed becomes the sprout.23 The 
two processes involve many intermediary stages all of which 
take place in a fixed order. 

The cardinal fact about the manifestation of the sphota 
is that, before it takes place, one cognises certain verbal 
elements which are unreal and appear to be parts of the 
sphota. We ordinary mortals have no other way of com
prehending it. We can do so only through the sounds which 
have differentiation and sequence and have not the same reality 
as the sphota. We who can learn it only through the teach
ing of others suffer from a certain incapacity to perceive the 
sphota directly.24 We can do so only through the differenti
ated verbal elements. That is why all of us are subject to 
the same error. As this error is a means to the ultimate 
correct cognition, it must necessarily precede it. The parti
cular order in which the errors follow one another is a means 
to the final correct cognition of the sphota. Therefore, there 
is a fixity in the order of the error too. It is only when the 
one individual sphota assumes unreal differentiation that it 

23. ( a ) ~P411'!_efffrl;qq) ~ ~:ftrcft~'Ql: I 
C!~ :qR\q~uli ~) ~~!!! ~~: II 

"" 1 ~ . Fct . ~, .. ::...... ... C!~I"{q 4iti:~~~~~ $01 4'$_1'111 ii{lifllt"{~!'H'IQOUi'i: iifiUJ ~~~ulrt 

$01~ ~-:qa;rt frr<:rctm ;ar~:.~ ~4 m~~~'S!T 
~~:~~~~ 

Vak I. 91 with part of the V:rtti. 

< b ) ~~ :err~ a:r'R:oo~Cfii4Tull~~~~~~~tR?&'C!Wftl 1 
S. S. Ka 21. p. 53, 

24. ( a ) aWcrarr-'~ 4P~~I¥cfl Rt ~ I 
SO!Fcl4~wfui: ~ ~"ttrr<1 ~ ~: II 

............... ~ ~ tR~afcN4t~l~~: :qfdq~uuB:. 1 

Vak. I 85 with a part of the Vrtti 

(b)~~ frr4'+r: ~aaJ~rJIS{ I . • 
~er :cr en:q)s~ (?~ ~:.~ ~: 11 

•••.••.••... tRmm:~a~aa.a=te~t~l ~+rOfo=if)~ f€iq;qf~ frl;q.s:r: 1 

S· S. Ka. 21, p. 53 
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comes within the range of worldly usage. In this respect, it 
is very much like consciousness itself, Consciousness is 
really one and formless, but it becomes differeatiated when 
it illuminates the different objects of the world. It 
seems to take on the form of the different objects which it 
reveals. It is only when it does so that it enters into worldly 
usage. Similarly, as long as the word is only within us, one 
and undifferentiated, it cannot enter into verbal usage. It is 
only when it becomes differentiated that it can enter into 
verbal usage. Even though it is the unified word which is 
eternally associated with the meaning, it has to be manifested 
by the differentiated sounds before it can convey it. Thus 
consciousness and the word have to go through an unreal 
differentiation before they can play their part in the world. 
In fact, mind and the word are only two aspects which 
the Word-Principle (~)within us assumes when it 
evolves.25 

While all this is true of us ordina.Iy mortals, the great 
sages are credited with the power of cognising the indivisible 
sphota directly, without going through the process of errors. 
Not only do they cognise it themselves, but they also impart 
it to others,26 as stated in Yaska's Nirukta, I. 20. 

5. All that the Sphotasiddhi says about :the sounds 
(dhvanis) is that they manifest the sphota and that they differ 
according to the intention and the effort of the speaker even 

25. ~aJ~IG m-lBi err-;:r$:T~) \:.qer: 1 
'lfif:lfqfl~a~~~ ~~~II 

~~ ,.... . ~~ ... ,.... ~ "' 
"'""l+i"<tmtf ~ ;a "'€>4Nt~ll~tql ~<malt I ~- q1ij ~a:rr 

~itiRI~IT"' 'i@r I 'Ei&;a:a~·•n>i'l~tR: ~f.!T ~\:.~""i11Cf·IW-
.::;.,..,~~~I"' "' ... ~n · ....... 
l"'+il"'"fll"' :.tc<i"'+ii~CI ~ :qf~(q£141 jq'...-~Y1 ~~ ~+l~-

""ifcn1m+f."'''~ J:Rfi<rn 'i!fcf I Vak I· 86 with the Vrtti. 

26. (a)~ g; ~+litt aql<ql;:a"(ul mawa- ma~cr :q I 
Vrtti on Vak. I. 85· 

( b ) a:rtR!I~I~ai4€!"11G ~: ij'f~m<f,a~S~c:rRr:!l'til~lT 
fcrqa~q:qf;e~ :q ~ .ttR!rHf( stR\q'~"~'+m!Rfij stfd;a,:qa 1 

S. S. Ka. 21, P• 53 
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though the movements of the vocal organs which produce them 
may be the same. Without going into all the details mentioned 
by Bhartrhari,27 it may not be out of place to give here one 
or two of them briefly. In order to manifest the sphota, do 
the sounds bring about in the sense of hearing or in the word 
itself a fitness (~) which they did not have before? How the 
sounds actually become the cause of manifestation of the word 
was one of the topics discussed in Bhartrhari's time among 
those who believed in the theory of manifestation. There were 
three views on the suject : (I) the sounds bring about in the 
sense of hearing a fitness wnich was not there before ( 2) they 
produce a fitness in the word (sphota) itself, (3) they bring 
about a fitness in both.28 It is the word {fa;q which is used in this 
context and the Vrtti elaborates the idea by bringing in the 
words ~R ::;:;ra:r: and q]UT. The process of the perfection of the sense 

' """ is not peculiar to the perception of the word. In the perception of 
other objects of the world also, sometimes the sense has to be 
made fit to do its work. The application of ointment to the eye 
enables one to see better. Even more important is attention 
and concentration without which one may not see at all. Atten
tion makes a difference to the sense of vision, but none to the 
object itself. An example of the object being previously made 
fit to be perceived is the smell of the earth. It is only when the 
heated earth is sprinkled with water that its smell is perceived. 
The sprinkling gives the object a certain fitness. Similarly 
exposure of medicated oil to the sun brings ~ to it. It~ 
smell now becomes fit to be perceived. In these cases, the 
sense is not affected.~9 The act of seeing an object was looked 
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upon by some as an example of the perfection of both the 
sense and the object. They held the view that the sense of 
vision consists of rays of light and that it reaches out to the 
object at the time of visual perception (JO!ICiJ"tillt). While going 
out it gets mixed up with the all-pervading atoms of light 
outside. This is a kind of perfection of the sense of vision. 
At that moment, the object is also illuminated, that is, made 
fit to be perceived by the external light. Thus, perfection 
comes both to the sense and the object. Bhartrhari seems to 
go by this analogy and have a preference for the view that 
both the sense ( ~ ) and the object ( ~ ) are perfected by 
the manifesting sounds. They make the ear fit to perceive 
the word and the word itself fit to be perceived. 30 

Coming to the process of manifestation itself, Bharirhari 
likened it to the process by which actions or movements are 
manifested and cognised.31 The sphota to be manifested may 
be a phoneme, a word or a sentence, though in describing the 
the process Bhartrhari had especially the sentence-sphota 
in mind. The speaker wants to manifest, that is, to convey 
to the hearer the sphota which is within him and, for that 
purpose, he has to produce sounds by means of the vocal 
organs, His efforts to produce the sounds depend upon the 
sphota which he wants to manifest. Only particular sounds, 
uttered in a fixed order, canmanifestagivensphot a, whether it 
be that of a phoneme, a w0rd or a sentence.32 Efforts differ 
vrith our desires to manifest particular sphotas and sounds 

30. "l'~: m~~ ~m g; G:<TRlN 1 
fcrq~fr~rRl>r: ~: ~ ~ "-eFr: ll 

~fer.r~ ~HI fC::fc!qiJ ~o/rs~~~)s<t ~ l ~ ~~ 
" ~ A.- ~ " " " "~ " "l'@fd"ll""fl0t"tl;:r tt:t"f"t! .lOll UII!'!@Cl l J:fTc:t!"tliFlc~ g "l'§Gt~)}:<l'cillcH ;:r ~ 

rjiJci<*O(-'"<ljQt: Rfi:qct ll Vak. I. 80 with the Vrtti 

31. Vak II. 20-21 

32, (a) eJ"o'14a,<:JICftllClG<ll! !>l<lc<i~~qtJI'«n: '<-~) ~Cf~~ 
t'li~ ~: ~) ~~~frq- l Vrtti on Vak. I. 82 

( b ) "1014~,"1 l<t<l {Cjq:q 1 ~ ~m: !>l<lc<i l'l"a({QT@&£ ~: 
t~<i"Rfmc;rfra 1 Vrtti on Vii.k I 8ll. 
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differ according to the difference in the efforts. The sounds 
have temporal distinctions, because they can be short, 
long or prolated. Following Vya<;li, the author of the 
Sangraha which is quoted in the Vrtti on Vak. I. 76, 
Bhartrhari makes an inner distinction within the manifest
ing sounds. I refer to the distinction between primary 
sounds ( prakrtadhvani ) and secondary sounds ( vaikrta
dhvani )33• The sounds are, after all, uttered in order 
to manifest the sphota which is, therefore, their root-cause 
( prakrti ), Hence, in their first moment, that is, at the time 
of the manifestation ot the sphota, they are called prakrtadh
vanis. They are so called because, without them, the form 
of the sphota would remain unmanifested, and, therefore, 
unperceived. As soon as we hear the primary sounds, we 
perceive the sphota. But its perception does not disappear 
at once. It lasts a little while more in quick speech, a little 
longer in speech of medium speed and longer still in slow 
speech. But the continuity of perception of the already 
manifested sphota cannot be explained unless the manifesting 
sounds also continue in the succeeding moments. These 
sounds of the succeeding moments having the same duration 
as the sounds of the first moments are called secondary 
sounds ( vaikrtadhvanis ). They continue to manifest the 
sphota, already manifested by the primary sounds. To put it 
differently, the sphota continues to be perceived again and 
again as long as the secondary sounds last. Those are called 
secondary sounds by which the form of the sphota, already 
manifested, is perceived again and again uninterruptedly for 
a longer period of time. 34 As soon as the lamp is lit, one 
perceives the object and, if the light continues, one continues 
to perceive the object. The sphota is perceived as identical 
with the manifesting primary sounds (though quite different 
from them ) and as having their properties. The secondary 
sounds, on the other hand, come after the sphota is manifested 

33. 5& fu"f.i~ ~,~~:-~) %o~ I a:;r ~T ;m:r ~ ~T 
~~;ffi ;:r rffi:~J~Ol~ I ~ ~~ ~: ~<Rt-..?;~;:r 
!lRJdd(Cfll01404-<fci" I Vrtti an Vak. J, 7fo 

34. See note 33· 
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and so their diffe:rence from the latter is clearly perceived 
and their properties are not wrongly attributed to the 
sphota.35 The primary sounds are produced by the contacts 
and separations of the vocal organs, themselves conditioned 
by the desires and efforts of the speaker. The secondary sounds 
on the other hand, are produced by the primary ones.36 They 
are a continuation of the primary sounds, after the manifest
ation of the sphota and are responsible for the continued 
perception of the sphota. To say that the utterance is slow 
means that the sphota continues to be perceived a little longer 
before the next sphota is perceived. The sphota cannot be 
perceived apart from the primary sounds which manifest it, 
though it is a distinct entity. Therefore the properties of the 
primary sounds such as duration and accent are wrongly 
attributed to the sphota. The perception of the primary 
sounds, with their particular duration, is not a process exter
nal to the perception of the sphota, because it is a means to 
the latter and because the latter is perceived as one with the 
former. The secondary sounds only cause difference in the 
speed of utterance. All the other distinctions attributed to 
the sphota really belong to the primary sounds. They are 
the sounds of the first moment of utterance. The sounds 
which follw are like echoes or reverberations( a:ttij(OIC"t<:"HI!) of 

those of the first moment. They are the vaikrtadhvanis. They 
------------------

3s. ~r~cr~ g; %tt.at: 1 
-.:~: ~~~ .. Cj fqi)?;r~ M ~ II 

Q<1:1'~ ~ ~OIOIICi<'d{ilCJ ~ ~ ~: 31"1fctg~ £l~OISOI"'r'CI
~ I tJ:CJ"A~ ~ "--.:JH~'Q{'fli~H1CJct'4l<il ~~ ~~ 
~CRI"~"ll<il~~~{fcr I ~~do'4R\("flot %tt.d<i "-e:ffrr.:rr 

~mwrrsfit flfiP.:rcm at~'"'4f'4tcot-.:'4'R~ ~ ~f<:Jtla,eti\ ~ 
~ I Vak. r. 77 with the V:rtti. 

36. ilf'4' f.=r~ ~sfi10'45'51<filfd =cr ~p;. ~: ~ ~: I 
I ' '' ~ <:r: a:;<fin{oJr.R~1'fVl~qr.:tarr:t ~::r:N:rr.<:"'"::t "'=>-a <:r~ ~ ~ 1 CI'P:<:rt ~~oq: I '4'ffi 

""6f'Fl"-.:c)ilqcq~ ~ ~: 1 am-~ 1 

v. Swaminathan-Bhartrhari's Mahabh8.$Yatildi pt 1 p 58 

( Hindu University Nepal Rajya Sanskrit Series I 11 ) 
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are the cause of the repeated cognition of the sphota or speed 
of utterance, another way of saying the same thing. They 
are external to the sphota.37 

Such is the nature of the sounds which manifest the 
sphota, that is, bring it within the range of cognition. We saw 
that the sphota is at first cognised erroneouly in the form of 
sounds and correctly cognised only in the end. In other words, 
the initial error is set aside, as often happens in the case of other 
errors. Ordinarily, an error is set aside in a negative way. If 
the rope was mistaken for a snake, the error is set aside when 
we say : 'no, this is not a snake. ' This is the negative way of 
setting aside an error. But it can also take a positive form,ss as 
in the case of the erroneous cognition of the sphota as sounds. 
We do not say in the end: 'This is not~' ~,or~. We say: 
' here is the word ill': ' 

Thus, after a series of erroneous cognitions having the form 
of sounds, accompanied by a vague but progressively clear 
cognition of the sphota, there is, finally, a clear cognition of 
it,39 This clear cognition is a case of perception. The previous 
cognitions also had the sphota as their object, but the cogni
tion of it was vague and that is why they had the form of the 
sounds. When the comprehension of the sphota itself is 
vague, it is natural that the cognition should have the form of 
the sounds. The latter is a natural corollary of the former. 
But when the final cognition reveals the sphota in all its 
clarity and distinctness, it has no longer the form of the 
sounds. The error has given place to truth. Such a cog
nition can only be perception. The object and the form of the 
cognition are now identical. Another proof that the cognition 
of the sphota is a case of perception is that it is only percep
tion which can reveal an object, at first vaguely and later 

37. ~·~f~ ~o:a,a-c'Cls~~ ~ q~rij ~er.:~~: 
....... ~ '"" "(\ ,..... .p; 
~ Cj<:l .. o···aa~ -a-~~~~~: c:r ~·;:d' w=r. 1 

HeUiriija on Viik. C. III Kala verse 64. 

38. %:'CfT ~ IlcttttfCtq~tt:, ~ ~afi!Rict~ ~~, ~q{l~o:r err rt 
~fu;: ~ ~~ err l Gopalika, P· 1~5. 

39. a:OO! g, ott~·<fAI6i!,qR.,gr;:rr;:tiRI.i~m ~'CI&lr~*t.c:r IJCtil~UJT-
~~ ~:~:I s. s. Ka 22. P· 58. 
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clearly. The other means of knowledge like inference 
either reveal the object or do not reveal it at all. It is per
ceptual knowledge which can be Hf~Cfl<ilf'tl or IS'iCl=t.<ACfl and not 
the other kinds of.valid knowledge.40 

6. It is clear from what has been said so far that when 
Mal).c;lana Misra speaks about sphota, it is padasphota which he 
has in mind. One cannot help asking the question: What is Mal).. 
c;lana Misra's attitude towards Vakyasphota which is the main 
sphota for Bhartrhari ? There is not enough evidence in the 
Sphotasiddhi to enable one to state his attitude without any 
ambiguity, but one or two points have to be kept in mind. 
The Vakyasphota is mentioned in the Sphotasidhdi. While 
criticising Kumarila for denying that the sounds manifest 
the sphota which exists in the word or the sentence he says 
that the sphota is not something which exists in the word or the 
sentence as different from them, because the word and the 
sentence themselves are the sphota.41 It is possible to argue 
that lVIal).c;lana Misra is only stating the view ef the gram
marians and not his own, but there is no indication of it. This 
must be taken togther with the fact that in order to support 
his arguments in favour of padasphota, he quotes Vak. 1,89 and 
90 where Bhartrhari describes the process of the manifesta
tion of the sentence-sphota and gives the analogy of our 
mistaking at first objects at a distance or in the dark and later 
cognising them correctly. The impression which one gets 
while reading this portion of the Sphotasiddhi is that Ma.J).c;lana 
Misra considered that the arguments establishing the exis
tence of the Vakyasphota were of the same kind as those 
o 3. which the existence of the padasphota is based. Perhaps 
there is a hint that by means of parallel arguments one 
can establish Vakyasphota also in Ka. 36. of the Sphota
siddhi where Mal).dana Misra tell us-

40, ~;:rmf otj~hlo<O!'d.IElmT1RIT I 
TTT"'n=r.l',. ~ " 
'41"11kl'l~ 31~11HiZffi i1e1 ~ 31~: II s. s. ka. 23. P· 59. 

41. cr-i 4a:<'li<Mt~ro~ ~~'Cfrt err ~!i ;:rr~cih"a' i~~+f.. 
~ ~ -m tiP;: I s. s. kii· 27' P· 69· 
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L• Thus the truth concerning the word, free from all 
differentiation bas been shown on the basis of reason and 
tradition. Let them understand the other higher unity also, 
free from all differentiation." 

What is the other higher unity referred to in this verse ? 
Paramesvara, the author of the Gopalika, has no doubt at all 
in the matter. He says 4?..'E<tilal\tl( "'l"fll'Eilaf4:t~~: 1 If the 
commentator is giving us the traditional way of understand
ing this verse-! have no reason to think that he is not
it means that MaJ:I<;lana accepted the higher unity, the Vaky
asphota also. But could he have done so and accept a:rm
~~ also at the same time ? The view of the grammar
ians is that if the word is the Vakyasphota and its meaning 
• pratibha' both indivisible entities, there is no room either 
for abhihitanvayavada or anvitabhidhanavada. 

Another question which arises is : did MaJ:I<;lana Misra, 
who quotes the karikas of the Vakyapadiya, know the V:rtti 
on those Karikas which has come down to us and which a 
very long tradition attributes to Bhartrhari himself ? There 
are several indications in the Sphotasiddhi which make one 
think that Ma:r:I<;lana Misra knew the Vrtti also. They may 
be stated as follows--

( i) It is stated in Ka. 18 and the commentary thereon 
that the sounds which the speaker utters differ from one ano
ther according to difference in intention and the consequent 
difference in the effort to manifest different sphotas even 
though the movements of the vocal organs may be the same. 
That the sounds differ from one another is mentioned in Vak. 
I. 88. That the difference is due to difference in intention 
and the consequent difference in the efforts of the speaker 
is not mentioned in the Karika portion of the Vakyapadiya, 
but in the Vrtti portion. It is mentioned on as many as three 
occasions.42 It is reasonable to suppose that MaJ:I<;lana has 

( ) ~ ~ r." ::., t 
42. a C!OI4?.,cll!ifliiCI"flll: 1Fllc"'11CI':(lt:R1f'<-<ll '<-"Cj'C'jtfa ~Cjom-,i4rr.i!:r:."'"'l"fll=ni-=~~"I.. 

f!fi~ ".'ft: ~·=ruf~~fcl<:r;:ciT 3~.'4l(t"lil f;:a I Vrtti on Vak I 82 
(b) C!O~NG:"'I<flllqq<rr f%: ~ID: ST<r\Oll: t\cQRaTJ.q ~: ~~c:rrrtr-

fll'~a I Vrtti oa Vak I 88. 
_.....:::.. -P-r .S::O...~" ,.... ~ ~ ........ • 

(e) "il<t"'1 1<:?. l"l+tlfl ~r'TW'-1"1"'1: .101i!c"'119':(1q: ~41~~fo{f ~: 
etc. Vrtti QU Vak. J, 90. 
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taken the idea from the Vrtti and has incorporated it tn his 
Ka .18 and his commentary thereon. 

( ii) As stated before, according to the sphota doctrine 
we ordinary mortals suffer from an incapacity to grasp the 
sphota in any other way than through sounds which have 
differentiation and sequence. We can learn only through the 
teaching of others. It is those who depend upon others for 
cognising the sphota (4<a.f;{lcta.f$r: ) that suffer from this 
incapacity. This idea is not mentioned in any Karika of the 
Vakyapadiya, but it is found in the Vrtti on Vak. I. 85. It is 
reasonable to think that Mal}<;lana is only repeating in his 
Ka. 21 and his commentary thereon whal the Vrtti on the 
Vakyapadiya says. Both there: and in Mal} <;lana's commentary, 
on his own Ka. 21, a distinction is made between us 
ordinary mortals and the J:t!?is. I will go further and say that 
MalJ.<;lana Misra's 

" aw!OI!!,~ctfCtt:F£1 I 'ttl ~: ~~(1:-f,dl:l'.murrsc:q l~dlrd:~ 
~~ :;:r ~ .t~lct~R"( .tlkt41t:,41'41~~Rt :;:r .101~ 1 

S. S. Kii.. 21, P• 53. 

reads like an explantion and is certainly an echo of 

" ,.... • .... ....A.-.........4 .-.. ,, " 
~ g ~ctll''4~414l~(OI :'.IICI'i'"..trct ~<wa :;:r 

Vrtti on Viik. r. 85 

(iii) Again, I have no doubt that the two analogies 
given by Ma:r:t<;lana, that of mistaking a tree for an elephant 
from a distance and that of mistaking a rope in a dark 
room for a snake are taken from the Vrtti on Vak. I. 89. That 
karika mentions only such an error in general but does not 
specify it. It is the Vrtti which gives the concrete examples 
and they are reproduced in the commentary on Ka. 19 of 
the Sphotasiddhi. If there was an actual quotation from 
the prose portion of the Vrtti in the Sphotasiddhi, there 
would have been no room for doubting whether Ma:r:t<;lana 
Misra knew the V:rtti or not. Short of an actual quota
tion, so many passages of Ma:r:t<;lana Misra's commentary on his 
own karikas read like echoes of the Vrtti on the Vakyapadiya. 
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The parallel passages from both the texts quoted in notes 
16, 17, 22, 23, 24, 26 give an idea of the actual position. 
To say that there are echoes of the Vrtti in the Sphotasiddi 
in not to deny that there is any qnotation. There is a verse
quotation. It is well-known that the Vrtti, though written 
in prose, abounds in verses, mostly anonymous quotations from 
previous works. One of these quotaions is reproduced in 
the Sphotasiddhi, next to the very Karika in the Vrtti of 
which the quotation occurs. For me, this is a strong indica
tion that Ma:t:J.Q.ana Misra took this verse fran the Vrtti on 
this Karika and not from the source from which the author 
of the Vrttt himself took it. The quoted verse is the 
following--

~ o:r fcRr ~ ~scmr~ 1 

;:rw.;~ qrqr CfiT~~1sflil:fl~ II 
S. S, P• 54 

This is the verse which tells us that consciousness and the 
the word have this point in common namely, that till they 
are differentiated, they cannot enter into usage, cannot play 
any part in wordly transactions. 

A correct estimate of the position of the Sphota-doctrine 
in the philosophy of Mal).Q.ana presupposes a study of all his 
other works. The foregoing brief account of the way in 
which he establishes the sphota is only meant as a help in 
understanding the Sphotasiddhi itself, 

I am thankful to Dr. S. M. Katre for including this 
translation in the Deccan College Buildin~ Centenary and 
Silver Jubilee Monographs. As in the case of my edition of 
the Vakyapadiyam, Dr. M. M. Patkar has been very helpful 
by maintaining contact with the press and by seeing that 
delay does not take place in the receipt of proofs. My 
acknowledgments are also due to the authorities of the Madras 
University, the text of whose edition of the Sphotasiddhi 
I have used for this translation. 

Poona; 
28 September 1966. 

K. A. Subramania Iyer 

• 
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·The Establishment of Sphota . . 
( Sphotasiddhi ) . . 

of 

Man dana 
• • 

M•/ 1sra 

~;:6Cfi~fill l't=l:rl' ll) ~~m i!OJ1ll I 

mElT~~~~ a-~ a~~rufct ;:rq: ll t ll 

1. "Homage to the Atma who can be seen only by one 
who has conquered himself through spiritual discipline1, who 
removes the illness of men, who is the unchanging Being that 
brings about union with Himsel£2 and who is incomprehensible 
( al).u ) in his real state. 

[ 1. Yogaddntaikadrsydtma is a compound word which can be 

and is actually split up in several ways in the Gopalika, yielding several 

meanings. It is difficult to say which one MaiJ.Q.ana had in mind. The 

translation is based on the following analysis : Yogena Yogabhyasena 

dantasya ekasyaiva drsyal.t dra~tavya iitmii yo bhavati. 

2. The word tattviivasthii1.tu occurs twice. In one occurrence, 

it may be reasonably analysed as tattviivasthiiyiim a1.1u. In the other 

occurrence, it may be analysed as tattva + avasthiittu or tattviiva + 
sthiittu. G. has adopted the latter analysis, because avasthiittu is quite 
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unknown. Tattvii.va i.:; also obscure. G. takes it as tattva + ava. Tattva 

is, of course, well-known and can stand for many things. Ava from 

the root 'av' can also mean many things on the basis of the sixteen 

meanings of the root which G. enumerates. What Mai;J.Q.ana had in mind 

is anybody's guess. The translation gives one of the pos~ible meanings, 

based on the analysis : tattvam 'isvaratvam. avati karoti iti tattviiva1.1·] 

2. In support of the doctrine of the upholders of the word 
which has been challenged by certain uncharitable critics/ a 
few arguments are being put forward according to tradition 
and my understanding.2 

[ 1. G. refers to Sl. Vii, ( Spho. ) 119, as the place where the 

challenge has been made. 

2. The view that has been challenged is that the word is some

thing over and above the phonemes. The establishment of that view 

is the purpose of this work. J 

fcfi ~ftt qc:t "'fll1 ~ ~: I :n: TiR~ ;rr-~sBi?ffi: ~ fcfi C£Ulf: ~ 
~~ 1 anq g 

at~etefQ'!:f~fitfi:t~ ~;;:q-~ 1 ~~ 1 

q"~ ' ~.n~m:ail , ~re: 1 

What is meant by ' word ' ? Speech. What is intended 
to be conveyed here by Speech ? Does it mean the phonemes ? 
No! is the reply. But rather-

3 ( ab ) . That which causes the birth of the knowledge 
of an object has been declared to be speech! sabda ) . 

As has been said : "That by the utterance of which etc ... 

[G. explains Kim punar idam etc. in two ways : as spoken by 

the opponent of the word and as spoken by the upholder of the word. J 
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(Objection) If that is so, a thing like smoke which 
shows its special capacity to cause the cognition of fire of 
which smoke is the sign, would enjoy the state of being speech 
( sabda) while individual phonemes which do not have this 
property would not be called sabda. Any expressive thing, 
even though cognisable through tbe sense of hearing, would 
not be called a word before the moment when one understands 
its relation to its meaning1 and would be so called after one 
knows it. Thus an utterance like ' cow' would be a word and 
also would not be a word. This is not right.2 The relation 
between word and meaning is learnt from the world and in 
the world, the expression 'word' is applied to anything which 
can be just perceived by the sense of hearing. Therefore, the 
fact of being audible should be taken as the legitimate mark 
of a word ( sabda ). It is the phonemes which conform to this 
definition and even though they may not cause the under
standing of meaning,3 they must be looked upon as the word 
( ~;;;~) on the basis of acceptance in the world. Anything 
which is different from them, even though it may have 
existence and expressive power, does not deserve to be called 
by the name 'word' because there is no such usage in the world.4 

[ 1. Sangatisamvedanasamayatasca pura~1. In. one of the 

alternative meanings given by G. sa1igati would mean the eternal 

relation between word and meaning according to those who acce;:;>t it 

and samaya would mean convention. 
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2. Na cedam caturasram. Here idam stands for three things : 

( 1 ) that smoke should not be called word even though it causes 

the cognition of fire, ( 2 ) that phonemes should not be called 

words even though they are audible, ( 3 ) that the same thing 

sheuld be a word and yet not a word, 

3. Abhidheyadhihetubhcivam anupayanto'pi. This statement is 

only for the sake of argument, because, the Mimarhsaka, who is the 

objector here, actually believes that it is the phonemes which convey 

the meaning. 

4. Tadatiricyamiinasariram tvarthavastu samupetasattviibhidhii

trbhcivamapi na sabdal].. It is the Mimamsaka who is speaking here 

According to him, it is the phonemes which constitute the word, 

because they are audible and they convey the meaning. Even if it 

is admitted, for the sake of argument, that there is something beyond 

the phonemes, preceding or following them, which conveys the 

meaning, it cannot be called the word, because worldly usage does 

not accept it. The other things which can be thought of as existent, 

besides the phonemes, in the case of a word like gaul]. are 

( 1 ) parts of phonemes ( 2 ) gatva etc., ( 3 ) gosabdatva, ( 4 ) 

the collection of phonemes, ( 5 ) 

not accepted by the Mimarhsaka. 

sphota. Many of these things are 

See 81. Va. ( Spho. ). 9. ] 

Cffa:G:ijfij~fttCfCf'{TO!{tli crft:q)~~ r Cf~ m: 
a~aq_ tistJJrq~ ~fiQ.. tt?l1ft~ta;q:_ 11 ~ 11 

61~ rrlft:~qsr :n: ;u~: ~ m: ~: 1 asr =cr o:m=n\iiKft~~~IT?fTCf
'fufficr'{Trrt ~~ '~~' cr~UJ rrro~ iil~:r~ffi; ~) ~ll!ffi;a~ ~rtllrr
m?J!:fc:ITrr: ~~T ' ~: ' ~fa ?is~f&fu 1 c:n?i::r =cr ' ~ffi ' ;a~frr~2t 
!:f~ ' 8fSJ ' ~ ij4rrtmm\O"Ri"lll Cf'{~~lJ!!CfooPJfirg~ 1 aa:_
~rqfd"mfB =cr \ifl~~UUJ~epit~~~=~=n~:nm~~, em: ;a~ 
frr~R~~=Irrt: ~ma ' en: ;a~: ' ~ffi 1 ~ en ~Q: ~Ci5tlli" ~qc:::u 
~ffi I !:f('lf<i "'\!:{ 1:{1 mtreo~CfooPJomerlJffi~T ~~ 1 a~~~ 
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;q=ae:,' 8i3l ' ~ frrl:lr~omfl1=lfl ~~~T~ITfTlf frrmrm I ~ TTa- :q 

~f.R~lf;q~fumfu~::n~l:l~Rr: ~ttc:::~en~ sftr ~s~ 
!:fB~: ~ rr m 'en ~ Wc;5Tll't cno :' ~ ;q: ~ ~~tfcr:n~O'r 

~~ ~~ ·~~ @Osl& ~~~;q;q: I 3'q"Q5PdUTCCil=c:r:n~:.~cll'll'~lf Brq[~~~\lfrrlf7l'-

tlf~~clf~ rr ~c:~Clt ~irlfu lf:m f"?r9;m@l~Q5: CfiOOT~ I airefl~lf
~c:~Pddr 'CIT~~clflf:, ' a:r~ ~c:~wn~rr~ ' ~ ~3fimCJ:. 1 R~lf :q 

frr~~e<=m=r ; 1\~-=r~ =r:n~Cll'llf~ rrtrcrT~~lfCTI; ~~Jll~Pddr 
cCf~'l:fiT\Cfi~~ rr ~ :(!C:~(fTqfuq~lffrCi llf~~Cffr t~ffis!{t crUTTfu~fcfiOTTS 
~~rr~c;);\ ;uc:~~~crT=clfC'JT, ~c:~!:rftfiP:Pn::n~fc=r I a:r~ c;5t:n~T~~
fu:a:m: q\: qft:=qlf: ;q~~qltt rr · ~~ ' ~~~~ !:fffiq<m+l~ ' 
'm::n?jr: cn~c:~n:a~: f?fm mfi~R '~ ' mcr+lT~rrt=cJ2: '~fu :q 1 

~T3l~T~Tfcr :q t~c=cruOTc=cr~~c=~crdlc=crTfuolflf'Ffi rr ~le-i!_~~ I cr:m 
fQ:~~~f;qrr: t~=tcrl~: ~T311Cf~lfl: I rr :q m~~~C!l~OT~, 
'=riTfTrrt +li'f~TtqcrCJHOTTCJ:, I -=rrli~ :q ~~~lrr~: I rr =q t~=tcrcr~ccrT
£1"%::r: tfl!;!:, ~iltrT+llrl:Jl%::r~TG:,; rr fQ: t~TmrqN~;:o~:n~cA' 
sltt frr~rcrr~+lttl:Jr~s~~cnnfurr: ~~rrtc=r; rr ~ ~n;:;r~;q5-
qQ5c:CJcrffi i:fl§~~srl£: ~1:nmcr~s~mcrmtrT~ ~:fit~~ 1 rr :q 

~::rfir+lt:;n~~: Cfi=q~tr'~~¥1~ rr R~ ~~lfFHilti : 1 crOTT~~~clfl:f
~a;~lEi+l~'llf"=ffisfq l:f~ ~c:~1:, CfiT~ I a:rrcrt~~lfttef~~~o:r 
~~cqc; ~clf~TI5f : II ~ II 

(Answer.) All this objection is of one who has not 
considered what has gone before and what follows ( in regard 
to the statement of the Mahabhal?ya.) It is like this-

3 (cd) "This is what the author of the Bhal?ya has 
declared keeping in view the initial problem. 

The initial problem was : In this ( complex experience 
called ) gaul,-,, what is the word ? The word gat~l.-, followed by1 

iti stands for an experience coloured by various kinds of things. 
This word iti is also used to refer to a mere idea as in gaur 
iti rne'bhavat (the idea of cow occurred to me. ) He (the 
Bhal?yakara) refers to that experience indicated by iti by 
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means of the pronominal adverb atra as a location, in order to 
include all its contents. The contents which figure in that 
experience are many, such as the universal, substance, quality 
action, phoneme, spho~a. Wishing to isolate the word from 
all this and determine its nature he asks 'What is the word?' 
It is similar to the question : Who, in this hall, is Devadatta ? 
Or it may be put in another way : iti refers to the experience 
itself as standing for its contents. The word atra ending in the 
selective locative case-affix ( ·nh·dhO.rar_~.asaptami) points to all 
that content in order to isolate the word ( which is one of the 
contents. ) 2 That being so, the term ' word ' can be applied 
only to that thing, among the things which figure in the ex
perience, which is the cause of the understanding of the 
meaning. How can it be applied to anything else ? ( If the 
question is) 'who, in this hall, is Katha ?' (and the answer 
is ) ' the one wearing ear-rings ', nobody will understand one 
who is outside the hall, even though he may be wearing ear
rings.3 As conveying of the meaning is only an occasional 
feature4 of the word ( sabda) it will not cease to be so, even 
if, due to the ignorance of the relation, it does not convey the 
meaning, just as Katha will not cease to be Katha even if he 
happens not to wear his ear-rings. Conveying of the meaning 
is an occasional feature of the word5 which is to be expounded 
( anviikhyeya) by the science of Grammar as is shown by the 
way in which it begins : ''Now begins the exposition of the 
science of the word ."6 It is that which is sought to be parti
cularly known, individual phonemes are not the word which 
is proposed to be expounded because they convey no meaning. 
A definition of the bare word would not be of much use here 
and so they will not lose their character of being the ( bare ) 
word. As to what was said before, namely, '·that which is 
different from the phonemes and is the cause of the under-
standing. of. the meaning cannot be called the ' word ' ( sabda) 
because 1t 1s not known to be the word " wonderful i d d · 

f "1' ·t 'th 1 ' - n ee IS his am1 1al'l Y Wl wor dly and scholarly traditions who has 
not ev~n seen such passages as ,, We understand the . 

h d • 1 " W d meamng 
from t e wor ' or s denoting rites are meant to prompt 
one to act and from them action would be understood. "8 One 
expresses action through the verb.9 Nor can the fact of being 
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audible be the definition of the word, because it would apply 
to the being ( which exists in the word ) , to the fact of 
being a quality ( gu'l).a ) ( which exists in sabdaguiJ.a)' to the 
fact of being a word and to the fact of being a phoneme. It is 
like this. Being and others which inhere in the word are 
perceived by the sense of hearing. Nor does' audible' in the 
definition mean audible only, because phonemes are cognised 
by the mind also.l0 Nor is the defect of the definition becom
ing applicable to the fact of being a phoneme thus removed.U 
Nor would it be right to deny the existence of universals like 
' being ' and the fact of being a phoneme, because one would 
then have to deny the existence of all universals. There is 
no other cause for recognising other particular universals than 
uniformity of cognition.U When one sees a cow of many colours 
(ba.huleya) after seeing a spotted cow ( sabaleya), there is no 
other perception of previous form except uniformity of 
cognition. Nor can one say that there is no uniformity of 
cognition in the case of ka, ca, ta, ta and pa over and above 
that of their being sounds (dhvanimiit1·a). If phonemes are to 
be called ' word ' even though they are not the cause of the 
understanding of meaning, let it be so. But the word to be 
(grammatically) expounded is characterised by the capacity to 
convey the meaning. Thus, there is nothing wrong ( in our 
view.) (3). 

[ 1. Ncincijcitiycirthamcitra etc. G. here points out that a1·tha 

means vastu, a thing and not meaning, because, among the things 

which figure in this complex cognition, some are of the nature of 

meaning, while others are word elements. Vastu is an expression 

which can be applied to both word and meaning. 

2. Gaur ityatra is explained in two ways. In the first explana

tion, iti refers to the complex experience and at1·a refers to it as the 

location and figuratively, to the many things which figure in that 

location. In the second explanation, iti refers to the experience as 

comprising the many things figuring in it and at1·a which is now 

taken as ending in the selective locative case ( nirdhcira7J.asaptami. 
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P. 2. 3. 41. ) refers to those many things in order to isolate the word 

from them. 

3. As smoke is not one of the things which figures in the 

complex cognition represented by 'gauQ.' the question of applying the 

term 'word' to it does not arise at all, as an answer to the initial 

question gaur ityatm ka"IJ- sabdal_t ? 

4· Upalak~a'l)-atviicciirthapmtyayasya. The word 'Upa Vlak~' 
has been used several times before this in this section : iidheyam 

upalak~ayitavyam, pratyetavyopalk~a'l)-atayii, tadupalak~itam. yat. In 

these cases, it means nothing more than : to stand for something 

else. The experience. as the container, stood for its contents, just 

as, in the sentence gangiiyiim gho~a"IJ-, gangii stands for the banks of 

the Ganga. In other words, upalak~a7.W, in these cases, means 

lak~a'l)-ii, one of the three functions of a word. Here, on the other 

hand, upalak~ana is used as something distinct from lak~a7J-a. Upalak~a'l)-a 

is an occasional feature of a thing as a crow sitting on a house, 

whereas ' lak~a1_ta ' is the essential characteristic of a thing without 

which it would cease to he what it is. 

5. 1t is only an accasional feature because, the word does 

not always convey the meaning. It conveys the meaning only to one 

who knows the relation between the two. 

6. M. Bha. I. 1. 

7. This is supposed to be the worldly tradition, recorded in 

sab. Bha. on Mi. Sii. 1. 1. 5 as follows-

"Nanvevam sabdiidartham pratipadyamiiha iti laukikarh Vacanam 

anuptipannam syiit. 

8. Mi. Sii. 2. 1. 1. 

9. Ni. 1. 1. 11. runs as follows-

"Purviiparibhutam bhiivamiikhyiiteniica~te, vra~ati pacatityupa

kramaprab~trtyapavargapa,·yantam. " 
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10. ' Audible ' can mean ' audible also ' or ' audible only ' 

The phonemes are percevied by the sense of hearing as well as by 

he mind. 
t 

11. If the word is defined as that which is audible, the 

definition would become applicable to a bare phoneme which does 

not cause the understanding of meaning and that is not desired. 

By modifying the definition to mean ' that which is perceived by the 

ear together with the mind, ' the defect would remain because 

phonemes are perceived by the ear together with the mind. 

12. Scimcinyavise~antarakalpane 'pi. G. explains scimanyavise~a 

first as a karmadharaya and then as a dvandva.' He had the text amwrtta

vyavrttavabhasina~t prakhyancit ' which presupposes the dvandva. 

interpretation. But the text, without vyavrtta yields a good meaninig 

"~~ :q erU'(r '{~t~~l:flfitrrllfrrliRl ~:nfi:l~lfl~~e{t~m;:;'="lq rt
~oo: qa:~q"'tm~: 1 ~cr. t~R~; ~~:m~~t~:ncene:_, ~n~~
mCflcr._, fip;re:n+~:rffi"'tiF:J~ ij~:filRcCfl~m: , "'t~:rCFQ~~
P:J~ ~~~~ ~ilfcrq~ ~r~ :q 1 o~lct ercrtoqfff{fcn crifrt-l:ils
ijf:~~~~~: ~:rfilfi:l~~qcn~ I 

"~~ :q li' ~r{~~~m rn~~c~a:ffi cr~q:, cnt~ oc~\
~ ill ~cr~ ~t:; ijilfitrrcnfcmlflrcrnutm1:fft qft~lf'nifli'frcf\TM
~q~i:lf1Efil~Turt :fir 91~c:ftlf ~it1:1:? tfq'[ fu ~ ~Rm ijiD~StlJ
"!CfTHmtl<fi !FJ~T~:fffi'ijt:fi o~lf m::.r 1\::.f qf{~otffi~;:mtlf cnt\
IT[ffi ~:I_'C{ll'ffi ; rr cffi\IT(otiF.f, ~~to:mmf~frr e~ft~::.r grpfJ91Cf.. 
oG:m~ "i::tmcrtcr._; "! @~~·F ~~q:r~stq~~ ~~ ijil:Jlfuofu
clfl~ffiftm~~:::r~T•HF~~q+rr"fllo~efi~=nt~t ~ffiqfra; Oiftt 
g o~er eft'* Wlef~~~:qt~~Tftmll~Wt ;jf"f:fi~, ~'{~ fu 
rr~ I o~~sftt +rr ~~ ~..q~ crRf.fiT: I l:fRiJ:@oG~o~~~~
~G:T~c=r~~i:q~a:f:, "~ ~ ~ ~~~=nt{t~qyfulit ijffi ~:::r~~q
"'l9:fi1WS~n I o~a:~-
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lff=frfft '1'1 r[:ffi ~ =cr l!'~~s;rffp:n~~ I 

c:p:rfr: ~lt=tffiilQJTffl R~=rrfficrEOT: II 

•=n~q-q-ful!tl W-1Cll'~ilffi s;rtfr r 
a~=rr~T Iii~ ~y;s\ifl;qa ~~ra~ II 
m :q crul[~~sffia.srCll'~rFrn: 3n 1 
w.;rffiffif[fTo:rJ~ frlfl:Rr~a II 

(Objection). Why not say that the phonemes themselves 
are the cause of the understanding of meaning and that, when 
grouped according to the units of meaning which are under
stood, they are called words ( pada) ? 

This is not right. The phonemes cannot singly convey 
the meaning; they cannot co-exist, as they are uttered and 
perceived in a certain order; the phonemes which figure in 
these cognitions cannot co-exist and, therefore, cannot do 
anything together; when they are uttered by different speakers 
or in a different order or at the same time, they do not convey 
a meaning. Therefore, the understanding of meaning which 
cannot be due to the phonemes points to a cause which is 
different from the phonemes. 

(It might be argued1 :-) If the understanding of the 
meaning does not take place from phonemes in a certain 
condition, let them not be expressive in that condition; but if 
they acquire some special feature and are found thereafter to 
produce the effect of conveying the meaning, what is the harm 
in attributing expressive power to them then ? It is like this : 
If an effect is not produced in the presence of something and 
is later produced, it points to that very thing, now with an 
acquired special feature, as the cause and not as non-cause, 
because, in the presence of that very thing with the special 
feature added, the effect is produced, but not in its absence. 
The young sprout which does not appear as long as the seed 
is in the granary, but makes its appearance in the presence of 
that very seed which is now helped by the group of helping 
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factors such as soil etc, is not looked upon by people as not 
being the effect of the seed. On the contrary, it is under
stood that that very seed, in the presence of the group of such 
helping factors as soil, is the cause of the young sprout and 
not otherwise. Similarly, let not these phonemes be considered 
to be expressive of the meaning otherwise, but when chara
cterised by such things2 as a particular sequence, they become 
the cause of the understanding of meaning. As long as there 
is a visible cause and a visible mode of its being, there is no 
occasion for thinking of an invisible cause. As has been said. 

'' As many phonemes of whatever kind as are known to 
have the capicity to convey a particular meaning are said to 
be expressive of it in that very condition. "3 

Similarly 

" In regard to the understanding of meaning, there is no 
otherwise inexplicability. That immediately after which it 
occurs is the cause. " 

It occurs, once the perception of the first two phonemes 
( of the word gaulJ,) is completed and immediately after that 
of the last one. Such, therefore, is the cause of it.4 

[ 1, What follows is ·an explanation of the view of the 

Mimarhsaka contained in the following statement : Ak~are~u nimitta

bhiiva~t, ta:lbhiive bhavat, tadabhave' abhavat, 

sab. Bha on MI. Sii. 1. 1· 5 

2. The facts of being uttered by the same person and not in 

some other sequence are some of the other things which must chara

cteri~e them. 

3. 8!. Var, ( Sph ) 69. 

4. 8!. Var, Sph. 95-96. In the Chowkbambha edition of the 

81. Var ( P• 514. ) the reading in 96 is para instead of pU1·ii. The same 

meaning can be understoo:l from both the readings, but with para, 

it would be easier. ] 
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aT~fi:mf~;j£1~ ~~ ~fef ~~ I 
~cir ~ 9 ~oos:;r ;:r C'fi~ ~a " ~ u 

• • t::'=rr:A- ~ ...,..&::: "' ~"' 
~ ('if~~ 91Jf~ll:i,.l ~~o~: I nr: ' ar~:;;r: ~ICl 9T Cfi9c;5"r~'1:tt\Ol 

9T q:j) ~~~ ~~= ' lf~Rt s ~~~: ~~~~~~~ =q ~ o:t~'Sf 
P-1~1'1: - ~~Ill": Efl~a o(f.i~p;r: ~fc\' I Efl !:f[W:l ~r:ffiT, 
~ rr ~B~o:ftlftlll~ 91llirc1U'1~~·~\RC'f ? q:jfq ~~ olfP:nm: ti~; 
rr =qfB('{~ ~fu:r; ~:fiW; s fcr =q c;q"(llf~C!Jift~:r ~oc::ft~T
~GJ;:fir(lrl~~=i'fq\if'l~~ , ~1;£ c=rffi mrq :- ~~ 9oTP-!~~q~~~: 
EflfrlQ",_, ~ rr ('{~ t ~Q",_ BWI..; rr rn: Cl~ 9oTP-I~I'oTI~MJi.-jlit 
~'S!~Pr, 3il:fi:rRJ:.; rr &r\iffciT<lo::r:r~~Rffi:w:r: w~q__ II ~ II 

~- . 
To the above objection, the following answer is made-

4. It is contended that an effect which does not come 
from a plain cause can yet come if the cause is distinguished 
by some special feature. That is true. But it is just that 
special feature which has not been shown in this case. 

The upholder of the expressive power of the phonemes 
has to be asked this question : What is the difference between 
the visarga in the words gau~~ and asva~t and an isolated one ? 
Which difference is the cause of the difference in the under
standing of the meaning of these two words as well as of the 
presence or absence of a meaning at all ? Well, the difference 
is that in one place the visarga is isolated and elsewhere (i.e. in 
the words gaul], and asvah) it is accompanied by other 
phonemes.1 But where is any accompaniment, considering 
that at the time of (the utterance and the hearing ) of the 
visarga, the other phonemes are not cognised at all ? There 
can be:·accompaniment only through some function in regard 
to the effect to be produced. Something which does not exist 
at th~ time ~f t?e visarga cannot perform any function. Any 
unctton whiCh 1t may perform at the time of its own utterance 
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cannot be the cause of the effect produced now (at the time 
of the visarga) because it disappears at that very moment. 

Well, then, the special feature may be put thus : in one 
place ( i.e. in the words gaul} and asvatt ) the perception of 
certain previous phonemes has come and gone, elsewhere it 
has not taken place at alP 

But this is not significant. The past perception of the 
phonemes cannot, in any way, distinguish the visarga because 
it does not exist any more. There is no difference between 
that which is not born and that which has perished without 
leaving any trace.3 ( 4) 

[ 1, The last phoneme, helped by the mere visible fact that 

certain other phonemes have gone before, causes the understanding 

of meaning. Thus, there is no need to postulate an invisible entity 

called samskiira. See s!. Var. (Sph.) 97. 

2. In one case. there is pradhvamsiibhiiva of the phonemes 

while, in the other case, there is their prcigabhiiva. As abhiiva, these 

two are quite different from each other. 

3. The phonemes are said to have perished without any trace 

because, in this view, they are presumed not to leave any samskiira. 

See s!. Var. ( Sph.) 97, 101. ] 

(How the phonemes themselves cause the understanding 
of the meaning may be explained as follows :-) 

Just as the New and Full Moon sacrifices and: other rites 
have sequence and yet produce their effect together, just as 
practices for learning one's Veda have sequence and yet 
produce their effect together and just as the different moments 
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of the act of going have sequence and yet together produce the 
effect of reaching the other place and just as, in all these 
cases, the effect is not produced if there is isolation, simulta
neity, reversal of order and difference of agent and it is 
produced in the same cirumstances i£ there is some special 
feature, in the same way, why not accept the process in the 
case of phonemes ?1 

[ 1. How parts of sacrifices like the New and Full Moon 

sacrifices arranged in a sequence or those of the practice for learning 

one's Veda, also occurring in a sequence and finally, the different 

moments of the act of going, also happening in a sequence, cooperate 

to produce the effect is referred to in Sl. Var. ( Sph.) 74-75. ] 

fir:m d4rliltt: 

IJ:"fif~tfifftai) ~sfq ~a Sh+iEIRiit': 1 

!:~ Rltt~t ((5£ cnrij ~~~~<fiR:cnif 11 ~ 11 

~1re:~ i:'W:jG:_- ~h+i*t=l~;;rr!Ur Cfiq~rlflfif ~ ~U:lfM
+icrrfrr c~l:fRtfl:t+icrrfrr CfTY~t.'EIUr I c:rsr ~Rnc:r) ~rcmc:rr efT ~~ 'it 
t1~9;Y4D;:iifu, '1 § ~;:;r~e:_ tr.ci\q~ : I st.+iR~·~Il=iiJifBlll~ 
ct'311'tliN~T l'*mq~~T4~~~~lffi~WnlfifFJR!iRr
cerfilffi ~q~~ o:r tr.Ci5Tc!1K : I a{l-""tfffiT~ ~~ctft~rm~TS=ijU~T
i[fu~frffith:=tir~DT ~;:;rre£~f4q~~PJUT~~~cr: I Tf~T~qR
+rr~rf(%+!~1Jf ttift~~~~~.:mc:r~ s:f~~c:r I ct~T ~- ~T~"llP.:il~~~
srr~~~~fffiqp~;p:rRfml ~ ~SiiEJTR~~sfcr 
Efiltma ~:f·T~~ ; if ~q ~) CfOT~ ti~ II ~ II 

The cases are not on all fours. 

5. In those things having sequence which are seen to 
produce one effect, there is, in them, according to thinkers, 
a lasting result which helps. 

In 'the New and Full Moon sacrifices and the like which 
have sequence, certain new elements ( apiirva) which are 
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produced by the acts and which last and are looked upon as 
powers or functions actually help (in producing the single 
effect). In those cases, what precedes distinguishes what 
follows either as a power or as a function; from any act in 
isolation, the effect is not produced. As a particular sequence 
has been handed down by tradition, one postulates an 
( invisible ) new element. The later act being the cause of the 
production of the desired effect by depending upon the parti
cular effect produced by the previous act, no effect i; produced 
when the sequence is changed. Practice of Vedic recitation 
produces the effect of learning by heart one's Veda through 
the impression left by each succeeding repetition, helped by 
the impression left by the previous repetition. Moments of the 
act of going succeed in bringing one to the desired place by the 
process of going over points of space. It is like this : The 
reaching of the preceding point of space becomes the cause of 
the reaching of the next point of space. Thus even things 
which do not attain simultaneity are conceived as producing 
one result through some effect which comes in the middle. 
But this does not happen in the case of phonemes.1 (5) 

[ 1. Against the objection that the phonemes cannot convey 

the meaning because they cannot act together as they come and go 

and, therefore, do not have simultaneity, the Mimii.rhsaka pointed 

out ( 1 ) that the different parts of a ceremony take place in a 

sequence and yet together produce an effect like the attainment of 

heaven ( 2) that the different repetitions of the Veda take place in a 

sequence and yet together produce the effect of the student learning 

his Veda by heart ( 3) that the different moments of the act of going 

take place in a sequence and yet lead to the result of taking one to 

one's destination. In answer, it is pointed out ( 1) that even though 

the different parts of a ceremony come and go, they leave behind a 

lasting effect called apii1·va in which they maintain a kind of simul

taneity ( 2 ) that though the different repetitions in the process of 

practising one's Veda come and go, they leave behind impressions 

in the mind of the learner and, in these impressions, they continue 

to have a kind of simultaneity (s) that though the different moments 
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uf the act of going come and go and do not have any kind of simul

taneity through apiirva or impressions ( samskiim ), yet each 

moment covers the next point of space and thus, ultimately, the 

destination is reached. 

The question of apiirva is discussed in the Sab. Bha on Mi. Su. 

2. 1. 5. and the sl. Var. thereon. See also Jai. Nya. p. 64. ] 

~ .,. ~fu ? ~ a- s ft ~:nqc;5~~A-::rrg-rr8€lif~[T~~~a1-
!;f~rr ~i~~~f?fi~cr11r~ ~ 1 ~~ '' ~:{~'ilPmfi€:t~ms 
~r ~ ~: - ~~"~": " 

How do you say that it does not happen ? Through the 
impressions left by the perceptions of the earlier phonemes 
and the last phoneme, they are also capable of serving one 
single purpose. As' has been said : "The last phoneme 
accompanied by the impressions left by the previous phonemes' 
is expressive of the meaning." Thus there is no difficulty . .!''' 

[ 1 sab. Bha. on Mi. Su. 1. 1. 5. ( p. 46. ) ] 

;Jfflu: ~~ ;qrn:._c;5Cfl=rr~rrrF:rc=rrmrrr~ frp:rc=rfrrf4'nw.:er~re-n 
f::.:v.:p=rrf-r.Uor;q~<l, o:rr-lf.:c:!~; ;:r ~ \illg Tf-IT~([qc~P:n:p:rr~c=r: B~:firusml=f
~rrrtrrOffiq<:rffr II c_ 11 

This is not right. 

6. Impressions ( samskii.rii.~t) can only cause the 
"t' £ h . cog-

m wn o t ose thmgs by whose perceptions they have them-
selve~ b~en .ca~sed. Therefore, the understanding of the 
meamng IS stillmexplicable. 
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Impressions, when awakened by fixed causes, produce 
cognition in regard to those things by whose perception they 
were themselves caused, not in regard to other things. An 
impression caused by the perception of a cow cannot cause the 
remembrance of a horse. (6) 

...,+:::;" 'r:: <;'<;' .... ,~ 
<-tl~ +r.=cn'l- ~~~~~lr!FlT~'ld:Ol+-<:n ~P1T::fl¥1T-

~~~<:fif!f<=IT4 oBr fcfi:cR <:ft\if+I.. I r:l7r ~~: , aR<:fi<:fir!Cf'l10!SftCJ:., 
~'f~ @i?=!Te+rr ariJf61Ji41Aflram71~~ [~~'1~~+1. I Bffi( tl 
CITB<=~Tf[ml:RTm~ ~~B+G"1.1''H:tpo=cr( t~£r ~ l3frRra ~Oj
~Q"6~?1T'111T'1T:m~ ?;T~T~rr: ; ap.Tff~rr~~~;::nqi g ffi:!f f-:f-na:: I 

r ~ ' ...,_ <;' <:' 
mr :;;r <:fil~.:-1'1. ~;:r ~"~" ~FH RUT"1~*·~ I '1 ~ gwf"fqtJT-

mr<Tiqf~rU::~~ ~~Mrf[fi~~~T~~r:;_:p:r~~lr!~~~' (f~~ 
:;;r ~qm: I ~ftt w!f?rT~?:f <:fil~U~~cl:f'i<'H rr !:Tllm, <1~ftt 
., <:rJlllr<1Wr~<=~TJ~r+r-4 !:lfct~t;q~ ~rrR!i:i_ 1 ~m CFi~frm:
'iR<:fif~':r(ftl:eT:fi'f11 ~ffi~::f ~~;qrCRCfR~r:rrrmT?r+R:g, ~ ~~<:fiT~
~CR~~; rr g ~':nT~R<r.~T ~T, if~HHaT~I:f o~=r ~fffi~
~~':r'1"1T <:filqrq'i'QT~~-:rfuq-Reyqli:l_ I 

( Objectio.1.) If what he (the upholder of the phoneme) 
means is this :-As the desired result does not come from each 
individual phoneme and as they (the phonemes) cannot co
exist, some cause ( bija ) for the understanding of meaning 
must be postulated. And that cannot be the sphota because that 
would involve the assumption of more than one thing: its own 
existence and the fact of its being the cause of the under
standing of meaning- two things have 'to be postulated. As for 
the impression\ othenvise called predisposition ( vasanii2 ) 

having as its object that thing which had been clearly cognised 
before, the existence of which is inferred from its effect, 
namely, remembrance, all disputants accept it. Whether it 
can be the cause of the understanding of meaning is the only 
point in dispute. As in the case of the other effect, the ground 
for decision here is that the understanding of meaning takes 
place where the impressions are present. We do not see any 

M. M ... 2 
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understanding of the meaning from the visarga only, in the 
absence of the impressions left by the previous phonemes. We 
do see it in their presence. Even though elsewhere one does 
not see impressions producing other effects (than remembrance) 
still nothing prevents them from having the capacity to 
produce other effects.3 Therefore, as a new effect is seen in 
this case, let there be merely the postulation of a new power 
for the impressions the existence of which has already been 
inferred from other effects. The postulation of a sphota is 
not right, because the effect in question is explained by postu
lating a mere power for the impressions the existence of which 
is already ascertained and, therefore, the need for any 
presumption ( arihCipatti) disappears.4 

[ 1. Impressions or residual traces ( samskaras ) are of two 

kinds : ( 1 ) those that, when awakened, cause remembrance ( 2 ) 

those that cause an effect other than remembrance. The present 

discussion proceeds on the assumption that Sabara, in his Bha~?ya on 

Mi. Su. I, 1·5 referred to before, has the former kind in mind. 

2. sl. Var. ( Sph. ) 99. 

3. Sl. Var. ( Sph.) 102. 

4. Presu!llption ( arthdpatti) is resorted to in order to explain 

a fact which is otherwise inexplicable. The fact to be explained 

in this case is the understanding of meaning. If it can be explained 

by attributing a new power to an entity (the impressions) already 

known to exist, the need to presume the existence of another entity 

'he sphota, would naturally disappear, See Sl. Var. ( Sph. ) 105 ] 

c;re:~liB~Bfil 'I" ~~~ I ~~ ~-
~ ~ ~ 

~:m: ::w-ft404 .. d(nq~~ ~~~3! I 

fetc.:5~-tiJWlltt;:f~ ifTfel"~~;JT.;;:~ Cfil(art~ II \3 II 

~fF'I\rc'RT'l\if"lTI'Rrt BP:P.~~:nc+lf.:r m~"'I~F!Tfu.~fr!~~ OOil\
+!l:ct~a ~\1: I o:r :q BP:P.~Ti1T BT~?.~f.:ct~rr: , 3f.,Ei~~T'll~Ht.l 3ffcr :cr 
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:O~ffr~I=Illf~Rg;-ho1a~=crr~RB~:fil\~Sf'Cr rrr~f~-Tllll! ~*~a I 
mrffir ~g~f-rg~=~~ffr 1 i1 ~~ ~~sfq J;t"c~:fi+l~~~=ll~llTP-ffir: 
Btifilu: «R~l~FR~m 1 arf?f =q i3f?.i?lltrlftfu~irf1cl~=.r-rn~s~ 
~q tit:oru ;:r ~~qf-r~r[ffi~~e~a- 1 ;:r =q criTJFI=!rrr: J;t"c~t. P-t~l'~
crrc=r:, i=fP-f'Ra+l=.fC~R~=nrr__ r:IT~rr@:, ~Rff!R~Rli'T 3f8l=ll~ ~l=!:tCJT
rJ(<:T frr0nrrrlltr?t: ~ ~JW'tliic'"'l .. fllt~7ir\rrfd~c.r p.:rr =fil~'1~rfirorrr
~rn~c~ II \9 II 

(Answer) This seems to be rather incoherent, for, 
7. A power cannot have another p::>wer; even when the 
impressions are there, one does not see (the understanding of 
meaning); from a cause without any peculiarity, no special 
result can come. 

Wise men give the name of ' impression ' ( samskiira) to 
that power, which exists in the soul, of producing another 
cognition and which has been brought there through a 
previous cognition.1 Powers cannot have power, for that 
would lead to regressus ad infinitum ( anavasthii ). Moreover 
no understanding of meaning is seen even in the presence of 
impressions left by the previous phonemes cognised in a 
different order. Therefore, the impressions cannot be the 
cause of the understanding of meaning. Impressions left by 
the cognitions of individual phonemes cannot differ even when 
the order is reversed. Secondly, the desired impressions 
having a character not seen elsewhere cannot be produced 
from causes possessing no peculiarity. The phonemes, in their 
own nature, cannot have any peculiarity (in one case not' 
found in other cases). Nor can association with others bring 
about that peculiarity, because, being uttered in a fixed 
sequence, there cannot be that association. A phoneme which 
has totally perished and one which is yet to come, being both 
equally non-existent, do not differ from each other and, there
fore, cannot produce any special impression. (7) 

[ 1. According to G., this sentence is a summary of the 

arguments used by Kumarila in the Tant. Var. on Mi. Sii. 2. 1. 5. to 
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prove the existence of apii.rua, There it i3 shown that apii.rva exists 

and th:tt it is a power ( Sakti ). Here; Samskdra is looked upou 

as a power, ] 

~sfq ri -., ~ Bl~Rt ~l':rroifi1'~Gi~f-:r:r~~:, 
a:rfq rr cnP-£: ~-11Rc~i1 ~~<:r: !:l"~C1~~)ltlwf.lol~q-J~l ~en: 
w.:r:r "'~; c=Bl tr ~~ err Cffu:qfterr":lfi1T err crUJRC'Bl trllf.:.:frmtr~~T'=lT 
~m-=lt·~rnfu C£~-TI ~qfffiq;:JTqftWI: I Brcft :q B~~TC1T if 

~~?..1 ~fu ~Q_, f-~ ~~?..1~ ~fl1~ ? Bcl~T~~ ~qi ct~~lRf; 
...... ' ~ . 

~:q ~IRUT~';f~"f I tr ;qq ~~~: ~11\0"J>f~~'lr-""!fl"!j~,l=lf trG:B-

~~qt"f~l~~\ ~ ~~a:. I ~~ ~;:;ro1hc;5FI:i~
o/l:ii1A~c;5m;:rr{~~<=+~r ~wrr~furc;5;;;:.t(~qr:r~ll=IBI 'q\lli:iol>r~~q~
?~B+Br<R: ~m.~r:r: tr%_"'~ ft4~ I ~11tll=!fr-TTrctPi~ if WNG:~~R~JTrn::qfq 
~<:ff I ct~T fQ: - tr:fiWnfu:••nll~llc'f 1:fl::Jfr:r:qicilRI~!i01fit ~~~~ Bff'Ef 
~1!1f ~FPI~ ;ct~•·F·"?:!cm?r fQ: cmT~ro~qrffi~ Bccl f.f~ftfu B!lW-lG:~o:i 
(.> "' " " +-; "~ h7 ~ "' '"' r ,;:r&c:1.:fa 1 ct~~l?{iFH::if<=+~,~: ~~m~~~·; fiT~' ~\C1'·Iar.•:wr '=lUJFli~ 

~r:mr_, q\~la_a:q~llll~o't~r-{T;:;rl:!rf(r "=li\1Jfl=!C1~~q~ 1 ;:r-;r :q 

>rfuB~o:ctq~P-l~ s:;:;r ;run: tr+ft~ct:r,~ >rc~rc=!\C'IT i1Tm:r,r~cftfu 
~TiCiA•,;:;r:qrrl=lfi:r B%ltll=!.. ~TG:~ ~q~~- ~' I Bl~:fl\Cf:q;:i :q 

" m::rl=lfl?ll~iiJ=q~ " ~ 1 c=i~B: -

" <w1 W!Ta:fi=f: 'J;-~ ~~T~~ ;[F'i\l=f.. I 

BI1BC1ol~~R ~~~Trr~T~~" II ~fu I 

( Objection. ) As for one who argues as follows-1 We do 
not say that the impressions directiy convey the understanding 
of the meaning. But from them which, being lasting,2 have 
become simultaneous, there arises a single cognition in which 
all the phonemes figure. Either this cognition or the phonemes 
which figure jn it3 and are, therefore, simultaneous in it 
produce _the understanding of the meaning. Therefore, th~ 
postulation of the sphota is quite useless. If it is contended 
that this simultaneity is in remembrance and not in perception, 
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well, the answer is : what is the us~ of simultaneity in per
ception ? It would be required i£ the phonemes could not be 
cognised simultaneously in any way ( sarvatha )4 but there is 
simultaneous cognition of them in remembrance. According 
to some, this cognition is of a complex nature, being both 
perception and remembrance in which figure present and past 
phonemes and has the last phoneme as the object. Others 
have declared it to be exclusively remembrance, produced by 
the seeds in the form of the impressions caused by the cogni
tions of all the phonemes, revealing all the phonemes at the 
same time and arising immediately after the perception of the 
last phoneme.5 It would also be wrong to hold that it is not 
possible to remember at the same time things which were 
perceived in a sequence. Because all the disputants accept 
the possibility of a cognition in which figure a whole collection 
of things perceived in a sequence. If such a cognition were 
not accepted, knowledge which finds expression in such words 
as ' hundred ' ' twenty ' in regard to things perceived in a 
sequence, would be inexplicable.6 Therefore, in regard to 
phonemes which were at first percieved by the ear and the 
mind in different cognitions in a~ sequence, there arises later on 
a remembrance which is indivisible, which has no sequence 
within it, in which aU the phonemes figure7• The phonemes 
which are, so to speak, reflected in such a remembrance, are 
not incapable of accomplishing the desi.red result and thus the 
layman's statement. 'we understand the meaning from the 
word' and the specialist's statement' through the verb, one 
expresses action' are b::>th justified. This is what is meant in 
the following-

" The cognition of all the phonemes which takes place 
after they h9.ve been sep::~.rately cognised in a sequence, is the 
cause of the~1understanding of the meaning. " 8 

[ 1. A second interpretation of Sahara's statement : Piil'vava

T1J,ajanitasamskdrasahito ' utyo varl~aJ:t pratydyakaJ:t ' ( sab· Bha. on 

Mi. Sii. I. 1•5) is now being given. According to the previous inter

pretation, the co:;tnition of the fin"il ph:meme, accompanied by the 

mpressions of the cognitio:ts of the previous phonemes, conveys the 
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meaning. In the present inte::pretation, all the phonemes together 

convey the meaning. 

2. Sthiiyitvena. They are said to be lasting because they 

last till they have pro:luc~d their e~ect, na:nely, the understanding of 

the meaning. 

3. The two alternatives ar<! based on Sl. Var. ( Sph. ) 109, 116. 

4. The text here is : S:~.rva.thO.j!Hne n:ti$!iril. tadarthyate. The 

co.n:nentator do~s not see:n to have had n!l. before e$iim. Without 

it. the meaning i:; a better one. I have, therefore, omitted it in 

my translation. 

5. See Sl. Vii.r. ( Sph. ) 111, 112. 

6. s~e st. Var. ( Sph. ) 113, 114. 

7. See Sl. Var. ( Sph. ) 115, 116. 

8. Sl. Var. ( Sph. ) 109, ] 

?.~lrq 

1_~fq'~~~~srq +I~~~~ C{:ifilR.._ I 

~~~f ~qt ~~: ~alit ~?(q"a- II ~ II 

~:{rq~·oi<TisN fQ :rai=!f.fW.P'.fr;£: ~cnf~l=lelN~Cfl~tJY 
a{:fal=IT~<ti"fo/!w.Im"ful~r.rqr f.P:rtlm~:l" .,- q~;atf..rr~:~t B1=18~t::r~
?.1Ttrrw.:··::n~f.{qR::r~l=IRF!_ ;:rcrWI=!olt f~~frc=r; 3f6J:mRfrl~~~~
f.roq-r~::rT~~ I ~ifqc.y.;·~ u 4'trp:r~~~~RT;f-if ~~'l: I "1 ~~~ 
~mm"'f+r ~~~m'q\~ ~11'1~, ol\q~!:!f~ ;' ~q~P.:fl ~ 
~: Sfi~~l;f~\if ~~<fi'-H ~ ~Tttt=({ ~ I n~T rn: ~:fclr C!url 
frrc~ Frt!;:r:n =q .,. ~~frr;:r-=·-:r.f ;:nfq" efitCi5frrqr~;i r.ro'1r~1T~qct~ctlffi 

st~F£~o:::Jo:r Q.r:r Baqpsirq~ 1 ct~G:~~ij", ~rm~'ffi s 
~m~g:r~ct::r: 1 ., ~~ 'a:~'l~~emi!frl:"fcfi '1\F:r\ctr ~Fcl, C~urt;:w.-
~~ffQT rr~q~·4Trtlll~::n\iilo:r; .,- =r{l6ift~ffi=51'c;T.fq~-1~cr 1:f1C!T'14 
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W~gB~; "'f ~:nf~?IF'fT~;;p.:r~f.=! ~ ~W.r~;:r~r:wr;:rGtt~ 
eyG~; ~;:runw~=Wl>r~rf.ffir~ ~ -m;:ro:rr~\lfl~ cnm ttQfrfB•HBTG:rrr-
.... "' ..........+?- • " FT ~-~ " 6-r.r,. ~..:::. 
~~';Jflt-=ie>?lt-:f tl=l(llT ~~:, ffi::rffi :q,\ffi!..t+---tt "'fFHT ;:rUJ,r.,B ~~'<l''it 

w!ffi" I a~ :q Bm :!:P-TT:fi~~ ~\~T~~TfCR=i·~~q: B~~~:fiT\
~<=l=IR :q(ll8Gf"i:-11l?rsP.f~qfu~~~:rft:a~~: t!:f!Q_; '1 ~;;f ~a I 
oo~~mft~+lr;:rfrr~l:Jlt1~"'GP:r~(q~mqa 1 

~~~qqr~ ~Rl 

~~ ~C'!Fif ~ iN~~OIT '1U I 

~?.Tm: BT ~\ciT g t!:fi~~~fCl~ !:fffi II 

~p, 1 ~~~'flfuu;:rrcrmcrfiiRG'l~ffi'11+l~GT1Q_; 8l~ ~;::r~ Cf:r~ 
B~T ~flTB~fi' ~m II ~ II 

To him, the following answer is given. 

8. Even if the previous cognitions vary, there would be 
understanding of meaning, because in the (final) single cog
nition, no variation would be noticed. 

Previous cognitions having a particular sequence or one 
different from it or having no sequence at all,1 having as objects 
phonemes uttered by the same speaker or otherwise, do not 
make any difference to the essence of the phonemes which 
figure in the later cognition which reveals all the phonemes 
at the same time. Because, as has been said already, there 
is no difference between that which has never been and that 
wh1ch has perished without leaving any trace. In a single 
cognition (in which many figure at the same time) there 
cannot be any distinction based on sequence, just because of 
the simultaneity (of the things which figure in it). Nor would 
it do to argue as follows-" This simultaneity relates, not to 
what are cognised, but to their cognition. It is the phonemes 
which are percevied and they have sequence and it is they 
which are cognised by a single remembrance. " Because, in 
themselves, the phonemes are eternal and all-pervasive and 
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therefore, they have no sequence temporal or spatial; hence 
sequence based on their cognition is resorted to. And that 
cognition is indivisible and has no sequence within it the 
phonemes figuring in which are the cause of the understanding 
of meaning. This cognition does not relate to the sequence of 
the previous perceptions of the phonemes, because it relat<:s to 
the phonemes themselves and not to their perceptions; nor 
can it embrace the sequence because it does not require any 
relation of limit and delimited ( avadhi and avadhim,at ); nor 
does it, in regard to the word which is one even though 
composed of different phonemes, depend upon any relation of 
limit and delimited which involves plurality. The impressions 
caused by the perc.eptions of the individual phonemes may 
well cause a single remembrance embracing all the phonemes, 
because of their having been collected together.2 Having thus 
accomplished their task, they do not bring about any further 
distinction in the phonemes. Thus, it should be possible. 
because of the absence of any distinction, to understand the 
meaning from the phonemes perceived anyhow ( yathakatha
mcit) before and now figuring together in the final cognition 
produced by all the impressions together. That is just what 
does not happen. Therefore, one must infer that the under
standing of meaning is caused by something which is different 
from them. And that disposes of the following statement-

" Or the later simultaneity of the phonemes thus percei
ved in a sequence would be the inevitable cause of the under
standing of meaning.3 

Because there is no difference (between the two simu
ltaneities )4, considering that there cannot be any difference 
between that which perished long ago, that which has ~erished 
in the immediate past and that which was never produced at 
all. In the absence of something else with which it is connected, 
there would always be understanding of meaning (and that 
is just what does not happen.)" (8) 

[ 1. If the Phonemes of a word are uttered by different 

speakers at the same time, there would be no sequence. 

2. This is said to allay a doubt which might arise here as to 

how one does not remember the sequence when one remembers the 
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phonemes perc;ived in a sequence. It is being argued here that, 

according to the Mimamsaka himself, the final remembrance in 

which all the phonemes figure cannot also embrace the order in 

which the phonemes were previously perceived, because order is a 

property of the perception and not of phonemes. Sequence does not 

actually figure in the final remembrance. The collection of the 

impressions left by the previous perceptions of the phonemes will 

have finished its task once it has causei the remembrance in which 

all the phonemes figure. 

3. sl. Var. ( Sph.) 108. 

4. ·The two simultaneities are : ( 1 ) the simultaneity result

ing from all phonemes being eternal and all-pervasive. ( 2 ) the 

simultaneity resulting from all the phonemes of a word figuring at 

the same time in the final remembrace. The former cannot cause 

the un:lerstanding of the meaning whereas the latter, the Mimamsaka 

argue3, can do so. Sea Sl. Var. (Sph. ) 107, 108.] 

rr :q ~:q~T~r:ffit~~frr'ifr~q~l:lffi:!~-~~?~ !:rfu
q'l!l+I~- ~' ~nfil ~\ill<l:ffi:!qr-tB:. 1 (l~ ~-

if~r iirrftf~~~t ~~r:rr~rmar a 

iiffmJ~t:er~=~~ ~ ~ ~q~cfi ~~war: ~~-~ 11 

rr (ll"f~ct ~rc~~qr::~~; rr :u~~Tfu('lTS~?f:, Tr-=lWH-
" ~ ~.... ..r.: ' "' ~~ ~~f:l~~~~~o:mq~rcr_ 1 rr =cnw-ru~:::ro~::n~~n o:qffi:qT 

;m(l:W+lrrJ frrffl:~r(l ~ BT~<FI., crrJi~trfu:i\1111Til~.:jW1:!G:~"11Cf:-~iGJ
G:4 ~rPP:rmri~-W-f 1 rr1fq :u~~crtlf+f~rP:r~, (l~- r()w~rcr_
~c~:fi::f=crrrT~~: rr ~ oqftnfwqq(llfc'l~nr·:n~Tillf..!~~~ 
\lflf~ \illfu~f+{~<rr~; rr ;:;ng lf.{fu - ~efG:w:l~m ~IJ[:
~Ei', - l:l~ffl:u w:-~ ::.rr I "1Tftt ~l:ITI+fml:l~, \;fWr~~Trrr-
~,. ~ " ~ ....P" r ' +tli:fi;<-t•mWf::{Tlfrr \iffa: \=i!fJ<-t•rfcr:U~!fc'l'tll ~.:=rtrrj::r:t{Jl1T"f"f; 
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a ~ grm <ldWTI c;qml-r~~~qrr:n;;:r~i=fRI~a, rr ~; rr ~ 
~ ~?TI l:i=nclJ'li '=If11I. 1:1-=fTIG:ctrr+J:.- ~fu en, <1"-11 ~:J'=f¢1"riT '[ey: 

~T~~~: ~fu - '5:1T I 

The statement current in the world, namely, "we under
stand the meaning from the word, " does not relate to the 
understanding of meaning from the phonemes which figure in 
the collective cognition. Nor does it relate to the word 
considered as a universal. 

9. One does not see words expressive of universals 
denoting a collection of things. They either denote the uni
Versals or the individuals in which the universals inhere. 

This statement cannot refer to the word considered as a 
universal, because no meaning is understood from the word 
considered as a universaL If meaning can be understood from 
he word as a universal, the same meaning would be under

stood from the words ' cow ' and ' horse ' because the uni
versal, namely, 'wordness' exists in both the words. Nor 
would it do to maintain that the statement really refers to 
individuals who~ distinctions are ignored and, therefore, are 
presented as the universal, because we sometimes see the 
expression 'word' used in apposition to words in the form of 
individual phonemes as in the sentence : we understand the 
meaning from the word' cow'. Nor does the expression 'from 
the word ' in the worldly statement refer to the individual 
words, because there are many of them and the singular 
number in 'from the word cow' would become wrong; words 
expressive of universals used to denote individuals and in , 
apposition with words expressive of individuals, do not take a 
number appropriate to the universal. Nobody says : Deva
datta and Yajnadatta, a Brahmal).a or Dhava and Khadira, a 
tree. Nor does the expression' from the word' in the worldly 
statement refer to a collection (of phonemes). A universal 
inheres in each individual, it does not refer to a collection 
and, therefore, words expressive of universals have no capa
city to denote a collection. They denote either universals or 
individuals in which the universal inheres, but not a collection 
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of individuals. Just as one can say, a forest of Dhavas or 
Dhava-forest, in the same way, one cannot say, 'a tree of 
·dhavas' or 1 dhavas-tree '. 

~ r:;~: ~qwrcft \i!TRm~: - ~~ru: ~~- ~'fr trrm
"ITN=h(O~G. ~rrrcr_ I rr; W!J%:rfl:;~'tu:qa:lTIJf~l:f ~~~11~T~0~
cra:l~t Bll1Ti1Tf.:~~+I.; C'P~T =q 6!:S6!"'=li1+!_; 3l~~T ~fri1" ~:.J=q;:f 
BiKf_, ~~crcr_ I i1" ~ia o~T, ~T~:ri~Tm~rcr_ I m: - ~ffr n:FiT

OOi'fT fcr~~~'1TGJi1TCJ: 1 ~~T~T=IT~ 1 am '<:61' =q rr B+iT~R
F!~~: ' i1" ~ +t~ffr- ~ffl:{ ~Ti'f~ ~ffr, atfcr g ~01~~{ WT
~ffr, B~'!fu;:i)~~'=R!TUQ.. I i1Tt~~UlTI'm:iT~+I., ~::{ol'1'WI'~i1Kf_ I 
~T%4i ~T;:p:r.:c:j~IJ[ cm:-::n~~~T'1'1fu: 1 

~q~o+I_- m'1'1T~, ~Rmi:.J~Ti=fT~~l:f~Tfi:r G::hri~'1'1?1P~Ti1T
+G'11:P?IP.f.:IT =q; i1" ~ ;:;r-qi1"J~'1'1Rl+il~IJf ~TaroQ?fTs~: ~<F-ITscrTI'1!
filffr I 

~tiQ,_ I 3f~1q?IT*~rmft1: , ~~fu W: ~::{T~crTiq~r:rr:rm~
S{Wtfr: , if R:Jla o~T; if @. BT~~t-h4P:rrrT~i1 ~~rppr~f.fc1\rl:f~
qqffi~qqfu4cft; mffir:r~:r+Ui1T 3lfcr ~ ~ ~;:f ~~fr iiT~'fio:qo:a I 

"\ "' .... ~ rr =qrqfiTIJf'f.C~; ~!]qc;5~o=a ~TIJlil" ~~Tf+lTi1ff:.f,+I_; tl~ '<:::{4qe[ ct-
Ft"qP.f·:r:crq: ~~~j 1 ~m?l '1"~'C!il"m'lfrf~~~ crif'[4=~s~wqq: 11'<-11 

( O~jectio:l ). w~u. th~r~ ar~ W.Jrds expr~ssive of 
universals som~times standing for a collection, because we 
have expressions like 1 mango trees, a forest ' ( sahakiiriilJ. 
vanam) in which the word mango-tree, expressive of a uni
versal, is in apposition to the word forest (vana.m) expressive 
of a collection. 

(Answer) This is really not so. The word mango-trees 
( sahakiir·iitt) really denotes individual trees which form the 
collection and it is used in apposition to the word forest (vana) 
by ignoring the distinction between the collection and the 
things which belong to the collection. And that is why there 
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is plural numb~r (in the word mango-traes-sahakcircit~ ) 1• 

Otherwise, it should have the singular number just like the 
word 'forest' ( vana ) . Here ( i. e. in the worldly statement) 
that is not the case, because in it there is no word at all 
expressive of collection. In the word 'gau1] ', the individual 
phonemes are presented in their separate forms ( and not as a 
collection) and there is no plural number.2 And that is why 
it (the word gau1J,) is not a case of a collective compound 
(samcihara). Nobody says: bring the tree, dhava and khadira 
but everybody says; bring the trees, dhava and khadira. The 
two words, (though not in the S3me number) are in apposition 
to each other, because the collection and the things belonging 
to the collection are identified through courtesy. Nor does 
the worldly statement refer to the final phoneme, because the 
previous phonemes have also been referred to. Therefore the 
worldly statement b~comes inexplic3.ble without the postu
lation of a single word-essence. 

It might be srud : let it be inexplicable ! Worldly state
ments are seen to be of both kinds : some whose meanings are 
alright and others whose meaning~ are not. · Simply because 
of the. inexplicability of a worldly statement, one cannot 
accept something without proof. 

But this is wrong. Because it is not felt that it ( the 
worldly statement ) has an inexplicable meaning. In the case 
of sentences like jaradgavaTJ, et~,3 one does have such a feeling. 
That is not so here. To impute inexplicability to something 
which is used by everybody without any difficulty is unreaso
nable. Even those who disagree on the question of the word 
(i.e. the spho~a) approve of the worldly statement. Nor is 
there any lack of proof. There is proof for the existence of 
the single word-essence. People use the worldly statement 
being free from all doubt and controversy. Therefore, the 
meaning is not understood from the phonemes which figure in 
the later cognition. (9) 

[ 1. Those who hold that the word conveys the universa 

primarily, i. e. thro•Jgh its function called abhidhci. explain that the 

ndividual in which the universal inheres is understood through 
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lak~a'l].ii, the requisite relation being samavaya. The question is : can 

the collection also be conveyed by lak~attii ? The answer given is 

that it cannot. In the expression : sahakiiriil;l. vanam, the first word is 

expressive of the universal, whereas the latter denotes a collection. 

The two words are in apposition to each other and yet one cannot 

say that the first word denotes the collection by lak~a'l].ii, though it 

may denote the universal by abhidhii. The very fact that it is put 

in the plural number shows that it denotes the individuals by lak~a'l].ii 

and not the collection. The two words have been put in apposition 

tci each other only by ign:>ring the difhre!lce between the collection 

and things belonging to the collection. 

2. Even what has happened in the expression sahakariil.t 

vanam, namely, attribution of identity ( abheda) even though there 

is difference, has not taken place in the worldly statement. gosabdiid 

a1·tham pratipadyamahe, because, in that statement, there is no word 

expressive of collection nor the plural number suggestive of the 

ignoring of bheda for the sake of abheda. 

3. G. quotes the following full verse :-

Jaradgava~t kambalapadukiibhycim dviiri sth!to giiyati ma:ha-

1>iini; tam b1·iihmal,ti prcchati putrakiimii riijan rumiiyiirit lasunasya 

ko'rtha~t. ] 

af~j C1~ '(1'-fdisrfrrm:f~'f.T<B~riTs;:~!lT crofi crr:q:n ~cq~; +H 
+i._~r:r ~romt~cr: ~crrRfl:l'ti" ~:r.w, 3ffil g ~PlT~~~~qqr~c:r ~ 
wn~~fiRI~rn=p:n~)s.=q ~or frr:!~~G3f~u;~~~T~qrffi:ffis-
n..tr.-: ..,I:P: " '\ I" ,..., " " <-tll::jll4i'f,CI5:, ~~ =~n~~~~"=rrrfW"!'rWf~<i ~Trr:ll!Tq<:!FTI~: ~T~-

. b '\ r.- ~ C' r ~r,: " " ~=rn=:r-J.:tl,, , cP~1l.f ~l~F-i!f~~:(F'ft~l+r::qm_ ~·Q.~+~ rr~+:nq~:nm-=!Tl+l: 1 

~ffiUqffi:rcrr~Ti=flf~~q WlH!f.f.f~T~ ~~!:IT~fl:1Tqq.BIB:_, qrr ~~~
~Cfrl:ll?,TR: t!:IRJ:; rr @R!:r,ci~Tq~c;:{ ~Tmcrrt ~:f,C1T f.f~fr 'f' B~ 
o!!Ti[ffl~ti~Tq:_; ~s{Tt T.f cruri: ~lTUB=lo,:rrr:r;;l!TqTu H'-fl lp:f[~~~
W1ll:ff!qT~~T'1T 'll~Tl:f:fif: ; '1 fu: @5!:1T·Hi>l:f~Tq: Cfif~:f,TcriT ~TW,T 
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~~fra, ~h~r~ tr~~ff£ 1 rr =cr ~€:firn·r~~r~ ~=D~{art_ 1 arfcr 
cq~~~ I rr ~<t ~WI_, ~t?:qr~~~h~'i<HT.Tt ~: oo~fts~}.:r~ 
- ~Rr, ~f-fiT{~i':ri=ff!H a:{'=t~4l=ITf-:rifiBIR!', I <'P.lT fu- lf~c:q;:rq:qq: 

~~Tf+ITQ~RiPlrn=d e~~c:ir ~uf.=lT eH ~c;;c;ClTMo~lG~~: ~=FHTa ,. 
cHl!T!it rlfi=ftr~~(f{f ~uTI &-:rrf~ '=tT n+I'l~-l~r<i; cHl!Tm:;r:tTWl'RI:,; 

3Tqlfq~~qq~i1i=f+rrn~l~rrl:q~;r, o~+if.IT~l£T:er; rrrfcr ~~r: frr~
~RI~T1,. rn£~\~~ ~Rr ~: q-q.~~lf: I c=r~;r.,rfq ~~~:. 
mlilUS~lfJ~q: ~itctf~qfffi~q; c:r~.:rr =cr c=rc=r ~~~~~.:rrr+~: ~l:~!f
cfrffi rr mc~'lrrP-ihrm:ffim I o~+i,. - " ~~t?'1i1lllf \11 =cr 

~q:fi~"ii=fT :q " ~Rr I 

" ~~l?~-R:f.r :q c=r).:rti!f~q~flB:. 1 

d"=t~.:rt. l=I~~J:T~~SfiTq~~ " II ~ II 

(Objection.) Well then, let the original proposition 
stand, namely, 'that th~ last phoneme, accompanied by the 
impressions of the previous phonemes, expresses the meaning. ' 
Let not 1 impression' hera mean that which is produced by 
cognition and which is the cause of remembrance, but some
thing else1 which is brought about by the cognition of the 
phonemes uttered sep:1rately in a fixed order by a particular 
speaker and leading to the understanding of meaning and it is. 
similar to the effect called apilrva (residual force) brought 
about by the performance of the different rites like a sacrifice 
and leading to heaven. Just as we understand the need for a 
fixed order and agent for the production of the residual force 
from the purposiveness of scripture, in the same way, here 
also we understand the need for a fixed order and ag~nt from 
the purposiveness of the effect being regulated. Simply 
because it is the last phoneme, depending upon the previous. 
impressions, which causes understanding of the meaning, it 
does not mean that it is not the word which does it nor that 
the eternal relation between the word and the meaning is 
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impaired. Dependence upon mode of performance does not 
take away the causality of a cause.2 If it does here, it should 
do so everywhere. Nor are the previous phonemes inexpres
sive, in as much as, through their impressions, they a·lso help. 
in the understanding of the meaning. A cause does not cease 
to be a cause simply because between it and the effect comes 
its own function. If it did so here, it would do so everywhere. 
Words are not uttered in order that they may leave impres
sions, but in order to convey a meaning.4 Nor would it do to 
question this insistence on the impression on the ground that 
t1 is just like the unitary word, i. e. something inivisible 

Because the postulation of impressions is inevitable. It is .. 
like this : He who maintains that the indivisible word sugge
sted by the sounds or the phonemes, is the cause of the 
understanding of meaning, must necessarily accept that the 
sounds or phonemes suggest the word by depending upon one 
another, because the indivisible word cannot come from a 
single sound or phoneme. Nor can the word be revealed in 
parts, bec3.use it has none and they are not perceived either· 
Nor can the sounds or phonemes reveal the word together 
because they exist in a fixed sequence and if they could still 
reveal it together, they should be able to do it even when the 
ordinary procedure is reversed. Thus the objection (against 
the theory of the indivisible word manifested by the phonemes) 
is the same as against their conveying of the meaning5 • 

Therefore, to establish the suggestion of sphota, one has to have 
recourse to a'special kind of impression. Why not attribute the 
conveying of meaning to such an impression? Thus there is no. 
ground for postulating sphota. As has been said : 

" In postulating the word ( sphota ) , there is the postu
lation of a special kind of impression and that of the word."6 

" You, the protagonist of the sphota, have to postulate 
several extra things : the existence of the sphota, its distinction 
from phonemes, its indivisibility. Therefore, it is better to 
assume that the special impression which has to be postulated 
conveys the meaning (rather than that it reveals the word."7) 
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[ 1. An:>t~er kind of im:;lr.:!ssion than the one which causes 

re:n:l:nJrance h n:>N b~ins pJ3tuhte:l by the Mimaril;aka on the 

basis of renlts •1/1ich W.JUU oth:?nvise re:tn.in inexplicable. The 

rea>:>ning i> h~:r:l in the following verse quote:! by G. 

Prama'l]-avantyadr~tani 

Kalpyani subahiinyapi 

Adr~tasatabhiigo pi 

na kalpyo hyaprama'l]-ata~l 

2. Cf. st. Var. ( Sam.txLn:lhiik$epa. ) 36, 37. 

3. Cf. st. Var. ( Sp'!l. ) 125. 

4. Cf. st. Var. ( Sph. ) 128, 

5. Cf. Sl. Var. ( SLJh· ) 91, 92, 93. 

s. sa b. Bha. on Mi. Su. 1. 1. 5 ( p, 48, Anandasrama edition ) 

i. Eil. Var. ( Sph. ) 94 ] 

~~~T~ ~ cn4il;\l1r!fl1~fii~T'!!r('IT:rftw=~~e~~~ 
~dif.J~rrr~rmir .af-fir( r:rR~?r:rT.f~, o:r g 5:r~ff~mrrrf1:p:nrr.af:f,H~if· 
o:·~rl'rs ~~~T.f~s~q ffi-::qfcf; 3fo=qrwf;Qs;r~::Q;rrq;:r) m:rrrr'1T 3fr!l3f 

~r<~~T~w:il1mr, STFcl5:re~,,~~m~, ~r~~ ~T{~:~q]-mcr_; ~'t)~r
q~~IOJA~r~a ~Tifi1TnliO!Trf '<:~ ~~:fiT{ $Pr ~ft!l~ I a:rffi" rfH:(:rrr11o=~T
~qr:rR~'FniT·:r: 1 ~~~~~ ~f?:rr:;.:r~r~r~ijfrrfi:t"fd" 11 Z o 11 

This is answered as follows-

10. As in the case of the upholder of the expressive 
power of the phonemes, the protagonist of sphota does not 

• 
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postulate an impression ( sa?nsktira) different from the wei
known one called disposition ( vasana ) and analogous to the 
residual force ( of the sacrifice. ) 

The upholder of the expressive power of the phonemes 
postulates the existence of an impression, born of the cognitwn 
of the phonemes and leading to the understanding of the 
meaning and resembling the residual force (apurva) produced 
by the performance of the sacrifice. He cannot explain the 
und€rstanding of meaning through the well-known kind of 
residual impression called disposition ( viisana, which is the 
cause of remembrance) because such an impression which is 
caus~d by one thing cannot bring about the cognition of some· 
thing] else. Otherwise, as has been said,l there would be 
other undue possibilities ( atiprasangiit ). When the effects 
are different, the cause cannot be the same. As to the cogni
tion of the sphota, this is caused by the same kind of 
impression called impulse ( bhavana ). This is going to be 
stated later.2 Therefore, the upholder of the sphota does not 
postulate anything totally unknown. He only infers the 
presence of something which is already known. (10) 

[I. See Verse 7 

2 • See verse 18 ] 

~~r~~clfcrq-~ ~ :f,fliji+!Jf{:RtrJ:JR~ ¢1'~\~;mqlf~ ~T~3iBI~
~Rf. CfRttra, if fc~t[ n~T, lTClfi=oH~t:wmr., s:rctr?J~c~il~Breqe~~~~ 
W-FiT~R~M~'loo~'*fT~~qclflf~ I R~T ~ qtf~! Sill"~~~: , ef,f\UJ

~~~~f-rentft :q Cf,~il~: ~cft~c=r '<:Cf, Ciul'5J~ftr :q ~cr oir~Cfie::Jfrt~~ 
~r.r~et, ;r~~m~ffi({tfiifccncr, ~c:f\~~~~ 0 if.~~, if CIT n~fq, n~ 
s:retr~C'5JTffl:r~qq-y~f1-tl!lfl~: I arftr :q Sf~CfiT~:fi~'io:fTlflf3f~RT ~Cfi: 

M.M ... 3 
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~~~ a?f cm~mfa:~~Pmll~Jlq{ ~ efRCflRIT fcfi ~Cl.. q~f£ 
~? <:r~ q{ ~fcncfit srcftfa:- ~c!J~~ s;rffiq-~~, 'I& ~~~€{
~'~fa :q w~~~: tim\~~~ccncr._, ar-=e<:r~oT~<:r =qJs;rC<:fl<:r~ccrtcr 
~~zy:f~<:fl~c:~~TCI, aJ!l~f~~~~~~+l:.- ~Rf II ~ ~ II 

Moreover 

11. In the other case, one postulates, on the authority 
of Scripture, much invisible effect produced by restrictions as 
to agent, sequence etc. Here, on the other hand, one abstains 
from such postulations. 

In the case of the residual force of ceremonies like the 
New Moon sacrifice, one postulates, because there is no other 
way, a good deal of invisible effect produced by restrictions 
as to agent, sequence etc.1 That is not the case here, because 
there is some other way. Understanding of meaning is caused 
by particular words, manifested by particular sounds, brought 
about by clearly visible particular efforts. It is like this : 
Diversity of effort is clearly visible. It is obvious that a diffe
rence in the cause leads to a difference in the effect. The 
upholder of the phoneme does not deny any diversity in the 
manifesting sounds, because diversity of the phonemes depends 
upon it.2 The only thing which has to be postulated is the 
word ( over and above the phonemes. ) In fact, even that 
need not be postulated because it is directly perceptible, as 
will be proved.3 Moreover, through fear of postulating many 
invisible things, the upholder of the phoneme does not accept 
the single (indivisible) word; but in assuming much invisi
ble effect due to restrictions as to agent, sequence etc. is he 
avoiding it ? ( All that is being avoided is ) the vindication 
of the worldly saying : "We understand the meaning from 
the word " and the statement of the science of.: Grammar : the 
word, meaning and their relation' being eternal. " 4 Because 
it has been said that the impressions, after all, do not constitut~ 
the word, the final phoneme is not expressive, a collection of 
phonemes does not constitute the word and it is not expressive 
any way. (11) 
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[ 1. Cf. Tant. Var. p. 399. 

2. G. quotes the following verse where the argument hE'hind 

this statement is clearly stated. 

Yatrobhayo~t samo doija1), 

pariharo' pi va sama1),, 

Naika1), paryanuyoktavya1), 

Tadrgarthavicara7J.e· 

" Where both the disputants are in the same difficulty and both 

have the same way of avoiding it, one only of the two should not be 

taunted when such matters are being discussed. " 

3. See Verse 19. 

4. Va. I. of the Paspasahnika. ) 

;r ~~~Rf~ ~~eel~~~: I 
al;:t(~fiit'fuffi ~)Cit~ 'iffTi ~~: II ~~ II 

ffi:f;r~r ~ ~.,cr: Cfir~frr:ut(~q"<:fi~crf<:r1 ('Jiira - t~~r:rC'Ir errRi:utr
~ifu5rr:, ~CfilR~ill~l:llw=fqCf~lRt~T en I C1'3f rr t'=!~q~~ ~qt(a 1 

il Tt1:f!i\\1W·P=1l'1~~\:li1 :, f'11lC1~ClRrcFHV1 T!i?i~llq~i~w=f I ~~fq :q 

R-:tf'T~ilwr.=r: B~'fiH~ t~~.,r i:"FBfrrrNt.m+r~:ur~trQ., m:tftw=f~ u 
rrT'T~BI1'1\:l!'1frr:sfr\:lii:, iift!:!TC+IiiT ~~ ~fu Cfiq~;;r tifs~qe<:It(J~!!Ut 
Bt=:nHm~~R ? 

~sf(r ~q~~itef crUJf.:lf qf=l~+nfBlqc;, al;;ft+I~iT Bi='lfil 

rrT!iCfiRCfi:, ~Ti'f'=RTI1~~'fi~11 ~~"l:f m'1'11<nnm, rr ~ B'Qll1l~Uf 
~Cf~sqqc"l:fT"I:fi11~Rl!!~frCf II ~ ~ II 

12. No peculiarity in the impression is possible, because 
there is none in its cause. Nor can any peculiarity arise in 
it due to association or its own nature. 
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Two kinds of causes are capable of bringing about a 
peculiarity in their effects : (1) those that have a peculiarity 
in their own nature (2) those that acquire a peculiarity 
through association. These (the phonemes) have no peculia
rity in their own nature.1 Nor can there be any due to associ
ation, because they have a fixed sequence and, therefore, 
they cannot be simultaneous. Even though the impression 
left by the previous phoneme is lasting and its presence can 
bring about a peculiarity in the next phoneme, the very first 
one cannot have any peculiarity due to association or due to 
its own nature. Therefore, how can it produce an impression 
favourable to the understanding of meaning ? As for those 
who hold that a phoneme occurring in different words is not 
the same, but is slightly different in its nature, this difference 
even if it exists, is ineffective, because a difference which is 
not realised in cognition is not capable of helping in the under~ 
standing of meaning. Sounds ( or words ) do not, by their 
mere existence, become the cause of the understanding of 
meaning. (12) 

[ 1. That is th: i:nplication of the sbtement : 

Pii.rvavar7].ajanitasamsldirasahito'ntyo vanwl.t pratyiiyalca~t 

( sab .• Bha. on Mi. su. 1.1.5. ) J 

if =:;tRqq-dtil'l;;{(lf ~~: ~cr-:~qOfJJ:.l 
at~¥-f(J:Jt~~n'crlq_ ~~en~~~ if (Jat'l: " ~ ~ " 

R~tt~~ rn: ~;G.:I ;q~~:r+i~FI ~~m;qfra I rr ~y;:r;q~oll113£

+!~* fr·-:m;qr ~fuq~o:a g\~cw:r, , +~T ~i.l ~~ ~rG: ~lij~ rrrf'Gfu 1 o:nfcr 
B~'fiFR~r,r!Jl+r.,, C'f~tfuqfuafrl\;qP-!q '-l'tit~=rr: ~H? .. 1TG:~G.:rrtQ_, Of~>f:fil~
CT;P.Jll'f~ ~ !F,CT;f;q C1G.:l~+!B~T~~Iil'11~~a:, a{qfi:f!a fcf~qO'{ :q f.;rf~W! 
~<fta\~~:, ~1~c[P:rf€rqR:qffirr~ B~o:l;l;:j)~~~TG:fu~llt=c:q , rro:~q
~;)tsrq g-~>rt~~: 1 rr, C'fi·~fo:~q;(F.1TfG:i~qqt~fi1~;qil 1 P-fili~~?.&
~mrrqR~~=~: ~ <:l': ~~ ~~ct ~+~fir~o:CJ"rrtcr_ ~G:"'I+!tlfq\llTrfia, ~ ~~~+ITri 
Bl~~?.f!ift;q~qi~qa II ~ ~ II 
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13. The final phoneme only was not understood before1 

( pural] ) as connected with meaning. And as the residual 
impression ( of the previous phonemes ) is beyond the range 
of the senses, the final phoneme, as associated with it, is not 
connected with meaning either. 

Words, whose connection with meanings is previously 
known, convey their respective meanings. People do not 
previously understand the final phoneme only as expressive of 
meaning, lest the final phoneme only (without the cooperation 
of the previous ones ) should be capable of conveying the 
meaning. Nor does the final phoneme, associated with the 
impression ( of the previous phonemes ) convey it, because it 
( the impression ) is beyond the range of the senses and is 
not directly perceived. The effect, namely, the understanding 
of the meaning, does not then ( at the time of the under
standing of the relation between word and meaning ) exist; 
therefore one cannot infer the impression as its cause.2 When 
the attribute is not cognised, one cannot cognise something 
as qualified by it. One cannot cognise a relation with some
thing which does not figure in knowledge. If one did, one 
would understand the relation of eyerything with every
thing else. 

Are not all these objections applicable to the theory of 
the indivisible word also ? 

No. Because it is going to be shown that it (the indivi
sible word ) is within the range of the senses. 

Why then all this trouble to make use of inference? 

Inference is put forward as a kind of witness to convince 
one who, through some mistake, denies even direct expe
rience. (13) 

[ 1, PuraQ.-before i e. at the time when the relation between 

a particular word and its meaning is understood by the learner. 

2. Though verse 13 only speaks about the impression being 

beyond the range of perception ( alc$aVa1·tma ), the commentary 
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points out that it is beyond the range of inference also. G. goes 

further and points out that it is beyond the range of upamiina 

and arthiipatti, in fact, of all the positive means of valid knowledge.] 

f;r~.a~:;;:l{t ~~ 'tij qutl fq~qtfif: I 
QJ!h~1!2Jitf{~ ij'illi'U~a'!flftTCr~ II ~$j II 

a:r~fcr ~Ill.-~ o:.rmr ~'CfH ~ffi, i=l', ct'~:n~ornffir:r~~CJ~Q., 
tRIT~OT 'qJ~~:"fic=lTQ. • ~'3f,t>5B~To:.flrcm'lt~~q{!~H.1~TQ. , \1~r:rt>5~l1 
!>Pl!F=Ril1l=lo=tl~~'*~H :q~~ s;t~q~ ~cr_ ~f[m~tf['?fqr.c:J~. osr u 
;nl:jlre:~~~:n~~n~ awi~W.qtfG:~~ro=tf :q tn~?.::qt~'::rl'1i!P.!_ ~~n 
en~@J~fq- ~:r:rf\rro~QP.:f ~cf.TT(;5f::ftr=:f,T~r~=q: BirC:::~~clflf ~~fi 
~Rr II ~ ~ II 

14. The previous phonemes whose cognitions have 
already disappeared cannot specify the last phoneme. If they 
all figure in a single cognition (in the form of remembrance) 
sequence etc. disappear. 

If it be said that the previous phonemes modify it, well, 
no ! Their cognitions disppear then and there. They cannot 
modify ( the last phoneme ) merely because they exist. As 
all the phonemes are in the same position as far as existence 
is concerned, they would all constitute one word. The previous 
ones can perhaps specify the final one if they all figure simulta
neously in a final cognition (in the form of remembrance) 
produced by the residual impressions of the cognitions of all 
of them. But then, sequence etc. would disappear in that 
final remembrance and phonemes whose sequence etc. have 
disappeared have no capacity to convey meaning. If they had, 
the position would be that one can understand the meaning 
from phonemes figuring in one cognition no matter how they 
were previously perceived. This has already been said. (14) 

" s:~~lf= ~·~i'.fi~ ~lifgtfcl~rftla 1 

wt ::er ~ trR:~ffi::C3=1~1i!{CF-n~a II t ~ II 
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~ ~l;f o:rohr~ smoq: f-nrn~iiT~iffl:=fiffi~~Tii~, ;:r ~Rr 1 

<fSffii~c~ ~~sfq" ('{e:_ (CHCJ:,. ;:r ~~' ~a- en I ~et ~ll.-

al;ff Sj ~aP!_oTiiFI~q~ltrrf !:fRr I 

\11~~itm.?fT~ ijj+J~rfq fefo:r~: 11 

~cBf=fi(=ifrr~ :q ijiil t~ffi ffir'lm 1 
(> " <:' 

!:r~~R'tl:f l!e:_ R'":f Wl:f: iji+l~~i=l~ II 

<lmt:rir cerml:fcerrrif :q ~~~~ 1 

q;~~~:q (13£ ~"!1lrif ~ir ~Sfll~ I I 

~ffr I amc~ fi iffl':r;.ni~~WriiTiiCJef!R('{T~!:r~foffiiT ~g: I ~~a :q 

ol:f'Efffi:offruf~ctt~~~ o:rUi~q,.s~~~~, rr :q Olj'q~ffiu~~Cfi 
t+II~~o:rifflir erffi: ~m, ~11o:rffr ~ ffi\m:~ Fr\rctu:e:I(Or CfcR!~~sff.t 
ene1:rm~~~ :qr~mii~, ~sr ercrn~~:JiiA~ ~<ft! PJ1=1: ? rr :q 

e~~qfiT ('{sr, o:p:ij~o:rr~qft~~~rrr+If(r 2f;r;rfRI<( ~~qrufTie:_ll ~'-\II 

15. There would be no understanding of meaning if the 
sameness of the speaker is not ascertained and that would be 
inexplicable without some reason. 

The upholder of the phoneme should be asked this 
question : Is the fact of the different phonemes not being 
uttered by different speakers a secondary cause (ariga) of the 
understanding of meaning or not ? If it is not, then there 
should be understanding of meaning even when the speakers 
are different. That is not desired nor seen. This is what has 
been said.1 

" Simultaneity, the fact of being uttered by the same 
speaker and a particular sequence-all this is intended in the 
case of phonemes which exist only to convey the meaning. 

'' Sequence, due to the speaker being the same, being 
admitted, the fact that the utterer has previously noticed a 
particular sequence in the utterance of elders, determines 
what the sequence should be." 
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"Simultaneity being impossible, has not been required 
in this case. Simultaneity would require diversity of speakers 
and expr~ssion never takes place in that manner." 

If it is ( a secondary ) cause, it enters into the category 
of indicators2 and cannot be the cause of the understanding of 
meaning unless it is previously ascertained. But we do see 
meaning being understood from phonemes uttered by speakers 
who are hidden or invisible. One cannot, without any cause, 
ascertain the singleness or the plurality of hidden and invisible 
speakers. Understanding of meaning is possible even when 
there are different speakers, provided there is similarity of 
the voice and uninterrupted utterence and when one hears 
the confused talking of a crowd. One cannot say that (in the 
confused talking of a crowd) one hears only the sounds. Some 
people manage to perceive distinct phonemes, words and 
sentences. ( 15 ) 

[ 1. Sl. Var. ( Sph. ) 70, 71, 75. 

2. Jniipakanupravesat. If the fact of all the phonemes being 

uttered by the same speaker is helpfui ( anga) in understanding the 

meaning, it can be so only as a jniipaka ( an indication ) and not as 

a kiiraka (a cause). In other words, that fact must be known 

before the understanding of the meaning can take place. But it 

does take place even if that fact cannot be ascertained. ] 

~cr.:'tl~r;r~.=n::rll ~r~"ff rr frrl:f)rrcr: 1 

ftt'i{~;:l:Jq~({~~r :::[~~Cfiaf II ( ~ II 

3fT~~;nR:of~~Cf3~~fq qtip~,.~:q;tr f-::rn:Ff~I=IT:qg, "1 =g mf 

~~r~=~rw:rm ~Ri"qJG::fi:, w:rrrcr ~qr'qt ~mrn~: ~i ~m, 
l:f~q~~ ti:ofc:qr~rrrQ_, :oflg~Cf?IT!TT frffilwrr~crr ~f.:fq~l1P-f"B:ofl
~~n:~ II Z ~ II 

16. At the time of the understanding of the relation 
( between the word and its meaning ) if the speaker is hidden 
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or distant, one does not necessarily ascertain the singleness 
of the speaker. 

Even when the phonemes are uttered by a hidden or dis
tant speaker, one who knows the meaning tells it to onej who 
does not. The one who tells does not depend upon the single
ness of the speaker, nor does the one who is told understand 
by himself what he is not told. The one who tells only teaches 
the relation of the word such as he understood it. The one 
who is told cannot understand the singleness of the speaker 
without any cause. This has already been said.1 ( 16) 

[ 1. What is pointed out here is that, at the time when some

body tells another the meaning of words, he does not at all refer, for 

the purpose of delimiting the word, to the sameness of the speaker 

as something to be ascertained before the meaning is understood. 

At the most, he would mention the seven factors mentioned in a 

passage like Sl. Var. ( Vdlcya) 183. 

Paddvadhdra'l].opdycin bahun icchanti surayal),, 

Kramanyundtirilctatvasva1·avdkyasmrtisrutil),. 

" Scholars are of the opinion that there are many ways of 

delimiting the word such as sequence, absence of deficiency or excess, 

accent, connection, tradition and direct state:nent. " ] 

n~llKf,-

:at~ ~'ifgl:<.Ji~ ~'f{l~i( fir~~e.Jf I 

~~~ro'~~sftr 'iifT~~;:o{~:qoft II ~IS II 

<1~~ ~ifr'--.:f:fi~S'iTw::f!Jlfcf, ml:fl:f:fiT~ "'C!FIT~~~rcr_ 3frt~it ~ · 
~~ crct~:tsfcr croTP:rCi5~~~m~:ffl"'T~~~~~(l:f~~RB:., ~q~~T~ 
g f;:rflR!To:<rocftrr~~TillWI1Ti1+!T~l:ifu I ;:r ~ RfiRn-=::=~~sftr g(il:f: 

~tl~: n~ fl:l?~:r<mq~q ~)~~~~: II ~'.!> II 
~-rcrqJ~cuR!"cr ~C<Jfli~m wr: ~~~; Bel: I n~Ui+J: 

lf~!:fTif::r:fcr: ~c@c;') ~l:fa Clot~fk I 
msfq ~Titrr ~C!T~rr F-1~~ II 
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Therefore, 

17. As the singleness of the speaker is not a cause and 
as the understanding of the meaning does not take place when 
the speakers are many, even though the residual impression 
etc. are the same, it all points to the existence of some other 
cause. 

Thus, as the singleness of the speaker is not a cause, not 
being resorted to when the relation is taught nor experienced 
when it is learnt, the understanding of the meaning should 
really arise even when the speakers are many, considering 
that the perceptions, residual impressions etc. of the phonemes, 
are the same. Well, it does not arise and, therefore, it points 
to something else as its cause. Nor do these difficulties arise 
in the case of that something else, because, according to him/ 
the sphota is not perceived when the speakers are many. 

Do not the same difficulties arise in the theory of the 
suggestion of the individual word as in that of the suggestion 
of the meaning? It has been said-

" One who holds that the indivisible sphota is manifested 
by the cognition of the phonemes, is also not free from this 
very difficulty. "2 (17) 

[ 1. Tasya, I have taken this as referring to one who believes 

in Sphota, but it can also be c:mnected with Sphotasya in the 

same sentence. 

2. Sl. Var. ( Sph. ) 91· The next t,vo verses of the Sl. Viir 

also continue the same argument.] 

Sfsn~t~a-

~ll't=rril~at fu'•rrr oe:::rrrits~ SJenr~;;nr: 1 

!:ft=itcnJ~~qqq~f9loin'efifiSfiJU(t_ 11 ~G 11 

;r ;:'!l::rq:_ tr.::r~ ~iTP1~s~iffiG9.,5~~ ·crctq_~ crrf.i~qrG:~r
f~lfflil~cr ~M'>t~tfil:rfit W1: ~: 1 c:r~ fQ- tr~~ ~~~m 
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w:R<l~~T:fi11RJ~!J~!j'1c;r5P:[i1f<l~~~: ~Crll: ~=W4r414Ci+llrfT: 
~m~~~r -cl~ ;;:qr~qf.:C'l", Ciclt iit~t=tm:rrr~tr.mo4:iirrr: if 

B<t~ ~: ~~~c:a 1 <nfcr ~~wmC'l<ne:., ~~.,m:~~·m:, 
~ " " .>; " .....4-

a{;:r'4'0l";(ll ~c!f~qq~~·:la:~T5!TCJ:., !:i~:mtil ~qsc:q~1m:, Sf\+l'-'ir+J"'T· 

l1~1N~ro1r tJB:~Pwmr,, 'ia:Tf~:qfffi\fcr ~~fa m~e~~, '-1Ci": 
",....,..,frl."". " ~~ ~ ~ (' ...... 

W'.:f·-f,+-11'1 CfST~w ~'liET%!Fflli+!5"1~ tr<'f I if -qCi~;;:p::rv.:j~, alT+-t~-

fm~Te:,l Ci"~T fu-~ -c~~s~~m~r;r.,rf-1'frr:rl1•'n:r: ~~~~t1Tq
~crfl~;;:qmT:fft-c?5ncqr;GIJUf~T;:r;:tT~ft~FHttr<fr: ~T: m~~fl"qR=f, 
T:fP-:1~ 3~(1"f'clfrT~~·~:;!;fTiiqf( "t;?§;~~Ci"~~T ;:r;:tT;:fi\lfBQ~•lR
~~~R\P-rfrlf~iT~~::rti!::r W'.:f'.:flifcl:;:qffi~ct_mq:qfcl, :q~r ~qDTh:fur: 
qt]~tWJTf!f !:i~.m+l~'1l~~T~tr4~~qr~P-!~tq 14f ~ 
~i:rrrr :q\il ~;::rfif =cJiiTft:r ~rr~, rr ~4:?.11 ~~cw:Fim i?;T:f~~ 
~ ~Cf ~fi:r, fcr~w~l c=rfu:~--

"" " (:::. :q~~r:r.: .:sTonY ;orr ~gc"f!j'11l::;:;~,c=r I 
oo~~n "~ g ~ j;{~: ~~I'[Rr f<=l~c:qa 11 

W!:ftrGT:fi~~~QUTGI]UtttFH I 
" -4 ('~ e~!:fOFiT%a ~"'co. ~"1~'1+1"1'-::fl!ld II 

rti~~Jf~;;fr~T1:1Tli~~i1 eq~T B5: I 
an~R'il~~qt ~T ~~~Sq~f~ II 

ar~rn~?r4T'fiT~~'liTil'1oo~Q~rllFP~~ ~Hil~r~~ ~~R"t;?§~i f:-llf

!j('1T;:qc:~fu ;:r qdt~re:;:r ~~~f.f~ <=ri"'flfq~i: ll ~ ~ II 

To t~is, the following answer is given-

18. The sounds which differ because of the difference in 
the effort to produce them, reveal it (the indivisible spho~a) 
by the process of their indefinable cogn:.tion and their residual 
impressions. 

It cannot be maintained that, as the phonemes remain 
the same whether they are isolated or whether they are 
together, whether the sequence is other than the desired one, 
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and whether the speaker is one or more than one, therefore, 
the same difficulties arise in the theory of the revelation of the 
indivisible word as in the theory of the conveying of the 
meaning.1 It is like this : In all cases,2 efforts, differences 
among which are directly perceived in the very mental activity 
of determining the effort to utter particular sounds and which 
are dependent on the Self· because of their being caused by 
particular desires,a bring. about distinctions in the sounds. 
Therefore, words the manifestation of which is based on 
particular sounds,4 are not always revealed. Nor it is right to 
maintain that, because each sound cannot reveal (the indivi
sible word) as that would make the other sounds useless, 
because it (the word) cannot be revealed in parts, as it has 
no parts, because the sounds cannot collectively reveal it if 
they cannot do it individually, because there cannot be a 
collection of things which come into existence in a sequence 
and never attain simultaneity, therefore, the revelation of the 
{indivisible) word is impossible. For each sound individually 
reveals the whole sphota. Nor do the other sounds thus become 
useless because there is a difference in the revelation. It is 
like this : All the previous sounds bring about in the listener 
whose mind is free from any particular residual impression, 
cognitions in which the word figures vaguely and which sow 
seeds in the form of residual impressions capable of producing 
a later clear cognition of the word. The last sound produces 
a clear cognition in which figures, as it were, clearly the image 
of the sphota caused by all the seeds in the form of residual 
impressions left by the vague cognitions of the previous sounds. 

Just as the genuineness of a precious stone, not perceived 
at the first gaze, shines in a final cognition arising in the mind 
of a tester of precious stones whose mind has been previously 
prepare~ by the residual impressions of the vague cognitions. 
Othe~~1se, there would be no clarity of the object in the final 
cogmtion anymore than there is in the first cognition as then 
there would be no difference between the two That · h 
the following has been said : · Is w Y 

Just as a V:~ic passage (anuvaka) or a verse is mastered 
by the last repetition c-.nd is not clearl" grasped in 

• • J any one 
recitatLon. 
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In 1he same way, by means of the previous cognitions, 
indefinable but favourable to the final clear cognition, the 
real form of the word ( sphota ) suggested by the final sound, 
is perceived. 

The word is grasped by the final cognition in which 
residual impressions have been left by the (previous ) sounds 
together with the last sound and which has thus become 
progressively mature.5 

As the residual impressions are due to the vague perce
ptions of the sphota, they ultimately cause the clear perception 
of that very sphota; therefore, in this view, there is not, as 
there is in the theory of the phonemes, the defect of dive
rsityG of object in regard to the understanding of meaning.(18) 

[ 1. One cannot argue against the upholder of the sphota, as 

one could hold against the protagonist of the phonemes, that each 

phoneme by itself cannot reveal the sphota, nor that there cannot 

be a collection of phonemes, nor that the sphota cannot be suggested 

when the sequence is changed or when the speakers are many 

in number. 

2. Sa1·vatra-in all cases. That is ( 1 ) in the case of the 

upholder of the phoneme theory and in the case of the upholder of 

the sphota theory ( 2 ) at all times and in all places, ( 3 ) in the 

case of all persons and all utterances, ( 4 ) in the case of the phone

mes being uttered in halation or simultaneously, in other than the 

required sequence and by more than one speaker. 

3. Svabhiivahetutayii. G. dissolves this compound word in as 

many as four ways. The translation is, in accordance, with its first 

explanation which seems to be in agreement with the context. 

4. Niyataniidanibandhanopavyailjanii. The words dhvani and 

niida occur in the Vakyapadiya of Bhartrhari. Sometimes a slight 

distinction is made between the two in that work, as for example, 

in Vale I. 47 where the Vritti says : Tacca siik~1ne vyiipini dhvana1~ 
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ka.ra.1).avyapare1).a praciyamane sthulenabhrasamghata.vad upalabhyena 

nadatmana praptavivartena tadvivartanukare1).atyantamaviva1·tamanam 

ivvartamanamiva grhyate. The word which is entirely without 

change appears to change in terms of the gross niida, perceptible 

like a mass of clouds brought into being when the subtle all

pervasive sounds ( dhvani ) are amassed ( praciyamana ) by the 

movements of the articulatory organs. The dhvanis are conceived 

of as something atomic, all-pervasive and imperceptible. When 

amassed by the movements of the articulatory organs, they become 

gross and perceptible and are then called niida. MaQc;iana, does· 

not make this distinction. The word dhva.ni in verse 18, is explained 

by the word nada in the commentary thereon. As G. puts it : 

Nado dhvanir ityanarthantaram. 

5. Vak. I., 82, 83, 84. 

6. Var1).avadina iva arthavi~a.ye nanatvado~aQ.. The defect 

in the theory that the phonemes themselves convey the meaning is 

that, according to it, the residual impressions are caused by the 

cognitions of the phonemes but, when awakened, they cause the· 

understanding of meaning. Thus there is a difference between 

their cause and their effect, whereas impressions, when awakened 

are supposed only to cause the remembrance of that which caused 

them. In the sphota theory, this discrepancy does not exist. ] ~ 

' r ~ • • 
~ ~lrn\IIRT::r e{UJT: 5fl~ Wfil~ra, '1 trG:~l:jl15~ ol!m CiT I 

rr "e{ ~::r RUf~:cnm~r.f ~;:~W1r!T w.mm ~fcf ijl~+r_, ~~~;:q-
5f::f.ro.s;:q: sr~Hm=r, atfcn:m~·rcr3 S{rlff.f.RWfiTWqffi:ct :q ~wr.nr.it;ir ~~
rtrf.fJ\~t~~~~~9fiiilRr ~m.? ~~ :q w:U ~q: I P.iql!T\=lw.:Fimo:f :q 
A~N~i!' ., :q ('f~Tfffi I ., "1\?J:, ~qt (iqqft=T:~~~g~RI_, ., fu: 
<f~C{w:i'tqCi5fa~~fi:Rr ~~i=.J fc!r:rl!T\=IA~ +l~il~m, ~m~~~~ e{T 

., ('f('f~[r.fr'WS~~f+roll~~: I Rli"+IG'{qful!,Jiii ~~ ~~T~ 
BT.rifu:Rqqfijr Fr~mTI ~~fr('f 1 R~rm~ q~~O"J~~= q~~~~m. 
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'K~ ~ 'ifr:rra 1 ., =cr ~fclq-~~~tir ~'1l!TST ~fffi~, \~t m: 
~ 

Cfi~~ Brf ~fcl Rmfcl, Cfi~~fcll rr -:q f..rq-~ ~~frr:rA: I :::ml"fqCf,_ 

C11U-~Rr R"q~q ~p{: ~fa R~qfcl, :r;~rRrcr_ P-fq~l ~ g f~~c=P1rcft 
f.:r:rf!~T frr~~~ Rq<:ij\1 ~Rr f-Fi+:Bf ctHOFI ? R~~ =cr 

~l:fR-'1~~~, nG.:l1£:n~ ~r<l ~rc;?rsrCAr~q ~~ ~qR£ 1 

( Objection ) 

But it is not the word which shines at first, vaguely or 
otherwise/ but totally different verbal elements, the phonemes. 
Nor would it be right to maintain that the word disguises itself 
and appears as the phonemes. How can cognition have the 
form of something when its object is something else '; That 
would mean that any cognition can have any object. How can 
a residual impression left by a cognition having a particular 
form be the cause of a cognition having a different form ? 
Therefore, the difficulties (in the sphota theory) are the same 
( as in the theory of the phonemes. ) Something appearing as 
something else is due to some cause and that is just what is 
absent here. It cannot be the sounds because they are the 
cause of our apprehension of the word (of the truth. ) That 
which is the cause of the apprehension of something cannot be 
the cause of its misapprehension. If it is the cause of its mis
apprehension, its apprehension cannot be due to that. That 
might mean that it cannot be revealed at all. The inevita
bility of the misapprehension is also inexplicable.2 In the case 
of rope etc. their misapprehension as snake etc. does not 
inevitably take place. Here, on the other hand, cognitions in 
which the phonemes figure inevitably take place before the 
apprehension of the word. Nor does it stand to reason that all 
hearers should have the same misapprehension. In the case 
of a rope, somebody mistakes it for a snake, another for a 
little stream. Nor is' there any fixed order in which the 
misapprehension takes place. Sometimes, one mistakes it, 
first as a streamlet and next as a snake; at other times, in the 
opposite order. Here, on the other hand, the misapprehension 
takes place inevitably, it takes place in a fixed order and in a 
particular form. How is it so ? The falsity of a cognition is 
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ascertained by its later sublation. To speak of a misapprehen
sion here where thera is no later sublation can only convince 
children. 

[ 1. Because the cognition has the form of the phonemes. 

2. The opponent, i. e. the Mimarhsaka points out four defects 

in the argument of the upholder of the sphota. If, when the 

phonemes actually figure in the cognition, we maintain that it is the 

sphota which is being so cognised, it would mean ( 1 ) that any 

cognition can have any object, ( 2) that impressions left by the 

cognition of phoneme3 can cause the cognition of so nething different 

from them which is contrary to the nature of residual impressions, 

( 3') that misapprehension can take place without a cause. ( 4) that 

it is inevitable and that it must take place in a fixed order and 

in a :nrticular mlnn:!r. All the ab:>Ve a3su:nptions are contt·ary 
to facts. ] 

:at~Riatqfui mrqm~!:fqj(Uifll ' 
t'IQ:._e~~~l=ll5Utrq 6~ ~ !>4qjlmt IIi,.~ II 

<r.:~~~qr~·'~ar: 11?J~: enf'Cl~ ~~ ll~r~m:~t'1R~ 
f!tfliTRt~q~~r:, crsc=ruCi?r:nt~ ~~~<:1«tc>5i:nrr~~ ~f-im:l:f 
{:s::~TR~ o~J:l~:f\WJ:lt~~ tflll~HT~<:fil<T~tr: I ~ T.f aqt ~ J;r~fBffi 
Bmr~+J:., ~~~ Rrtlffi=F,'lfu:; ~ ~zn.=rf?r:r.'lrSr'-&fT~~: I 31\1~-

<:', .+ .-('' ""~. ~'f\if:'f ~r ~'1eyr ~ t~, <:1tma:_ '(:f~~"ffrl:f:.f q~n'iju~:r,·11Tf Bt:rif\-

+rr~~m Otffi?-l~Tf~r:rf<:1frffit~ +r~f.:c; 1 ar.:q~r !';p~~~sfq BJra:_, 
' ~ " R~;m~,t~~l1i:~ :q mur·.:n'11l=tf1B~UT +rl~T?I Cl:~~'"l:liil'i=l:tl ~T~-

tq-J~R\' ~ffilt.., ~tiRflE~fr~q( aWr ~~~o:m<ctr~m:~ ~foq<a 
~::p.n~~qc;5-q;:a, <:1?!P:t\'4~ ~rrr~qffi: 1 ~r:Jllf~qrn~~llr
'4t~1'4i mrf.t~ BT~qfrffire +IT~ti ~+RDl~m ~a:., ~~'~=.rf?r l11rtr
P1i!~~ c;~m~ 1 <:i~+J:.--
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~ ~~ ~ ...........;:,. lrl-
lf!i'=i C:::fl'1: ~'i. UCI:, B;:Cl~'(:!Si<i CIT I 
~~Tf.clf r~l:f~==!fe.'461f!'ltd II 
~;::q-Rl~ d'~ CW-fq =:.jfcf'4Tf11~:qf~~gtli: I 
mrrrii!:li[~q-01 IJ;~ ~~: W-R~a- 11 ~~ 11 

To this, the answer is as follows : 

49 

19. ''Vaguely apprehended objects do appear to be 
different from what they are, but t}.lrough (the progressively 
clearer ) residual impressions of the previous cognitions, the 
truth shines fully. 

What follows has been seen : vaguely perceived objects 
sometimes do appear to be different from what they really are : 
from a distance, trees look like elephants etc; when one enters 
dimly lighted inner apartments from bright places, vaguely 
perceived ropes etc. do look like snakes etc. Nor would it be 
right to maintain that it is not these which so appear, because 
it is these which are in contact with the senses. Contact of 
the sences with one thing cannot be the cause of the knowledge 
of something else. If it is held that the eye, without being in 
contact, manifests silver, there would be no requirement of 
the contact at alP Therefore, it is the previous cognitions 
(having tree as the object and the form of the elephant ) 
leaving progressively clearer residual impressions, which 
becume the cause of the clear perception of the tree etc. 
Otherwise there would be a clear perception of the tree at the 
very first gaze. It would not be right to maintain that it (the 
clear perception of the tree) did not arise at first because of 
the distance, but arose afterwards because of proximity, for 
it arises in the case of those who stay in the same place through 
continuity of attention. Even those whose senses are normal 
as can be judged by their correct perception of other objects, 
at first apprehend wrongly and later perceive correctly. 
Therefore, it is not due to any defect in the senses that there 
is initial misapprehension. If it is held that, in the case of trees 
etc. the bare form is apprehended through the senses and the 
rest is remembered through resemblance, the same thing can 

M.M . .4 
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be said of the other verbal elements considered to be parts of 
the word,2 For, it has been said-. 

" Just as through distance or darkness, one mistakes an 
object in the previous cognitions and finally apprehends it 
correctly. " 

"In the same way, when the sentence is being suggested 
by the elements which are the cause of its manifestation, there 
is, at first, a cognition in which its parts figure. "3 (19) 

[ 1. The position taken up by the upholder of the spohta is 

this :-One sometimes sees a tree from a distance and mistakes it for 

an elephant but by continually looking at it. one sees that it is a 

tree and not an elephant. Here the impressions left by the previous 

erroneous cognitions help in the ultimate correct cognition. Though 

the previous cognitions have the form of the elephant, the tree is 

their object, because it is with the tree that the sense of vision is in 

contact, As it is with the tree that the sense is in contact, the 

resulting cognition is that of the tree, even though it has the form 

of the elephant. It is not possible to say that the sense is in contact 

with one thing but that the resulting cognition is that of something 

else. If the sense of vision can illuminate something with which it 

is not in contact, why did it not do so before the eye came into 

contact with the tree ? Why this dependence on contact with the 

tree for producting a knowledge of the elephant ? The fact is that the 

appearance of the elephant depends upon the contact of the sense 

with the tree and its vague apprehension. As G. Puts it : iirupii

Zocitavi~ayatvam anyathiiprakiisanasya = the misapprehension has as 

its object something which has been vaguely perceived ( P· 141 ). 

In other words, vague apprehension and misapprehension amount to 

the same thing. 

2. The upholder of the sphota has been maintaining that 

through the progressively clearer impressions of the previous ( vague 

or erroneous ) apprehensions, a clear and correct apprehension takes 
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place in the end. The opponent here points out that no misappre

hension takes place throtigh the sense of vision. When the tree is 

first seen, the eye perceives what is common to it and an elephant 

and not what distinguishes it from an elephant. What it actually 

pereeives, i. e, that which is common to the tree and the elephant is 

quite correct. On this basis, however, the mind thinks of the 

elephant, because the common point has been perceived. So this 

cognition is a mixture of perception and remembrance. Both the 

aspects are quite valid. The mistake lies only is not distinguishing 

between the two. If there are thus no misapprehensions, there cannot 

be any question of progressively clearer impressions of them, followed 

by a final clear apprehension. The upholder of the sphota points 

out in reply that the argument can be applied to the misapprehen

sion of parts in the partless indivisible sphota Why not say that 

while the indivisible sphota is being vaguely apprehended through 

the sense of hearing, the mind remembers the unreal parts like the 

phoneme and the word ? Of course, he himself does not argue in 

ihis manner. 

3. va.k. r. 89, 90. J 

~o:tif~: ~~~m=rrwit fctq~~~ %:a-o:t: 1 

~~;41ctii\"~,Z ~ ~t~~ Cfil~QT;f II ~ o II 

q~fq CloN~T'fq~!;[qy f~W!Fr: w:l"CiiT ~C1~ C'f[({tftlr: ~T-
~ 

fi1t1tfui1: ~qy;:nfl:ltlr~e:'clTf+!Trr~ ~:c.~lf: ~'l:!xrf'iffi~C1~: , C'I~N 

~-iT'lefi\UTI~T~ cn~R1~'cl~: ~tfDlT ~~; c=rf?rif;:'clolT~ ~~
~~ ~~t=C'I~un11=1+:nrr: ,"";a-rrc;5f;'clA"~o:'clrriJ~ :q ~ru~ frr~'D+r., 
~~,.,~W'cll'llC{_, ~IFIT~~~~tl~qc~nq_ a:t~~~:c.~q~fil Cfi~ 
;:pijq~::lj"a- ? ~ r~~qffiqrrtqc=r'f¥'~e~:nq q;~ Rq"qrt~~l:f Afuw.i:; 
~qc;5~~~fi'-r ~ ~ !:liUI'C!rrrrP:rre~Hlrr~nerr~fu q~~c1q_- fciq--qrB
frlf~c~ CIR~~~cElf~ II ~ o II 

20. It is the sounds that resemble one another which 
are the cause of the error. That which leads to the final correct 
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cognition ( of the sphota ) is just what is held to be the cause 
of the error too.1 

Even though the different efforts aiming at the utterance 
of phonemes words and sentences the different breaths raised 

' ' by them striking at the different places of articulation and the 
different sounds produced by contact with the places of arti
culation are the cause of the revelation of the word, they 
somehow resemble one another because of the resemblance in 
the place of articulation and are, therefore, mixed up as it 
were. That is why one thinks that one perceives one kind of 
verbal element when one is actually perceiving another.2 That 
which is the cause of perception is just the cause of the error, 
as no other cause is perceived. As even error is a kind of 
cognition, how can that which is the cause of non-cognition 
lead to it? It is as in the case of the tree at a distance where 
it is the contact with the object which is the cause of the error. 
The same contact, through the process of the residual impres
sions left by the continuous attentive perception, is the cause 
of the final correct perception of the tree. Therefore, it is not 
a weighty thing to say that, if the sounds are the cause of 
error, they cannot lead to the final correct perception of the 
word. ( 20) 

[ 1. G. points out that it is true of all errors that they are 

cau<ed by the very causes of correct knowledge. : Sarvabh?·iintisu

dhurm.wm etaditi bhuva~t. 

2. When the sounds of a word are uttered by the speaker, the 

hearer understands that word at first vaguely and wrongly, i. e. 1n 

the form of phonemes and finally, he understands it clearly and cor

rectly. The first cognitions are errors. There were several theorir:s 

current in Ancient lndia in regard to error, known by the names 

iitmakhyuti ( Vijfianavadins ) asatlchyuti ( Madhyamikas ) akhyati 

( Prabhakara Mimamsakas ) anyathulchyiiti ( Naiyayikas ) anirvaca

niyakhyc1ti ( Vedantins ) Satkhyuti ( Ramanuja) and Viparitakhyiiti 

( Bhatta Mimiimsakas ). Mal).c;lana looks upon error as anyatha

khyati which is closely related to ?Jiparitakhyiiti and argues against 
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the akhyiiti interpretation. Accerding to Mal).c;lana, in error someth

ing appears as something else. In the present case, the sphota 

appears as the phoneme, This misapprehension is looked upon as a 

means to the final correct apprehension. If error is interpreted as 

akhyiiti, it cannot serve as a means to the final correct cognition.] 

R~i:t~G:m~~ ~~n'(~:ircrw:~~ ~r:rlTfrl~~ ~ffJ:f0~=~ffi~, 
R:J:TcH31~~~; .,- ~ :rr~f-p;p~eor~a:ron e::r;:r~sr~ c=rBr 
o;qffir ;:r: B~c=r, ~rnP-f':r:jrotS::r\f\~-1 I 3lff ~::r =q g:~r.r: wl~fuq~Olf 

<. 

P-ir:rlTB:, <1F.:i1Bm:J:T B+llrf~TQ.I 3fi+lf~p:j~ f<i;qr~;:h+J,"!TQ. <:r.n =cJT~+rAT-
r+l~nB~Trn~~rri B~,;:m:~fRq~r Rfi:Rr R~crr:fcOITQ., r~~~TfCr ~Trn~
qf~~r;:: 1 .,- ffl Cf"l~Q: ~p:rf ffi: ~1fBr~~ :UelT~~rcrR
f?cgr;r~ '=H~ ~ti~rww.r:, B~I~T: q~~~~Cfr~lQ:,, ('ft:q :q Cf':ltB~=~
C!ffi I '4~ ;q)qffi- eytv:ft:JTl~'4fl1lT+lG~mm:CT~q~c1f-lfcr I Cf~C!_ 
l:fU11G:~~:c~f~unlir!;:qrqr:qr~:qr P-ir:rlTBR'4+I: 1 arq~~~
:q~g ~q~: BF;JT~RI:l'+lTOlTSo!Jli?:ffir.:'l: ~Ofil:rrr ~~i1~63fill =q ::nmf:i 
~fuqfu:~ ~fu1:flG:'4r+m3Rfu =q mc=r~r:qij I '4~ffil!_ " BT~W~I:I+lTOT 

" ".-.4~ " '5fS~;£'4T ;:r~: I Cf =q ·~ "< P:flsBTa:fHiR~:!+lP-1 \3"q~~<r ;::;:;n~ tJgff~: 
\3"Cf~W!f 1Ci5T!frWs'1~ P-f~=+{l;{~Olf~ w q B+ill="frfu~~~ =q ~~flltR 

:q '' I Cf~11__ --

~ " ~r-. " 3TBR~=tR1~~ :q: ~~T "fl~cHTCf +ii=!:Rf I 

~~q-~~~fot:Cf: BI ~OTTqr:q Q;::r B: II 

:q~~ti~'4ll:lt[Ol5CfT'4: ~fu~~ I 

B~Jrff\TOTT it~sftr Ci~T CfUlfrn~~fu: II 
"' 

'4~1~'Kfrf~r:pu ~'fiT~ ~~·:ff;ir:qr: 1 

~~::r ~fucr~Olf mffi §,~~ ~+1: II 
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r~ "r::: " lf'.lf :ef ~lFl~T8~T~I~\~~Tf!Wt~f 1rf;q(f: C'PH CfTTTTClli=!T-

sfq ~<:f\if:fi~~fr!~~G~\IC'I.. ~~~;:ft ~q-;ql~j)qrm: I <1~r ~-~l;flllfil 
~a:rUJ ~1m?-{l1~~FPWTl;:;r-e~~fil~~'1Tfl1:, as[i:r ~TTf3r.+FJWr
c;5~U(~ :~~~~i!J~T~'1~fltc;5~ f.:r~fl" if <1BlT"1~Aa I <1~ fu:
Bre:!:f~~~:f,l~~·~T =;:no:qtqfq t:R~ t:fRC'l~UJ~i!J'GT~~T'Q~]IIl~~~~ • 

.,.,.....~ ., " . ~ ('~ 
+Jf''fl11•1+("!:1 "!17{~ if ~Tf~f!>R?-l~~ICl ('l~+f.:-

~"!:f~:f,J?r §ffFf~ ~Rf~Tr:rw;rT ~~: I 

m'R:!2~'1T qf1~nil ~;;~qr~ II 
if ~-q., F-lrJT §ffl"'r o~~f[l~s;:rfc:n3a , 

<llc;55~ qRff Cfi~:qG:~Sf+!~ II ~ ~ II 

21. In the case of those who apprehend the word through 
others, misapprehension is inevitable because it is the means. 
This error is inevitable in the case of the word as in the case 
of cognition.1 

The cause of the understanding of the word is such 
that it first causes a misapprehension of it and then leads to its 
correct final cognition because of the fixed similarity of the 
sounds. For there are no sounds available to us other than 
those which bring to the mind the superimposed verbal element. 
If there were, the correct cognition of the word might come 
through them without the previous misapprehension.2 That 
is why there is a uniform misapprehension in the case of every
body, namely, because the 'cause of the misapprehension is 
~he same in the case of alP Because the process of the convey
mg 0~ the word depends upon a sequence, the sequence is also 
fixed. Just as the cognition of the previous non-existent 
numbers is the cause of the cognition of the number in question 
because it is a means to it similarly here the cognition of the 
o.ther verbal 'element ( th~ phoneme ) is a means to the cogni
tion of the word. The previous numbers do not belong to the 
things ~hose number in regard to a particular action is fixed 
and whtch have been determined by such numbers as hundred 
etc. because number is a kind of measurements which, 
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therefore, cannot relate to them (the previous numbers.) 
Just as there is a fixed sequence in the production of the 
effects of milk, seed etc., similarly, there is a fix:ed sequence 
in cognition also. Therefore, there is an inevitable misappre
hension in the case of those who understand the word as taught 
by others,6 because there is no other means of apprehending 
it. In the case of the great sages who do not apprehend the 
word as taught by others, it has been declared that they, 
having realised the truth ( dha1·ma ) with their inner light 
undimmed, apprehended the word, disregarding the process 
of misapprehension and taught it also similarly. As has been 
said-The great sages, directly realised the truth (dharma) they 
imparted the Mantras through instruction to those who had 
not directly realised the truth.7 Others who were incapable 
of receiving the Mantras through instruction, just learnt the 
text of the Vedas and the V edangas, so that at least the means 
may be apprehended.8 It has been said-

" When one perceives those non-existent elements in the 
middle as existent, it is due to the incapacity of the perceiver : 
they are only a means to the cognition of the real word. "9 

"Just as the cognition of the previous numbers becomes 
the means of cognising the other (real) number though they 
are different from one another, similarly, the cognition of the 
other verbal elements ( the phonemes ) is a means to the 
cognition of the word. ••lo 

" Just as there is a fixed sequence in the transformation 
of milk or seed (into its product) similarly, there is a fixed 
sequence ( in regard to the word. ) "11 

Just as there is an inevitable error in cognition consisting 
in the transference to it of the form of the object, similarly 
there is an inevitable misapprehension of the word because 
of the transference to it of the differences of the manifesting 
sounds which are similar to one another. It is like this-Those 
who believe that the word consists of phonemes which are 
indivisible, do not deny that inevitable misapprehension in 
regard to these phonemes, consisting in their association with 
division and sequence and with accents like the acute (u.diitta) 
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and quantity like length etc. It is like this-In diphthongs 
like 'e' division into 'a' and 'i '; in other vowels, when 
they have the circumflex accent (sva1·ita), their division into 
two parts, one having the acute accent and the other the grave 
accent, all this cognition of division and sequence cannot be 
denied. It has been said-

'' In regard to cognition and the word, misapprehension 
leading to division in inevitable; the word is coloured by 
sequence and cognition is dependant upon the form of the 
object. "12 

"In actual usage, cognition without an object figuring in 
it is not seen. Nor is meaning conveyed by the word which 
has not assumed sequence. " ( 21 ) 

[ 1. It was urged by the Mimarnsaka (before verse 19 ) that 

the apprehension of the phonemes should not be looked upon as an 

error because this apprehension has a fixed, unalterable character 

in three ways : ( 1 ) the apprehension of the phonemes takes place 

invariably before the whole word is grasped ( 2) it always takes 

place in the same sequence ( 3 ) it is uniform in the case of all 

hearers. Ordinarily, an error is neither inevitable, nor always of 

the same nature nor does it follow the same sequence. Therefore, the 

apprehension of the phonemes is not a case of error. The first half 

of the present verse is an answe1• to all the three aspects of this 

objection. 

2. As the initial misapprehension is 
correct apprehe · •t · . . ns10n 1 mvartably precedes tt. 
of the objection is answered. 

a means to the ffnal 

Thus the first aspect 

3· This is meant to answer the third objection. As the 

sounds which cause misapprehension in the case of one hearer 

are similar to those which cause misapprehnsion in the case of other 

hearers, therefore, there is uniformity in the misapprehension. 
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4. This answers the second aspect of the objection· As the 

sequence in which the misapprehension takes place is also a means 

to the final correct cognition, it is fixed. 

5. According to G. this statement has been made according 

to the view that IJUmber is neither a separate category ( paddrtha ) 

nor does it come under the gul).as. The other and more generally 

accepted view, that of the Vaisesikas, is that it is a gu?_La and that 

duality and the numbers higher than that are prorl.uced by apek.5Ci

buddhi and are destroyed when the latter are destroyed. The 

process of production and destruction is elaborately described in the 

Upaskii.ra on Vai. Sii. 7. 2. 8. 

6. See Vii.k. 1. 85 and the Vrtti thereon. 

7. G. points out that Dharma includes not merely the facts 

but also the words which give expression to them, i. e. the Mantras, 

Brii.hmal).as, the Vedii.ilgas and other Sastras. 

8. See Ni. 1. 20 Bimma ( Bilma) graha?_Laya = upayato vasika-

1"a1.tdya ( G. ) See Vak. I. 5 and the Vritti thereon where this very 

passage from the Nirukta is quoted in order to show how the Vedas 

have been handed down. 

9. Vak. I. 85. The correct text is, however, as follows : 

, Asatascanta1·dle yan chabdanastiti manyate, Pratipattu1· as 

akti~t sii graha?_Lopiiya eva saQ,. 

I have adopted this text for the translation. G. also knew it. 

10. Vak. I. 87. This quotation is meant to explain how the 

misapprehension is uniform in the case of all perceivers. 

11. Vak. I. 91. 

12. Vak. I. 86. ] 

fcrqqy{i) f.frn"'" :q ~~it~~ ~ro({: 1 

~~~~~l'3tnttSJq ~ Q;iEf ~~: II ~~ II 
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ar~fcr ~Rr- ;r.~W!~ ~'1l!T6: ~~r:lr1:1~ F!m:a~ffr, ~ffiir 
' r 

~dCI:.' l!~ ;;:-~~: ~: ' ~,-l!?.lf~~m!1~' ~Rl :q I l!'SJ ' ' RfCfl!T-

~fof m~~fcrmr'Cft;f ~l1~ cnitsrl<rt ' ~' ~, :qm: B rr ~' 
ar!m §: ot(ffi~~qf\~~~~·f'l_:j~~:;:no=lf~~s;~rr ~:fil~Oll::.f~lfT-
~~~:~: 

~lft~~- aT~crr~ ~~+r1~clr~j+5~fcf, 81~cr~ cHlf 
~~~~~O&~·=i'r~'11cmr_, rr ~ (lG:'£ ~~ rr rn~(l ~P.r 1 

('{~~I (l?.lf ~- ~rrr:fllf+llilltfcr +tfUT~crT!JlC::~Tfa~ ~~ 
~~P.rucrt=w..rw~ B!ferRnfir~ ~~~!fa 1 c;qr <tr~rre:~~
~sRr ::.ruficm mlln:tmil'~rr F-f~~~ ~Ef)s::;mP-ffi, i:fqJ CfC::f.lfcr ~~tl:f
lJI=;r1T;l!~:n~;rl1f.f fij)f-i!~;;_ q"{p=ifrstl!f~ fir~T~ II ~ ~ II 

22. It has been shown that misapprehension is the cause 
of correct apprehension. Sublation of the misapprehension 
does take place inspite of the word appearing as possessing 
some distinctions. 

It might be said-How can misapprehension be the cause 
of correct apprehension ? But this has already been shown in 
the verses :-''Just as in the previous cognitions" etc.1 and ''Just 
as the cognition of the previous numbers" et<:.zAstotheobjec
tion that one can ascertain somethingfto be a misapprehension 
only if there is a later sublation, as, otherwise, one can convince 
only children, it would be valid if there were no later sublation. 
~u~ there is, because one does finally perceive the clear 
mdlvisible Word and there can be no understanding of meaning 
otherwise, as has been explained.3 Thus the one indivisible 
word has necessarily to be accepted. 

It might be objected. "The cognition of the word is not 
~apable of doing away with the distinction (of phonemes) 
~~ause there is no contradiction between the two. The cog

n~h?n of the one word arises as mixed up with that of the 
dl~tmct phonemes; hence we know that there is no contradi
ction. One cannot say that then ( when the cognition of the 
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one word arises ) distinction does not appear. " The objection 
is not valid. It is like this-Even though appearing as diffe
rent in the precious stone, sword, mirror etc. the face is 
ultimately cognised as free from all distinction because of the 
cognition of identity, identity being opposed to distinction. 
Similarly, the phoneme, inspite of such distinctions as long, 
short etc. appaars as one, free from distinction, through ~he 
cognition of identity. In the same way, the word, the umty 
of which is grasped at the time of its cognition, is recognised 
as one inspite of the cognition of some distinctions. (22) 

[ 1. va.k. r. 89. 

2. Vak. I, 87. 

3. G. explains that when an error takes place, it is later 

sublated by the correct cognition. It can take a negative or a posi

tive form· In the c~se of the mother-of-pearl being mistaken for 

silver, the later sublation takes the form ·• this is not silver " i. e· it 

is negative in form; if it takes the form " this is mother-of-pearl, it 

would be positive in form. In the case of the word, the later subla

tion is of a positive character. J 

'q(Q'~~rrf.:r.!for 6Q"mr~~r~~r 1 
;rr;rr;:ot~ R~um~err ~ fu '!l~: 11 ~~ 11 

~~~ir ~ oi:f'ffif:J~Uftlrlts'>!fcf:'fT:;;rlll~~ !:f~lJ~ ~g: I ~~ 1[_\lCI_ ~~i11 
ti::t"RT~R~'iO"fllJT :q I ~~~g ~~ffirilT"'r W~~·p::ro:~
Cfi~'=R_, ~::r ;rr 1 '1 C'f?T o:J.ltfil;:q:m!;l;~~~G::, st~~ ~~flJlJI'?.f~lJ:, 
~ ~ 

~'liT~T:+!T g !:f~~~~lJ ~m f'l\~ II ~ ~ II 

Why not resort to the very process by which the sphota 
is cognised to explain the comprehension of meaning ?1 

Because-
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23. The revelation (of an object) clearly or vaguely is 
confined to direct perception. In the case of the other means 
of knowledge there is either apprehension ! of the object) or 
not at all. 

The senses· are the cause either of a cognition which 
reveals the object clearly or of one which reveals it vaguely. 
For instance, when something is cognised from a distance or 
when something subtle is cognised. 2 Such things as a sign 
( linga ) and the word either produce a cognition in which the 
object figures clearly or not at all. In their case, no such 
distinction as first a vague cognition and then a clear cognition 
takes place. Meaning is to be understood through verbal 
cognition. The sphota, on the other hand, is to be cognised 
through direct perception. Thus everything is alright.3 (23) 

[ 1. This objection is implied is sl Var. ( Sph. ) 91, 93. 

2. G. points out that by ' sense ', both the external and the 

internal senses are meant here. The senses cause vague and clear 

cognitions; sometimes, they produce a vague cognition first and a 

clear cognition later. The perception of a tree from a distance and 

of the genuineness of a precious stone are examples of vague cogni

tions being followed by clear ones. 

3. That is, the process of the revelation of the sphota by the 

sounds does not sufft:'r from the same defects as the process of the 

revelation of the meaning by the phonemes. ] 

Efiq ~:n~~~c=H ~'fir~tcfl'1: ? crolr~r.-:rrma:r01~ r:r~=t1JC( 'Jtr: ' (~ 
~~F=r~ fr!~rmKT"1r-:!P:lTlTIQ_ I if rn: C1((Cff1JfmJ:if<1il"f1 ~df~~f.1Ci3~11T
co:rra:. I C1tBTG:~Tr.=r~~;:rc;5fi;~g~ I 

ilr:f~ffi<t ~'af~~.CfiCfcrT~01~eyd1 ffin;:r~ I 01 g C1G.:?.if;:mtq-

~:rrf~, efiJT~Ql~R:&P-lt({ ~(jlr(R[qifr~ii=fpe-q I C'f~T fi?:- (1 ~Cf crlllfc~Jrr: 
g~:. 'iftrmq-R=e~;n 8f31T~cr~H.=r<=a-, o:r g ~'TI•c:r~. I 8f~T<=C1\~"l'<:R~ g 
;q;..rr "loTF-f~rrtfrr lH~'=f~f~f''P:f~'i>Wl~~<.rrfr! ~w:rrrr~ufrrr 
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!:fonl~;:3 c=r~G::Iif.:r nr~ 1 ~c;5"a:rm:r EX ~:lfqc>5;;1'.fii1Tit~;ro1mwOTTG:flf ~ 
~::;f-;;=cm~r;r~c~rfuJer i1l~fo=<Rf.rr:rqc~ ~~O!fJ=JBrr~ fBe.~ 1 ~~ 
%r0Fion~J:Ilf?l~?."!Tro~l=l~ ~('qq"flf F-lr:r~:, i1 EX <1G:RRCfc=r: cr.fu-.::~oG:rmr, 
CJuT1"Rc!fJrt•=no:~q ~~fc1l1JBillC'f.. 1 ar~ ~C'lB:_- 'ifr:' ~~~=fi ~~I 
cit C!Ti?J"q?.fr ? ~~~ u ~:f,1!_ ~ffi I ~~ u ~~~o~=Fi1:4'fi1Rc=r~r 
~Ofi('~~l1:' ~Ofic~IU CJT cFflfG:qQ,_ I arfi:r :q ~rwni!q l"'"{.i1W.fiRTT 
11r~ ~~G:cq~:, a:;rG::~~o:~ EX ~qg: q;-=r ~~: ~r~a 1 
o~if1B:_ ' rr. :q ~cq~+:qr 1T:fi!U~+:~s;;q: ~~lcm, ~~G:~ill~".f~-
~G::~ ~ill'Ef 1 o?.Tr- · 

~c;5"a:f!Jq. EX o~~~~~~rrrc=r: ~P.:B:_ 1 

CJuT~qr~rorr~ rr c=r~?.Tf.:R~ ~~Q. II 
~ CJI?.Tf.:R~~ HT~~mi1TQ_ 3FH!f g I 
EiuT'3l":qq-R~m ~fu:.,r-=!:13{ \i!r~a 11 

rr)R~OFil1fucoi EX ~;rr~qrft:!R':ll~~ I 

crcr_qrm-<fiT~flT~;::lH ~;;~ ~~~~C'lTAffi: II 

~e?:JJzy1M31\fEf~=q rrre;;1t ~~ ~~fq I 
~:JG:m~~~ 9 ~r it~: ~m~~}t II 

How is the sphofa cognised through direct perception? 
Because the cognition of the whole word which takes the form 
'gautt' and which is different from the previous cognitions of 
the phonemes cannot be without any basis. The phonemes 
cannot be the basis, because this cognition is different from 
that of the phonemes. Therefore, some other object must be 
the basis. 

(Objection) : It is admitted that there takes place a later 
cognition different from the cognitions of the single phonemes. 
But it has no other object as the basis. Because it is coloured 
by the forms of the phonemes and the form of no other object 
shines in it. It is like this. It is the same phonemes which 
had been previously cognised which figure in this also and not 
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anything else. If it were something else, then this final cog
nition would have that thing figuring in it, just as the cognitions 
of the different phonemes do not have the forms of the mutual 
objects figuring in them, but reveal some other form. The 
difference between the previous cognitions and this final one 
is just this : the former have single phonemes as their object, 
the latter has their collection as the object. But this difference 
does not mean that the later cognition has a totalJy different 
object. If a difference in the object is insisted upon, one might 
say that three phonemes do constitute a different object than 
a single phoneme. But there is no object over and above the 
phonemes, because nothing beyond the phonemes figures in the 
cognition. If it is maintained that the cognition which takes 
the form 'gau'!J.' is a single cognition/ well, who said other
wise, namely, that the cognition was not one ?2 But single
ness is wrongly apprehended in the objects, either because 
they are the objects of a single cognition or because they 
produce a single effect.3 Or it may be that singleness is attri
buted to them as one attributes singleness to trees when one 
calls them a forest. Not only that. In the case of the word 
'gaul].' the illusion that its objects have singleness can be 
explained by the fact that the phonemes are uttered very 
quickly and that there is little vowel in it. In words like 
Devadatta, plurality is clearly perceived. It has been said : 
"there is no word over and above the directly perceived 
phonemes 'g' etc., because something different from them is 
not perceived and because they are themselves identified with 
the word.4 " Similarly 

" The difference of the final cognition from those of the 
previous cognitions of each single phoneme is admitted. But 
the phonemes figure in it; it has no other object." 

"Or three phonemes together might be looked upon as 
constituting a different object from each single phoneme. No 
other object over and above the three phonemes figures in the 
cognition. " 

"That the cognition which takes the form 'gauh • is a 
single one is not denied by us. But there takes place a~ ill _ 
sion of singleness in regard to the word because the phonem~s 
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are cognised by a single coognition or because they together 
produce a single effect. " 

'' The illusion of singleness can be explained in the case 
of the word ' gau.Q, ' because of the speed with which it is 
uttered and because there is little vowel in it; but in words 
like ' Devadatta ' the difference of phonemes is clearly 
perceived.5 " 

[ 1. As it is a single cognition, it would be better if its object 

was also a single one rather than a number of phonemes. 

2. An 'iti' is required after ' J1iii.nam tu naikam ' " J1iiina1n ttt 

naikam iti' would thus become an elaboration of ' anyathii '. It has 

been translated accordingly. G. knew another reading : Jneyam tu 

naikam That would also yield a good meaning. 

3. The effect meant here is the conveying of the meaning. 

4. Cf. Sab. Bhii.. p. 48. The actual text there is : Na ca 

pratyak~o gakaradibhyo'nyo gosabda iti, bhedadarsanabhavad abhe

dadarsaniicca. G. knows this reading also. 

5. sl. Vii.r. ( Sph. ) 118, 119, 120, 121. ] 

at~r~~~sfq ;rr•l.lc::t~~~ 1 

~qf("!)~ <li~R"'...qfSI<fii'QOiiU'( II ~W II 

;; cai?'Ef .. ~qolfl?f~~r ~~~~G:OEJ~l>-.:r: wn~~ iflrlJT

ew51=iR' ~ =rru\.151B:. 1 o~r ~- ~Tfcrn'Clflft ;lf~~'l~'E!~~~~~' af'Eflf

f.r~rri ll17T~'il~c:!T;;r.r3!ijll'EJ1~, f:q:;{~q'lqllff'ijo:fi =i:J ~ 8fer:I'!f7ffio:fi~T
ffl:~~~sfcr, o:rNFffi:~ff ~Tffr I if i.HQfro\6+1::JT~o:fiootrft~~lll?f 
RBI~, Sf:flff.rift o:ft~rmtrr aRfl§lilc=I~BfiiQ: I B~ :qr§'t ~ll~'11~
fern:~f%:~eq~, ;; ocTISrlf~llm!!:3~Rf I Sf'-l ~qr-:ffi~~T:Uffi=;f, ;; 

fcqs: o'-TT 1 cn!l rrr~ ~ lf~~: :u~~~c~lT ~~ ~~~~a- 1 ;; :qrffi CfUlTrrt-
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To the above objection, the following answer is given. 

24. There is no bar to a cognition in which one thing 
figures being based upon something else. As the form of the 
one (indivisible word) does figure in the cognition, how can 
one say that something else than phonemes does not figure 

in it ? 

It is not right to maintain that a cognition in which, for 
some reason one thing figures may not be based on something 

' else. It is like this- The cognition of the universal, even 
though it is mixed up with the form of the individual, does 
not thereby cease to have something else as its object, nor 
that of the whole, inspite of its connection with the parts, 
having their own parts and altributes, nor the cognition of the 
picture, even though it is connected with colours like blue 
belonging to its parts. A picture is not merely blue and other 
colours inhering in something else (than the picture). If it 
were so, the whole ( the picture ) would be colourless and 
would be beyond the range of visual perception.! All visible 
objects are perceived by a cognition in which the form of light 
figures. That does not mean that the cognition in question 
has no other object. If it is objected that, in the examples 
given, the form of something else does figure in the cognition, 
but not here, well, how do you say that the same thing does 
not happen here ? For the one indivisible word does figure 
in the cognition. It cannot be indentical with the phonemes 
( var!J.iinam ii.tma ) , because they are many and, therefore, 
opposed to unity. Similarly, cloth etc. are also cognised as 
s"m~thing quite distinct from thread etc. ( 24) 

[ 1. Avayavino nirupatayii. aciik~w;atvaprasa1igii.t. The idea 

behind this statement is that the picture is something over and above 

its different parts h::~.ving colour. Otherwise, it would itself h · ave no 
colour and be invisible. A whole having parts becomes visible only 
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if it has colour. Colout· itself and the umversal come within the 

range of visual perception, even though they themselves have no 

colour. But a dravya having parts would be visible only if it had 

colour. Even those who believe that substances like Dik (Direction) 

Kala ( Time ) are visible even though they have no colour, insist 

that a substance which is a 'product and is a whole can become 

visible only if it has colour. J 
.,..,,_~.::.~ ~ . .... ~ 
aq:_~lt!l;nr~ar+7:ff :q ~~~ et~;:J;;na-rq 1 
~~~c:n:rr~rr ~~srtffiTR:o'r ~~ 11 ~'-' 11 

~" Q;~~~,~~'f,J~RRc:rr :cr ~~'jae~~rjf ~~rr ~~~=:fv=nlf'=n=nrfra-, 
~ ~'lll:tT"fi~ I CP-T! ~-J:f~T~~S~:fiP-f~n.,-rrr:p::n ~~~IRI1T~fri C1f%
~l:l~"fi=:f ~{rJ:. ~I"J~q~~~<'Pl~+l~~g; ~ ~.:;fr~o-1f~'1TfflRl ificf 
lllf?r~~=.rl=IT(:1ci: iiiWg? ~~rR!fa :ilta:_ rrr;r, ?J=.;n(i:f fctr:p:.rffi llfi'fiH~=l-T
crrf%:~:fi~~=.r~f-i-=r frr~:qr~r=oo:.; .,. ~-t Efi"f<J llrP-r'=fii:t'fl~-r rrf':!oft-!:fa 11 ~ ~ 11 

25. One who explains the cognition of unity in the 
phonemes by the fact of their being cognised by one act of 
cognition or by their serving one single pur11ose would really 
do away with unity everywhere because there is no reason for 
discrimination. 

One who explains the cognition of unity in the phonemes 
by the fact of their being cognised by one act of cognition or 
by their serving one and the same purpose is really doing 
away with unity everywhere, because there is no difference 
( between this case and other cases ) . It is like this : cloth 
etc. also would acquire their unity by the fact of their being 
cognised by one-:cognition and serving one single purpose and 
this would hold true of all objects up to the smallest. Even 
that would be subjected to the same reasoning; therefore, 
where would natural unity find an abode ? If it be said : ' in 
cognition', well there also there can be superimposition of 
the attributes of the object.1 Thus, there being no cause for 
discrimination, one cannot be sure even of the unity of 
cognition. Nowhere would one be certain of the existenc~ of 
natural unity. (25) 

M. M. 5-6 
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[ 1. The Mimarilsaka argues that the many phonemes of a 

word themselves constitute the word and that there is no single word 

apart from the many phonemes. If we speak about the one word, 

it is only by courtesy. Because the different phonemes figure in 

one cognition and together cause the understanding of meaning. we 

speak of them as constituting one word. This unity is bhakta; 

aupadhika and not bhavika that is, natural, real. The upholder of the 

sphota answers that if unity in the word is questioned, one can qus

tion unity in everything. The things ( vastu ) which constitute the 

world are of two kinds : sabda and artha. The unity of sabda is 

under discussion. If that is questioned, one can question the unity 

of artha too. A piece of cloth ( pata ), for instance. Is it one or are 

we only attributing unity to it because it figures in one cognition 

and fulfils one purpose ? Ultimately, is there unity in the cognition 

itself ? Is it not possible to say that we attribute unity to it 

because one thing figures in it ? Thus, to cast doubt on the unity of 

the word would end in our casting doubt on the unity of everything.] 

at~~R:trnit 'l€i Q'€4 <(i;QIEI'qf{Ulffl:. 1 

t~e:~'f:l(~~ att'ffiiiAi)Pli'~Ulr: II ~~II 

o=r ~~fa:('lqr;:~on~I:R't mqffi 1 81~!;:{~ (1-t~sf(r 
CJUTFfTil~~ 1 mrrtimft:lfr 'R~'11;:;r~~~~ll"\ s;~'ijd4a~au
w:r'1r~~ 1 rr ~~~~~t~lii'1~~TI=!JtlTG:lfffi, ;:;riJlfcll'1Til'1T~'1-
~'11UTr+!WlfTtr~ciitcr_ I SJtiqfi:tliif ~~rtl~QliJT~lllQ_ I ~l:fl~'11~ 
'R~T~ ~(1\lw:l'cst~ I 11G:(q'ff%: ~~.fl~~rr~, SJl~tTT'11¥FHP1~ 
~~1:1aR!' I olfCf~~ ~ CfT=;:f~qlTI~, rr ccr~iircft~:r CfRffidT I 

~crr;:=crr~~~9; :q rrt~'lflfll~:fiqr;:ms~~fcf; o=r ~ 'lG.:Q'flflf
l=lo:c=J~OT ~i)scrcmtffl II ~ ~ II 

Moreover 
26. Unless the form of the word is cognised there cannot 

be comprehension of meaning and if that depe~ds upon the 
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comprehension of meaning, it is clear that mutual dependence 
would result. 

One who has not understood the limits (within which 
phonemes constitute the word) does not understand the 
meaning; if he takes other limits, no meaning is understood 
even though the phonemes may be the same. If one maintains 
that through the understanding of the meaning, one comes to 
know the limits which constitute the word, one gets into the 
difficulty called mutual dependence1 from which there is no 
escape. Nor does a statement of the connection (of the 
phonemes) with a single meaning enable one to make up a 
word, because phonemes which have not been made up into a 
word are inexpressive and one cannot proclaim the connection 
of that which is unconnected. If the making up of the word 
itself depends upon connection with meaning, there would be 
the difficulty of mutual dependence : The fact of being a word 
being there, it becomes connected with meaning and then there 
is a declaration of the connection; on account of the declaration 
of the connection, something becomes a word and then it 
becomes connected with meaning. A word, the expressive 
power of which is already fixed, is declared to be so; it 
is not through the declaration that it becomes expressive. 
Even in the case of names like Devadatta, there cannot be 
any making up of the word by disregarding the factor of the 
understanding of meaning. Nor can there be any under
standing of meaning unless the word has been made up.2 (26) 

[ 1. Cf. Sl. Var. ( Sarhbandhak~epa ) 136. 

2. If the making up of the word depends upon the under

standing of the meaning, there would be the defect of mutual 

dependence, because the meaning cannot be understood unless the 

form of the word is grasped. The connection between the word and 

the meaning is eternal, it is only made kno'.vn and not created. 

Even where it appears that the connection is made by man as when 

somebody is given a name, one cannot make up the unity of the name 

by disregarding the factor of the named nor can the named be 
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•Jnderstood unless the name is grasped as a unity. In other words, 

the defect of mutual dependence comes in here also, if one docs not 

accept the one word over and above the phonemes. ] 

f+r~sftr felm~ ~~~~ ;r ~'{•:n:r_' 
B~~: q~ g; ~'l1;!~~ SJffl~~ II l;l.I.S II 

~~ ~~ ~G~~T?!T~~~~ilT ~T ~;[[ICJ: c:ri{)i{)+.i(l{[~fu 
~q~ ~Hc:r '1i: ~cft~a ~:r.c:~ ~rt~: 1 c:r ~ ~J:!~ilT!IqCi5~1:l~B~~sfi:t 
ti~~~: 1 c=r~1 ffi:-~~no:o,~i1<c=rT crrqCi5~=~~ c:r qc:~;;:~~~cft I 
c:rrfrr ~fW-~Qr;rr~q~~r:rT~1,;fJ•=nrf1~ , c=r~11F!~~ r~~~ ;q cr01r~g 
~Fil~:fi :q ~~~a, C1'5:f';[[ey 'lG.:fliB I 

27. Even though there might be a difference in tha 
sequence of the cognitions of the things which make up the 
collection, the collection itself i> not different and the form of 
the word, clearly different in each case, is, however, perceived. 
If the cognition of the word has only the collection of phone
mes as its basis, in the pairs nadi, dina, jara., raja, the words 
are cognised as quite distinct and there is clear difference in 
the audition only1 (and not in the sounds heard). Merely 
because of a difference of sequence in the cognition of the 
things which go to make up a collection, the cognition of the 
collection itself does not become different. It is like this-the 
cognition of the cloth, whether we perceive it from one end 
or the other, does not differ; nor does that of a forest, inspite 
of any difference that there might be in the sequence of the 
cognitions of the trees dhava, khadira etc. (which go to make 
up the forest). Therefore, that which appears as different 
even though the phonemes are the same and that which 
appears as one even though the phonemes are different, is the 
Word and that is directly cognised.2 

[ 1. Sphutasceha srutibhedal:l. G. says-" sraval)amatrabheda 

eva kevalo'sti, na tu sriiyamal)asabdavastubhedal:l katharhcidapi 

vidyate ityuktamityarthal:l. " The translation follows this explana-
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tion which is the best that can be given of an otherwise unsatis

factory text. What is pointed out is that in jara and raja, while 

the phonemes are the same, there are two different words. That 

the phonemes are the same cannot be the meaning of srutibhedal;l. 

Srutyabhedal;l would certainly be better as Dr. Miss. Biardeau suggests 

( D. S. p. 50 ) but it is remarkable that it is not one ~'o£ the many 

variants which G. knew and which are discussed in it. 

2· In the pairs nadi, dina and jara, raja, the phonemes are 

the same but the words are cognised as quite distinct; in the word 

1 gaul;l ', the phonemes are cognised as distinct from one another, but 

the word is perceived as one. ] 

rnfrr g \1T~Tfrr 

-=iUTT en ~,.-~.A<il '=fffrr ~i' ;; ~-=il'flf~: 
c;q~fi:c=r oq~ti~"'f lMT ~'1?;fi11~lf: II 

~=t:nG:cl~~=c-errf(r ~~~TR lf~~~ 1 
~~P-n~~;;qtm*ur q;fu':f?fs?l ~01frcl ~ II 

<1T~~ '=ii~Efi: ~;?t ~01~ ;;qtmcrn: I 

'EET~~7f <t:~ ~:r\T::TI ~ffi~: II 

~fcl~~~ ~ ~urj~C13~FiFiiCR'W:~I~ I 
rm::rr0T ll~~~lf :u~=cr~ffiqCJCf 11 

~ul'T:~ :qr~l:fi~qr ~F'!r;;;:m){{<lr 1 

~[~ ~~ R~~T IT[ "!.~~R-=i Cl~: II 

~[I TTEfiTU~ff~~: ~'TIG::fi: I 
~;:t mflql=!Ac-=rm_ ~ nc~fuqre,:o:ncr_ 11 

n~ !R'=ffi!:fqru~c'r ~~fr·.;R en ~ti' o:rr~fftfct mB:.; !R-=il~ 
Q,:~ fa m?:: I at~ ~-=iFf!:fP-fq;q-r '=iurf e~;:rqr ~fu +!nB:_ , C'f~Tfil cf.t 
fcp;rl:I'T~S?.:fSI' oq~:r.~~? <1T~lffei(C{+r_, nG:~I'=iRr_; (F-{l'l.:ls;rffi:&R~ 
11~<Drsr: 1 ~ffi~r~!flfu~nT .&i'?f+ti'fTl-"lft ~ ;;qf~~J\:, n~: N.tco~-
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Cf\c;rlq_ I '1 =t:fl~tr~I~CO!I~it~=nc"f+:r_ I ~l:lfrf~ :q ~f:lil~ I 
~~'fiH~fit ~~ B''ilen<ilfif~:nFn I 

o~T BCC~Rf ~~~~~:, s:rfuq-y~~ :q m';fWlf~ 
~q\f~CJli{: I ~~lfr :q q~ c~f o~~(~mq~s~q~r:rUCJ: I 

qol5!:ifclt:n~ ~Ts~:, o~IBCC:{l~q~o:_ I ~i:JUlJ(il~ :q q~ qot

~~:r;~!{t~tf~cC!l~lt:f~, 6f~gt:f~CJ~ I Of~ Fr~
Uf'i"!!{:f.~, wi~-TI q:q.,frr~~~m:. 1 "f'T:irf lf~ s:Tflfl~, a~r <'~CI_ ~ct~ 
tlftcftfc; Bl~:fi~<'IT I 6f~ :{(~~g~ci" frrf?:rc"?:£~, ~Oll~Cfil
f.:cl:r.: I ~ ~tll' Bd': q"clfllf:ficqfrr~l:l:, :a~~: CfiRi51~~Afq
;;~fk~R: I crOll~ crOlf.:c=r~~fcfiOlT crR:fiT~fcf ~Cfit<=a: I crOll~ .,
crr'T:i:nt: ~:, ~<:nT~01:ifWfctic--:mr... El'Clfu:cm.l ., ~l:l:, af~;q~ ~
(qTCJ:.I qurl"'T g o~(C{'i~i:r~ I nl~~~~ s:!"Rlt:f~~~ ~fu -&'£fcficfil' 
mftfR:, rr ~.mer_ :((;?;~~1 MB~4llfl[fu 1 rr :{(~'Cl<=i:Ji=P:ll:l61CI,. s:rcftfu
~u~: 1 ' a~rttrt-=a~cr_' ~tlf~+t.., '1~$Xiti1<=CR'1~q ~~Her_ 1 

~c=nfu:~o:rR<=c=tt ~c:~~to:rt .,- ~ill!J~qy~i:fiR:~~:fitrc=r: 1 \:{llM"~rrr
o=r-=c=t~t :q q~~ ffis:Tw.rt I '~;;{ mft~!rrCclle{_ ~' ~Rf I ~"f
~;<:{~::.{olc~~ Dlff~=tn\: I rr :i!tctl BT~CJP~+TI~ ~~ ~~TS-. .... 
~qc:£1 .. a ~~ s:TBWf II ~ \9 II 

As to the arguments1-

,, Phonemes or sounds in words or sentences do not 
manifest the sphota because they reveal (the meaning directly) 
as the lustre of the lamp etc. reveals ( the object directly ) ". 

'' (Phonemes or sounds in words or sentences do not 
manifest the sphota) because they exist, like the jar etc. Such 
arguments, according to one's taste, can be brought forward 
against the thing which is postulated and which is different 
from what is accepted in the world. " 

''The sphota is not expressive of meaning because it is 
different from phonemes, like jar etc. There is no contradi
ction ofl known facts in this argument because the subject 
( sphota) is not established. " 
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'' There would be such a contradiction in the case of one 
who denies the expressive power of the phonemes, because it 
is after the knowledge of the phonemes that the understanding 
of the meaning takes place, as there would be in the case of 
one who denies that the word 'candra' denotes the one having 
the hare on it (the moon). " 

" The knowledge of the meaning which takes place after 
the comprehension of toe phonemes is surely due to the latter. 
Similar knowledge would be attributed to a similar cause, as 
the knowledge of fire is attributed to that of smoke." 

"It is the phonemes 'g' etc. which denote the objects 
cow etc. because the latter are invariably understood from 
the former and because the former are uttered previously. " 
(they are answered as follows. )1 Saying that the phonemes 
or sounds do not manifest the sphota existing in or connected 
with the word or sentence is only repeating what is accepted. 
Because the word and the sentence are themselves the spho~a.3 
If what is meant is that the phonemes or sounds of which the 
object is the word or the sentence (do not manifest the spho~a) 
even then, what can be the meaning of tha word 'object' 
except that which manifests? It cannot mean the fact of 
being wholes, because neither the word nor the sentence is 
a whole (having parts ).4 Even (if 'object' is taken to 
mean the ' whole ' and, therefore, padavakyayor varl).a va 
dhvanayo va is taken to mean ' phonemes or sounds belonging 
to a whole, in the form of a word or sentence) the subject 
(pak::;a) in the inference would suffer from the defect called 
unknown qualification (aprasiddhavise$yatii). The reason 
(hetu) also would suffer from having an unestablished sub
stratum. Moreover, the thing to be proved does not hold in 
the case of the sense of hearing and the mind, because they 
do manifest the spho~a.6 What is called manifesting capacity 
is nothing more than the fact of being the cause of under
standing and the sense of hearing and the mind are causes of 
understanding. And as the residual impressions, awakened 
through attention etc., manifest the spho~a, there is discrepancy 
between the reason and what is to be proved.6 The reason 
'because they exist' is inconclusive, because of the sense of 
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hearing etc. It has been declared that the essence of the sphota 
is directly perceptible by the sense of hearing. And there 
would be contradiction with one's own tenet in the case of a 
word consisting of one single phoneme, if the suggestiveness 
of sounds is denied. 

The reason ''because it is different from the phonemes 
is not established in itself, because its (the sphota's) very 
existence has not been accepted. 7 In the case of the word 
consisting of one phoneme, this reason is not proved for both 
of us and, therefore, it does not even cover the subject,8 And 
there would also be contradiction with one's own accepted 
view.9 The qualifying word • of the meaning· is useless 
because expressiveness of any kind whatsoever is denied. 
If by 'expression' mere conveying of something is meant, then 
even an object like jar does convey something else (when it 
is a linga ) . Thus the probandum ( siidhya) is defective. If 
what is denied is the fact of the sphota being the cause of the 
comprehension of the word, then the reason given does not 
hold good in the case of the residual impression.10 If, on the 
other hand, what is denied is the fact of the sphota as a sound 
conveying something else, then the statement does not hold 
good in the case of the sounds of conch etc. made for the purpose 
of conveying time etc. Nor does the reason given hold good 
in the case of phonemes, because they are expressive (accor
ding to you) and yet they are different from other phoneme~. 
(A counter-syllogism can be brought forward as follows-) 
"The phonemes are not expressive of meaning, because they 
are different from the sphota, just like a jar etc." Nor would 
there be contradiction with facts seen, because the compre
hension of the meaning is due to it (the sphota) whereas it is 
not a known fact that the comprehension of the meaning does 
come from the phonemes. What is understood by people in 
the world is that they understand the meaning from the word 
• ' d cow an not from the residual impressions nor from the 
phonemes nor from the visarjaniya. 

There is no contradiction of worldy understanding as 
there would be in the case of the denial that the word 'candra' 
denotes the one having the hare on it (the moon).12 The 
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reason " bacause it is after the knowledge of the phonemes 
that the understanding of the meaning takes place " is not 
established, because it is after the comprehension of the word 
that the understanding of meaning takes place.13 The under
standing of the meaning takes place also after a knowledge of 
high speed etc., but it is not attributed to high speed etc. Thus 
the reason is inconclusive. The inference of the fire, taking 
place after the comprehension of a particular smoke, is not 
attributed to the particularity in that smoke. As to the reason : 
"because the latter are invariably understood from the former 
and because the former are uttered previously," it does not 
hold good in the case of being in general, the fact of being 
substance., the fact of being a phoneme and the fact of being 
the word in general. Learned people do not consider that 
such similarity and dissimilarity can constitute a reason. 
Enough of this digression. (27) 

[ 1. Now follow a few arguments in syllogistic form put 

forward by the Mimii.msaka, against the acceptance of sphota. The 

verses quoted constitute Sl. Vii.r. ( Sph.) 131-136, 

2· The first anti-sphota syllogism is contained in the first verse 

quoted. The expression " padavii.kyayol}. " in that verse can be 

connected either with ' sphotam ' or with varl}.ii vii dhvanayo vii. 

Thus the syllogism would have two forms-

Var1.H'i va. dhvanayo vd ( pak~a ) padavdkyayo~t sphotam 

nlibhivyanjanti ( sddhya ) 

Vyaiijakatvdt ( hetu) 

Dipaprabhdvat ( dr$tlinta ) 

or 

Pa:iavdkyayor varttd va dhvanayo vii ( pak$a ) sphotam niibhi

vyiijanti. ( siidhya ) 

Vyanjakatviit ( hetu ) 

Dipaprabhdvat ( dr$tiinta ) 

The first form of it is refuted first. 
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3. This is refutation of the second form of the syllogism. 

4. Tatrii.pi. Even if, for the sake of argument, the word or the 

sentence is taken as a whole of which the phonemes or the sounds 

would be parts. 

5. The infernece which is being criticised is that the phonemes 

or sounds do not manifest the sphota, because they directly convey 

the meaning. Here it is pointed out that the sense of hearing and the 

mind also convey the meaning, but they do not manifest the sphota · 

The resason, therefore, suffers from the defect of deviation. 

6. Here we have the criticism of the syllogism found in the 

second verse quoted. In fact, this verse only gives a new reason 

and a new example for the proposition which has already been set 

forth in the first verse. The syllogism would be as follows-

Var7).ii. vii. dhanayo vii. ( pak$a ) sphotam nii.bhivyaiijanti 

( sii.dhya) 

Sattvii.t ( hetu ) 

Ghatddivat ( dr~tiinta ) 

As G. puts it-Varttikakarel)a hi sattvad ghatadivacceti 

purvasyameva pratijfiayarh hetvantararh dr~tantatararh ca dar5itam. 

Where the word consists of one single phoneme, that would 

be the expressive element whether it is called sphota or not. Even, 

the Mimiimsaka admits that the sounds manifest such a word. ( i.e. 

the expressive element ) So to deny manifesting power totally to the 

sounds would be selfcontradiction on the part of the Mimarhsaka. 

7. This is the -refutation ··of the argument contained in the 

third verse quoted. The first two verses argued against the verY 

existence of the sphota; this one argues aginst its expressive power· 

The syllogism may be stated as follows-
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Sphofo ( pak$a ) niirthasya viicakaQ. ( Siidhya ) 

Var7;tebltyo vyatirekataQ. ( hetu) 

Gltatiidivat ( dutiinta ) 

75 

One criticism against this argument is that, as the very existence 

of the sphofa has not been accepted by the Mimiirhsaka, its difference 

from phonemes is equally unreal and there is, therefore, no point in 

mentioning that as the reason for the sphota not being expressive. 

8. Avyiipakatvam. In the syllogism given under note 7, the 

reason " difference from the phonemes " would not cover the case of 

a word consisting of a single phoneme, because both the disputants 

agree that the expressive element ( whether it be called sphota or 

not ) is not different from the phoneme. Therefore, it is avyiipaka. 

9. Abhyupagamavirodhasca. The Mimiirhsaka accepts that 

the word expressive of a single phoneme is expressive. So his main 

proposition in the syllogism under discussion is self-contradiction. 

10. SarhskiireJ}.iinaikiintikal}. It is the reason in the syllogism 

under discussion which is so characterised. The reason is "varJ}.ebhyo 

vyatirekatal}" because it is different from the phonemes. The residual 

impression is also different from the phonemes and yet it is the cause 

of the apprehenssion of the word ( either in the from of dhvani or 

uar7}-a or spltofa ). 

11. Now begins the criticism of the argument found in the 

fourth verse quoted. The Madras edition has 'tajjfiiiniinantarod

bhaviin corresponding to varJ}.iin and so has sz. Viir ( Sph·) 134 

( Chowkhambha edition ) But Ma:QQ.ana and Piirthasiirathimisra had 

obviously 0 dbhaviit ' in this verse as well as in the next one where 

the printed text has 0 dbhavii. The translation takes the text to be 

' tajjfiiiniinantarodbhaviit. ' The argument is : whoever denies the 

expressive power of the phonemes would go against what is actually 

seen, just as one who denies that the word 'candra' denotes the one 

having hare on it would go against what is actually seen. The 
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Mimiirhsaka has the upholder of the sphota in mind. He attributes 

the following argument to the sphotavadi against the Mimarilsaka-

Dhvanayo na varQ.an abhivyaiijanti 

Dhvanayo na var7;uin abhivyai'ijanti 

Vyaiiiakatvat 

Dipavat 

OT 

Var1].a na vacaka 

Sattvat 

Gha~adivat. 

12. Cf. Sl. Var. ( Anumiina ) 64 

13. Now follows the refutation of the arguments contained in 

the last two verses quoted. These two verses are meant by the 

Mimiirhsaka to estabhish his own view, whereas the four previous 

verses were meant to refute the sphotavadin. The present two 

verses contain the two following syllogisms. 

( a ) Arthadhir var1].otthii 

Tajj1'iii.niinantarodhavatvat 

Yedrsi sa tadutthii, dhiimiideriva vahnidhi1;" 

( b ) gakiiriidir gaviide"Q. pratipiidaka1.t 

Dhruvam pratiyamiinatviit, pilrvam tatprat'piidaniit 

Dipiidivat. 

In criticising (a), MaQ.c;lana points out that even the Mimarh

saka cannot maintain that the understanding of the meaning imme

diately follows the apprehension of the phonemes, because he also 

postulates the apprehension of the word in the middle, even though 

for him, the word is not the sphota over and above the phonemes. 

But there is something and that is enough to vitiate his argument. 

Secondly, it is not only the apprehension of the phonemes which 

precedes the understanding of meaning, but the speed with which 

they are uttered is also apprehended and yet nobody connects that 

apprehension with the understanding of the meaning. The illustration 
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of the smoke and the fire is also defective, because not only dees on_e 

see smoke in general, but also the particular character of it and yet 

nobody associates the apprehension of its particular character with the 

understanding of meaning. So the whole of the first syllogism is 

defective. 

The second one is no better, because, just as from the phonemes 

' g ' etc., the object ' cow ' is invariably understood, in the same way 

the ' being ' ( sattva) which exists in the cow and the fact of being a 

substance ( dravyatva} which exists in it are also understood and yet 

nobody would say that being and the fact of being a substance are 

also understood from the phonemes ' g ' etc. Similarly, not only are 

the phonemes ' g ' etc. previously apprehended, but the fact of being 

a phoneme and the fact of being a verbal element which exist in them 

are also apprehended and yet nobody connects these two properties 

with the understanding of meaning. ] 

~s~~-~Ff~ rr f~~ q-ift~r ~as!!':f~~i1Tij_; rr ~ ~~r· 
ta:~ r.r~q-~~ ~~uf~RP:ma;x:rffi~cfit ~R!mm ~ f[(ft~d\trfcf
llre~e:_l rr =cr n~:tl ~!IT~BJrjtf't~i!T~ro;;;:,{;re:_l rr 'ill'"'.:tlf!J:~fcr 
Cfilii" lllt;r,+r._, i:~"irTt~;r nCfl~ll"-!"lij_ 1 rr =cr r.r~~1o:n~~ o~~r:ftsfit 
('{C{m~r~W+T~:, a:r~~qfu;[: ~:w:rM~I"f~!:f =cr ;x:r~; affiiG:irrrr~, 
a:r{Ur~;:=~m:_ B<l+TI~i=fl~ I C{Tiifer~sfq- ~r~~IQ.. c:n~P-!~q)_sgm ~' 
n~r<ftfri{llc~Rt I B~~liRiT~rtRIT~~cq;ij~ftt ~m:_ I 

As to the objector who argues as follows-There is no 
sentence apart from the phonemes, because none is perceived. 
In words and sentences like Devadatta etc. nothing quite 
distinct from the phonemes' d' etc. shines, just as the second 
phoneme shines as quite distinct from the first. Nor can the 
existence of any such thing, having a distinct form, be really 
cogni5ed. Nor can one maintain that the effect, (that is, the 
understanding of the meaning ) not taking place through any 
other cause, points to its existence ( gamaka), because it can 
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take place through the phonemes. It would be wrong to 
answer that in other words and sentences,3 even though the 
phonemes are not different, the effect (the understanding of 
the meaning) is not there and that, therefore, it is impossible 
(that the meaning should come from the phonemes). Because, 
absence of difference is not established. Recognition ( as a 
reason for absence of difference) is seen to fail. 3 Nor is there 
any other example, because all objects are momentary. To 
attribute the difference in the effect to a difference in the 
sentence when there is a difference in the phonemes is not 
right, because it (the difference in the sentence) is not within 
the range of the senses. If it produces the effect (of conveying 
the meaning) by its mere presence, then it would do so even 
in the case of one who does not know the convention ( avyut
panna) 

[ 1. So far the objections of the upholder of the eternal phone

mes against sphota have been answered. Now the objections of one 

who considers the phonemes, like everything else, to be momentary, 

are being presented, to be refuted later. It may be noted that the 

Present objector, the Buddhist, argues chiefly against the vakya

sphota whereas the Mimarhsaka was arguing chiefly against the 

Padasphota. 

2. Different words having the same phonemes like jara and 

raja and different sentences having the same phonemes as the following 

ones given in G. are meant-

Viira7J.iigagabhirii sii siiriibhigaga'l].iiravii, 

Kiiritiirivadhii senii niisedhii varitcirikci. 

3. Recognition ( protyabhVfiii ) can sometimes be an error. 

We recognise the flame of a lamp to be the same, but it is not the 

same at any two moments. J 

atfi:r ~=fi~;;nT~Pi~niWfit:i'1E4~ err 1 osr ~fu:I~ CMq-~lfCI"f'1JlW1-
~;:p;rJi~"R!T efT I anot ~ en~ (fi:Jrt:i:Fi E41Cfll'li_ ~ a~d~I~Cflc+[J crt~
f;tf~a- ' o~a~~~cr~~!i ·~:p:m01q~ cn~tc;rcn Cf\~'1~~ ~a:r 
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ifiiJfi:fiT~ ~ll'Rf...r Sl~~ sr~:fi 11ft@mlr~ol1T CfT~lf~PJUll~: sr~efi 
en<f<im"=~m:. rrr;it:nr~cntil:fi E(Ff!:f+I.I ~<fi~ift~'T!f Cf!Cf!:!T~A~
wo:m~lldll!.. 1 Cfiloo~!flm:r~ 1 aJ~ m ~G.:~~c~iUfiffifo ~~enooT
Cill~~iiJfl!.., (=f~N ~~eft if ~qm:_, ~~:fif;rr('W(l(tl'l~ tmi5~8: I 

eJif:rliC!'f~~q~~fcnq_ ~IJf rw:m~cnq_ Cfiloo~ if ~: 1 if 

ir:n~ ijiit!Jf <I@affi"qq~ 1 if ~~ "J:~(=f+!"I~t=i :q ~fcf, feRterrcr 1 
~fa!Jla:lf?:~'i:f iji+t:, if 'i:fliji;r[ CIT<f!:!Sf~qfu~R:o, ~qJ~o!:!C!~\
~O"(BliJlTiiT'l;it:nPo,1DlfifitlSJ~IJf trRB+trta: I if ~Cf,it:n~~~+tlRT
~~ srfctll!Ba ~q+r_; Sli=Cl!CI~m crul~+t~a:, oe{~ 
cn~C{~~mcrm:, ' crUl~~q-cn'~ ~q~a ll~~rtsfit 
a6ff Cfi~RrnJ~lf ~Rf!lB~IQ:.. fqo:ij en, (=IC{~eti+ttl(l~qtfiJRr~R!_I 
aJ~Dl 'i:f o~O'Jmffi:, mq;:(=!Utl~llCIT~ I if ~ct BT~ctl!._-itef ~ 
crDlT:+tCfi~ 1 ~., (=f~+t'!ioT C!~C{: tl11il.; arN g ail ~rn:J9{
it:nl=lf-l~'llrr:rO'JT~f-fllfT!l1rrr~~~ ~~~~:q iji~ l1Trref~'i:f 
srfullrffr-~, 8Pfil=ltl:f =fil=l~oT~~li~ITTCJ.., rr f{ ~ef iillm
+tOll=ffi :q llC!Rf ~«~~, ~rr ijiqO"( ol(Jq(l I ~~ ffr Cfi~~Ci:. 
~SI't(JlOllffiMfu ~ a~ 1 ar~m~ :q ~'511fqO'Jt if 

~fc\ entlf~f%::, crt~!fi~~TC{Cfl~Cfllll~ I ato: BCfmif.:r cncp;i" 
~qa if CJT f-fiMQ. I at~ SluTiiff ~:;r~sn:J;;q~:t_rrt Bl=ltCTC~DlT~
Frffiti~l~--.irlflllt=~ ~ CJT~ClRUlfliffi 1 OC{f(r ~' C!ul~'t~
~i'f Cfitll~ Cfi~RIG:~rrrRt_, C!crtf.:rr :q :n~~~arrSRft~: wns~
~~ Cfrcr-:i i=fl+t ~ ~~itq l=lrrRtr: I ~if~ "-~: s:J~Cfi+t
~: B~~lll::rl'illl~~ful=lfi:=ru~~ :{T;:{trnJrJ W:mq<:j?J O?ff

qtq'lgtl~ffi; Cfil=~Tclirtlltlf ~~tim~ s:rfflq~:n: Cfi~ll arrq(=ffo; (=!SfT

~~ro~ld~Rmrffieo:errif =i:f Cfiij~IJfTiftf+lfu I o~TQ. ijil=ll11Wif ~CJ 
tJ~~ tfi~crtwnrrtfu?tt quhnsn: Cf.ijllrrrr ~CJ ~m~u ll~~€=1 
s:JCl(~:l 

~~ cnq{rr~ srlllfrrt efT'i31CW-Jl!._, a ~Tc~iT{ CJRfEfiOT+t~: I 
o~ ~-tr~~ ~~ip:{: =fi'l~mc~TQ. aJi=f'EflraNooj:llBT~ if crt'i31cr.t:, 
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o~ ~)ifsfq I o~ ~-~~r a "flcl1~':r~qtll~r<:r ~l1~~3, C1~ 
~cnr~sfq, frr:ffi3fili~fic--::rm:_' illt~ ~ mr.qfcr__, OJrliElq'l~!:ffiWG'j 
ci'f:fiT~ :rf @itc1~t:fG'1Cl.~ICl_ I C1G:-!P=!~l:"ffi~.~JW~m '11G:"Eie:olr
q~l=l1B'f=fl~6P~qi=P1 '1 B'P=l'f4gi1~R I 3"W~l1P1T~ t~ffisr:q-B"~Fi~T'3lT-

'~ ... ~ r-
~q~l=liijlcqs!f fl'u111T3fD1T6NrJR'(_ c~"1a:T~re:q 1 tiT :q c~wn: 

~:r~.:rgy~ B"G:tffi'R.w:Tt'i~ ~ifq~~lif..fTa:, I arcn 
~t:: I' • "' ~ '"' c:fl.,l'li~~ ;::;q:_ IT.TC'i'Jl':r1f~~;::rrr I 

~I<=!=Rl=J:.-00~6 ~~~~ qulm!:J'lifqfG:~I'liT~:, CfiRUTI~~ 
cnrm~~)mRR£ I oGJ.m,, ar~:ffill erUTf.ir ~~I <fiT ~"ff~I1G~:fr 
;:nq ~ ~C!"ff ~oB'f ~~~rrrf :q cnr:lmrrre1r 1 o~r :q <:fil~:nt~~
~fr!<ldf~Cif%~;r.~ ~ffrqi: i:fUTRT f'l17f q;er ~::rw:r: ~f"C!~'2m
~;m:_; amrs~~fufuRffi 1 

Moreover, this one sentence either consists of many 
parts or is without parts. In the former alternative, the parts 
have a meaning or they have not. If they have no meaning 
how can they constitute the sentence ? Only a meaningful 
entity can be called a sentence. Therefore, the essence of a 
sentence would be superimposed on these very meaningless 
parts, just as the quality of being a lion is superimposed on a 
boy and the like. If they have a meaning, then, each part 
having a complete meaning, becomes endowed with the 
characteristics of a sentence and thus each part becomes a 
sentence and, therefore, a sentence would not consist of many 
parts. Moreover, as there can be a comprehension of the meaning 
of the whole sentence from the understanding of a part, the 
other parts become useless. Nor would there be that delay1 

(in the understanding of the meaning of a sentence which we 
all experience.) If, in order to save the view that the sentence 
consists of many parts, it is maintained that all the parts are 
heard at the same time, even then the delay would remain 
unexplained.2 Because at the time of the comprehension of 
any of the parts, the whole sentence would be heard. In the 
latter alternative, namely, that the sentence has no parts, as 
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tbe sentence is one, it cannot be comprehended gradually and, 
therefore, the delay would be inexplicable. That which is 
one and indivisible cannot be gradually comprehended. One 
and the same thing cannot both be cognised and not cognised, 
because that would be a contradiction. Sequence is the result 
of partial comprehension and partial non-comprehension. 
There is no such thing as the comprehension of a sentence 
without sequence, because all activities in connection with a 
sentence such as utterance, audition and remembrance take 
place gradually in a series of moments. Nor does the word 
figure in the consciousness as one, to be grasped by a single 
cognition and free from the forms of the phonemes. Even in 
the comprehension of the last phoneme, the sequence of 
phonemes is cognised. But for that, there would be no 
comprehension of a particular given sentence.3 If no service 
is expected from the sequence of phonemes, then, even if the 
phonemes are uttered no matter how, or without their help 
at all, the sentence would be understood, because the sequence 
is really not useful. Nor can the phonemes be uttered without 
a sequence and there is no other possibility. It would not be 
right to argue as follows-'' The sentence certainly does not 
consist of phonemes, so that differences in sentences are not 
due to differences in the sequence of phonemes. It is by its 
very nature indivisible and one, free from any inner distin
ction of phonemes, without any inner sequence but appearing 
to have sequence and division because of the sequence of the 
manifesting sounds." Because that which has sequence cannot 
manifest that which has none. The same thing cannot be 
manifested and not manifested at the same time so that it could 
be said to be gradually manifested. If there were inne-r diffe
rences, one thing could be manifested while another thing is 
not and thus sequence would be explained. If the sentence 
has no parts, one who has not heard the whole of it could not 

comprehend it, because he has not heard the sentence and the 
sentence has no parts. Therefore, either the whole sentence 
would be heard or not at all. If it is maintained that when 
the phonemes which are the causes of manifestation are heard 
the last cognition produced by the mental impressions of ali 

the phonemes, leads to the cognition of the sentence well 
' . 
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we say that this also is wrong, because nothing apart from 
the phonemes is ever cognised by any one. And as the 
phonemes cannot be cognised without a sequence, how can 
there be a sentence, devoid of sequence and cognised by a 
single act of cognition ? It is a mere wish. As the meaning 
cannot be understood from each of the phonemes which have 
a sequence and as there cannot be a collection of them, (the 
upholder of the sphota) in order to explain the understanding 
of meaning postulates the indivisible word, but cannot stop 
there. In gestures etc. he is obliged to postulate an indivisible 
cause of understanding consisting of action, because there also 
the understanding cannot come from any part of it and there 
cannot be a union of the moments of action. Therefore, 
phonemes which are parts differing from one another because 
of the action of different vocal organs, become the object of a 
mental construction, as parts of action do, and denote a 
meaning according to convention.' 

Those difficulties on account of which phonemes are not 
considered to be expressive would stand in the way of the 
expressiveness of the sphota also. It is like this-Just as 
sounds are not expressive because, being in a sequence, their 
comprehension cannot take place at the same time, so is the 
case with sphota. What is meant is this-Just as they are not 
capable of bringing about a simultaneous comprehension as 
far as they themselves are concerned, similarly, in regard to 
the sphota also, because they take place in a sequence. Nor 
can a single phoneme do it, because the others would become 
useless. Nor is the whole form of the sentence perceptible at 
the time of the comprehension of a single phoneme. Therefore, 
the sphota, the whole form of which has not been compre· 
hended, is incapable, like the sound, of conveying the meaning 
Which can be conveyed only by a comprehension of the whole. 
If there is no comprehension, that which exists is as good as 
non-existent and cannot bring about by mere presence some• 
thing which can be brought about only by comprehension and 
also because it depends upon manifestation. And manifestation 
has SE'quence and does not take place all at once and there 
wouhl be no difference in its usefulness whether it exists or 
not, because its form is not comprehended. 
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Somebody might object that as, in cases like the two 
Words sara and rasa, there is no difference in the phonemes, 
there should be no difference in the meaning. Where there is 
no difference in the cause, it is not right that there should be 
any difference in the effect. But this objection is not valid, 
because (in these two words) the phonemes differ because of 
difference in sequence. What is this sequence ? The relation 
of cause and effect between the sound-producing states of 
consciousness of the speaker or the sound-cognising states of 
consciousness of the hearer. Therefore, the essence of the 
phonemes, brought about by the states of consciousness 
standing in the relation of cause and effect and producing 
similar states is different in each word because of the difference 
in the sound-producing mental states and the impressions. 
Thus difference in the meaning is explained.11 

[ 1. Kdlak?epdbhdvasca. If the sentence were one and in

divisible, one should be able to understand its meaning at once, 

without any delay. As it is, delay does take place. G. explains 

the delay as follows-firstly, the phonemes are understood; then, they 

are recognised as stem or as suffix and the word is constituted; next 

the word-meaning is understood; then their mutual requirement, 

fitness and proximity are considered; then, their interconnection is 

understood and, finally, the sentence-meaning is understood. 

2. Sakrt sakaliivayavasraval).am. G. gives the analogy of our 

seeing all the different trees of a forest and, therefore, the forest itself , 
in one act of perception. 

3. The following reasoning is in the background of the present 

context (a) whatever is perceived in a sequence is not partless; the 

sentence is perceived in a sequence; therefore it is not partless. (b) 

the sentence consists of phonemes, because the latter invariably figure 

in the cognition of the sentence, just as threads invariably figure in 

the cognition of the cloth. 

4. Vikalpavi$aydl;t. The Buddhist belives only in the reality 

of the moments. Only the moments of an action are real; the action 
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itself, like going, is a mental construct ( vikalpa ). It has no external 

existence. Similarly, phonemes, word and sentence are mental 

constructs which convey a meaning according to convention. 

5, The Buddhist points out that there is difference of sequence 

of phonemes between sara and rasa even though the phonemes are 

the same. Not only that; this difference in the sequence brings about 

a difference in the phonemes themselves. The sequence is defined 

as the relation of cause and effect between the successive sound

producing states of consciousness of the speaker or the successive 

sound-cognising states of consciousness of the hearer. The sound

producing states of consciousness of the speaker who utters ' sara ' is 

one series ( santiina ) and the sound-producing state of consciousness 

of the speaker who utters ' rasa ' is another series. So there is 

difference tn the relation of causality in the two series and that 

accounts for the difference in the words themselves and their meanings 

All this is, of course, based upon the Vijfiiinaviida conception of 

alayavijfiii.na, pravrttivijfiiina, pratityasamutpiida, samskiira and 

k:;;al).ikatva. J 

(i~ftt 

ato:~ ~ en~rSiffl:~ffisQftr+fr{=f;ril:..' 
elf<fil q:a: elf i=£lfl~f if ~~: ~if Cfi~f II ~~ II 

G:mffl fu: f1:17f~urfB~=wft ~ffi~T~ ~f.Tf+fl 3f~uTIW~cft :q 

ifRlmJ ~fff~: 1 ~~~~'3f~g~~g ~fu~T~Tlif-l"T ~~~ if F-nrn:r~u· 
<tj ~a 1 arrq~r~~~<r ;qr~mm~'1'"1:9;mq_, !.T+rr~~~rr~· 
!.TRl=IT~FHT~~fu II ~ ~ II 

For him 

28. Who denies the figuring in the cognition of anything 
else (excepting the phonemes J it is not known what his limits 
are of the sentence or of the word. 
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It has been shown that the single word which cannot ba 
identical with the different phonemes does figure in the cogni
tion and that even when the phonemes are the same, different 
Words figure in the cognition.1 A mere denial of something 
beyond phonemes figuring in cognition can refute nothing, 
because there can be no limit to mere denials. Nor is it true 
to say that because some things (phonemes) figure in the 
cognition, therefore, nothing else does. In that way one would 
have to deny that objects like 'blue' figure in the cognition 
simply because light does. (28) 

[ 1. The single word ' gaut1 ' cannot be identical with the 

different phonemes g-au-1.1 and when the phonemes are the same as in 

jard and rdja, there are two different words. ] 

;rr~r~il ~ q;;f err ~ttil!!Citre;.:rr~ 1 

ll;':fir~Srq (CJf~;;r~'t ~R'~it crr'furr ;rfa': II ~~ II 

~r~~~~Jl'f,<D"·H~I:ll<l <ll'=i?fl:jRfj:j~i'im;qB", ai~q1TBJQ. I 
~:r.~sfit g ~~T 1T~!1qT~~;q)t:n~~~~~~~~ ~ffiQ. Wi~m 1 

~:fiBf~~qJ~ ~tr(l\~t?:UTrf~R:, a-;:r ;:rJJ5!1UI ~l:fl~ B:fiooJ5!::fUr 

~R II ~ '<. II 

29. For the upholders~ of sphota, neither the sentence 
nor the individual word has parts. It has been shown how the 
indivisible word, though one, is gradually perceived. 

Pointing out all the difficulties that would arise by the 
acceptance of the word having parts is like chewing the cud 
by an animal which has eaten nothing, because such a word 
has not been accepted. It has been explained previously that 
the indivisible word is gradually perceived by the process of 
vague cognitions followed by clear cognitions. On account of 
the similarity of the suggestive elements, one has the illusionl 
of perceiving other sound elements ( entities ) as divisions. 
Therefore, the difficulty of hearing the whole thing or not 
hearing it at all does not arise. (29) 
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[ 1 G. points out that this illusion is due to avidya of which. 

another name is sabdabhavana. In the Viikyapadiya, however, the 

word sabdabhavana is used in the sense of the faculty of speech or the 

word-principle with which everyone is born and which enables even 

the baby to act and to utter purposive sounds immediately after birth. 

It also means the idea of the word and the meaning being so intert

wined that they are not differentiated. See Vak. I. 122, 123 together 

with the Vrtti thereon. ] 

~ffi€1Tft{rft crun: <liTir ~g ~~~;:{: 
;:r cete'f~~ar~'lT ~~S~ij'fifCfil':l1fii:.II ~c II 

~~sfq- ~ mgcqffi cruTii'fT rr arrJBTtTI~i'f ~au~~q ~ffi!' 
~q ~Ci+ii!>~li'fTCJ:.; Bllll~C{ g;, n=c::qyf.ff~r~ B~3l I rr ~ClROlt~: 
cn~its~, lri'f mt\lr:rr._ 5t~~: I qwr~B+i~ClF'r g ~ Bt+nr~
~fll~"'t Fcrorsr~+t n=c::q ~~~~f;tR~~ 1 ~Jg-Q5~.n u 
frr~qif ltq{:fiq@J~ ~: ~~Rl_ !t~qs;[Wf ~~' 
af~~RI II ~ o II 

30. For an upholder of the production theory, let the 
phonemes be new everytime they are produced; but it is not 
their uncommon feature which is the cause of the understan
ding of meaning. 

Even though the phonemes are different everytime they 
are produced, they do not convey the meaning by virtue of 
their new and unusual feature, because that was unknown 
before, but by virtue of their common persisting feature and 
that is the same everywhere. Nor is there any unusual but 
common identity by virtue of which they could be understood 
as expressive of meaning. Mutual co-presence might be a 
distinguishing feature of phonemes having common features, 
but that is also impossible because they are apprehended in a 
sequence. If they are apprehended at the sametime, there 
should be, as has been said before, understanding of meaning, 
no matter how they are uttered previously, because there 
Would be no difference in the phonemes. (30) 
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~ ~~~fu ~ 1 Fcfilit~m~ rrr~ ~ 

~t~UT~t'Elilo etiJRft~llf&~d'E'W=£.1 
aOi;:g~l(iii't'it err "'~~sfQ- ~~ 11 ~ ~ 11 
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~ ~ ~~~-.;'i:f[ft:IR~6!oli{~lrtf[+trrrct\stet!lf'Eiti~R'r 
w:r~rcl~T cru1: d'~~:, rr ~ ~~~l:llrtB:..; ~
fta~ cfifl~ 3fi~~ f.l\rffi~~O'trr :n~rr ~: 1 ~:q~~~~t4 
f~rrcemr d'~ t4TG:~~c.Ttcr:, rr :q ~a 11 ~ ~ 11 

If it is urged that sequence would make a difference, 
what is sequence ? . 

31. If sequence is the relation of cause and effect bet
ween the sound-cognising states of consciouness (of the hearer) 
or an inner difference in the phonemes brought about by it, 
then the understanding of meaning should take place even if 
the phonemes are uttered by different speakers. 

A phoneme uttered by a given speaker, helped by the 
cognition of the previous phoneme uttered by the previou:5 
speaker, sometimes becomes the cause of its own cognition. 
Nor is there non-separation of the phonemes by the different 
speakers and there is also a certain peculiarity in the phonemes 
because of a particular sequence and by uninterupted audition. 
Therefore, as there is a difference in sequence, there should 
be understanding of meaning and yet it does not take place. (31) 

;r ggtn~me:i\'sw 'E'I"!F~Tq~('('E'IfFJ.. 1 
al~~~ifTf~ ~~~~til Cfi'IT~~: II ~ 0( II 

af~fq t~a_ ~~R!'d:t,t~=f,T\Uld'T d'~~T ~~~if~ aTG~
rt0'~ :, d'~~CirtTSif BU\'EI~~~f~ ~~: I ~ I i1 ~~ 
'EI~~'l:fi~~~T%ROlc=n ~~m err "t'Of~T~itrils~~~~:nfi-+r.; ~cre:tic~ m: 
~=;r~~FlliltPkC'f I ~~ :q fuU~et:rE{fuC'f~R~~~~rtB:.. I rr·;:q C1?i 

'EI!~P-1TCfcnRftiCf,T~\UT~t Cf,~rr R~~fu l C!W.Cfi~· :q f.:tf~~ 
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trr f;r~r~ I rr "Cflc:(f~Dl ~~;:f ('!~:q~: I rr =cr Rroi:Tirro~::r-=Tirr~r
~~~ ~Dlit~; ~:r.oo~Rt =cr rr F~~g~m~ I ~t'1ilmf~ =cr 
~Hq~: \i~cN.I~ ~TlT(=f arr~m, Bt('!\~~ ~'WFH~ffi: I rr ::q 

f~gftrm~T!fiT~ o~;;r~fuUftt~m:U~l~tl~r'cl f~fi1fu I 
~~~ Q;cr :u~cJtT ar1l9; B~rr frl~~a c;5ffi ~c~:f.T~ ~it(:Ja; 
~ Cf=tJiil~ ~'Ff..rt\: ~~q: ~~0.. I rf~ (=f~fcr ~r+ri~DTT~CF;;CJT
cj~n:r~ogcq?~(~fq" arfftf~f.ffilffi.sfcr ;:n~qc~ ~~ 1 o:r, ~
ctc~!:f cf~ccna:. 11 ~ ~ II 

32. The relation of cause and effect between the moments 
of sound-producing ccnsciousness cannot be the cause of the 
understanding of meaning, because there is no dependence 
upon it at the time of the establishment of the convention or 
at the time of the comprehension (of the word). 

It might be argued that the relation of cause and effect 
between the moments of sound-producing consciousness or the 
difference in the phonemes brought about by it constitutes 
what is called sequence. That is why there is difference of 
effect1 in the case of the words sara, rasa and riija and jara. 
This is wrong. The relation of cause and effect between the 
~aments of sound-producing consciou mess or the difference 
ln the phonemes brought about by it is not a cause of the 
understanding of meaning. To be able to convey (the meaning} 
its own (previous) knowledge would be required. It is seen 
that understanding of meaning does come from words uttered 
by speakers who are hidden or screened off. Nobody can be 
sure of the existence of the relation of cause and effect between 
the moments of sound-producing consciousness in these cases. 
That can be ascertained only if the sameness of the speaker is 
ascertained. Apart from the cognition of the word, there is 
110 other means of ascertaining it. Where the speaker is hidden 
or screened off, there is no means of ascertaining his sameness. 
It has already been pointed out that in the confused talking of 
a crowd, one has no clue to distinguish the number of speakers 
.(and yet the meaning is sometimes understood.) 2 If it enters 
mto the category of indicators, it should be so ascertained at 
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the time of the learning of the convention, because nothing 
has the power to convey the meaning if it is not based on 
convention. It has already been pointed out that, at the time 
of the learning of the convention between the words and 
meanings of speakers who are hidden or at a distance, one 
does not necessarily have recourse to this ( the relation of 
cause and effect between the singleness of the speaker and the 
understanding of meaning). Therefore, the word is a unity, 
applied to things by convention in the world and is so accepted 
at the time of the understanding of the~ meaning. Otherwise, 
understanding of the meaning, even when the speakers are 
many, would be inevitable. 

But the word which is a unity does not convey a meaning 
by its mere existence, because it would then do so even in the 
case of one who does not know the convention. Besides, it 
does not come within the range of our senses. Therefore, that 
also cannot convey the meaning. 

It is not so. It has been shown that it does come within 
the range of th~ senses. (32) 

[ 1. Kdryabhedal_t. The difierence in the meaning understood 

is the difference in the effect meant here. For the Buddhist, there 

is difference in sequence as defined by him between sara and rasa 

between raja and jara, even though the phonemes are the same in 

these two pairs. 

2. See verses 15 and 16. ] 

~iil<=~'lutt=errfa:i:r1;rr~Rfi~+rrctil: • 
ll:~~~f;ru~~t;rt ~~a~~nf~m~~: 11 ~~ n 

' . ~ .::,. 
cfi~ J;fB~: ~Cfi: Cfi111fl=il+-~qn;:c;.;lf: ~fu 1 ~~r ?£P-f~"[.&T ~tCi-

~~~~r:p:n~ ifF1Niqf'JO"(~~:~.:nrrfli?ll~'P3'1UJ~ R~~~~ BT+~T
w=qf-r~l'lT~cr~~~, '1 ~FI:.f~T ';jRPJcrRl' ~l:IT~Cf T ~lp:1[~'[Rl: BiliJ',_ 

~fR CfG:~: I a =i:i ~cnfa:~~c=r~~~~rr i[~~~n ~r~w:ij II ~ ~ II 
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33. According to scholars well-versed in the three-fold 
knowledge, raising the hands etc. coming under hand-gestures, 
is manifested by different moments of action and is a unity. 

That one would have to acept action also as a unity, 
what kind of undesirable consequence ( prasanga ) is this ? 
Scholars versed in the three-fold knowledge1 do accept the 
particular universals designated by words like ' lifting ' 
included under gestures of the hand etc. and manifested by 
the different moments of action, because they declare : Other
wise in particular cases of lifting, the use of the word 'lift' and 
the corresponding cognition would not take place. Lifting 
etc. are called gestures of the hand, because they inhere in 
the moments of action which inhere in the hand etc. (33) 

[ 1. G. explains-Traividyav:rddhal].=well-versed in the three

fold knowledge, the three kinds of knowledge being ( 1 ) the Vedas 

together with the six auxiliary branches of knowledge, ( 2 ) the 

sm:rtis, itihiisa, puriil}.a, iiyurveda etc., ( 3 ) Mimiimsii. As an alter

native, G. suggests that the three kinds of knowledge are the three 

Vedas, within which all other knowledge would be included. J 
:a-qtitG\ti:t ~~!fill: qrf\q ~cr: 1 

f.t~~~ g ~~l~t~ ~q~ Ill~ II 
atr~cm1~ q;:r ~IT[ en:q2fi u:fif~: ~~frcf, B ~: ~

illif~n ~ w:Jfw1~T f~1: ~cqy~r I ~~ P-!Cf,;'i:-BG:N ~~ 
~ frrcir err ~'irmff, m9fffi~ ~cr, B'tCJ"l~ frrc£tc'51~~: >iHfu

cm._ I ~ 'i116tr: B'ef.rTT'l~~-=l::lrtitfr=l({ICf~Te: ~cqlf: B rrrc£1('1~ 
~:{+{~~ fcriflf~;ft~ ~ ~~Ref (f~T antl~RI,_, arffi if nSf Ffc£1T
~~:m'if-1cRU{ 'qCfRf--('(~rU~'fi(>W:r-:.r~tq+lT"ffi~: ~TCic+n fifClf 
~19~~~ 1 ~c~ ~Gilrtt~~TG:~Tl:ITllRJ: ~ fi!cqy~:fi~'iT
cr~:u ~ferit~rt 11 '~ 11 

34. In what manner there takes place a cognition of the 
whole has already been considered. Its eternality should not 
be a matter of doubt. Just because it exists, it is eternal, 
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like the universal. How the sounds bring about a cognition 
of the whole of the expressive word has already· been explai
ned in the verse-'' The sounds which differ because of the 
difference in the effort etc. "1 As to the alternatives-" the 
word, if it exists, may be eternal or otherwise," it does not 
arise at all, because, as in the case of the universal, it is 
eternal by the mere fact of its existence. Just as the cause of 
the understanding of the universal, namely, uniformity of 
cognition, makes us understand its existence as something 
eternal, because if it were perishable, it would sometimes 
not exist like the individual and, therefore, the alternatives of 
eternality and transitoriness do not arise in this case, simi
larly, the sphota the existence of which is determined by the 
fact of the understanding of the meaning, can only be eternal. 
If it were perishable, it would be something which one has 
not cognised before and therefore, understanding of meaning 
cannot take place and, therefore, the alternatives of eternality 
or otherwise cannot arise at all.2 Enough now of pushing this 
matter any further. (34) 

[ 1. Verse 18. 

2. The syllogism establishing the eternality of the word is 

given in the Sl. Var. ( sabdanityata) 311. ] 

~~!f c:.:~~ll..-sr.:!:l~E[!Jlmit~: q~qcl:{lf: r:n~qOlim o~!:lTftr 

ar.:~~r~ tiiit 'Hf~f~ Cf~!J~i;{ • 
aromrurm~ ~Jl~~e~~ 11 ~~ 11 

qre: oT"f[di~~~q~;;nQ_ ~!fi: ~~ ~R£, ~~T 
afftr er.itr~T: ~f\R£ \lfl~t~rrf ~Rm~~ @~; a1t:i~lll~ ~ntte:1~ 
:q c:,:f;fiofq~u~trc--:r~R£ ~~ 1{-mwr. II ''-\ II 

As to the objector who argues that the cognition of the 
word, depending upon that of something else, is a mere fiction 
according to him, 
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35. How can universal etc. depending upon the cognition 
of something else, be real ? As to the cognition of the word 
depending upon the understanding of the meaning, the diffi
culty of mutual dependence has already been pointed out. 

If the cognition of the word is a fiction because it depends 
upon that of the phonemes, then the cognition of the universal 
etc. would also be fictitious and their reality would be affected. 

If it depends upon the understanding of meaning, then 
the difficulty of mutual dependence would result, as shown 
before. Therefore, everything is perfectly satisfactory.1 (35) 

[ 1. The comprehension of the word depends upon that of 

something else. The upholder of the sphota means by something 

else that of the phonemes. Some things, the cognition of which 

depends up:>n that of something else may be said to be mere mental 

constructs. Thus, the cognition of the forest depends upon that of 

the treE-s. It may be held that there is no forest apart from the trees. 

Similarly, it mav be held that there is no whole ( avayavi) apart 

from the parts. But the sphotavadi points to the cognition of the 

universal which depends upon that of the individuals. The Vaise!]ikas 

and others have shown that the universal not only exists but that it 

is eternal. Like the upholders of the phonemes, the sphotavadi does 

not make the cognition of th::! word depend upon that of the meaning 

because that would result in a circle, as shown in verse 26. ] 

f.:\'~~~-t q"~Ciitffi{_ I 
~~r~ro ~m:~~raitur 11 

R~~~€4.!:1tr~aaet 
f?{~tt:rt ~!:JRfq;:Ce(~~~ II ~ ~ II 

36. Thus the truth concerning the word, free from all 
differentiation, has been shown on the basis of reason and 
tradition. Let them understand the other unity also/ free 
from all differentiations, in the same manner. 
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[ 1. Aparam abhedam. G. has no doubt whatsoever that this 

refers to Vlikyasphota. ] 

~=n~fcrmfam~~~gr~arPc~im ~ 
~re: R~ Cf~fwlRa ~~a ~Efiif'l~ I 
a~sf?l~rffifil~q-~)~fur-ft ~~a~ 
~~N~rq~~~~~ar~rzfef;a: "~IJ u 

~Ia +Ios.:rli=t~urf ~: 

~cfBf%:: ~+mu 1 

37. This proving of the existence of sphota. this mar
shalling of arguments which destroys the blindness of ignorance 
and produces the right vision through clear arguments, has 
been made for the benefit of those, who, with their vision 
blurred by the myopia of ignorance,1 cast a critical and 
derisive glance at the sound view of the Munis. 

Thus ends the " Establishment of sphota " a work of 
Ma.t:l<;iana Misra. 

[ 1. While explaining ' timirapatala. ', G. says-Sabdabhavana

khyaya timirapatalenacchadita antardrg antal}.karaiJ.akhyam cak:;;ur 

ye:;;am iti vigrahaJ:t. As in his commentary on verse 29, here also G 

identities avidyii or timirapatala with what is called sabdabhiivanii 

w:1.ich is ex:plaine;l differently in the Viikyapadiyam. See note 1, 

on verse 29· ] 

.. ~--~ . 
. 4\1.1\l· :)' ~~-v '·. 

,t \.' ..... ....., . - - -... -. . ~ ~. . 
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